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BRITISH COLUMBIA UTILITIES COMMISSION 
Commission Information Request No. 2 

FortisBC Inc. 
Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 

for the Advanced Metering Infrastructure Project 
 

1.0 Reference: Description of Existing System  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.5.1  
Failure of existing electromechanical meters 

“The following describes how the model used simulates the lifespan of the meter: 

• Each year a lot came up for compliance testing, a random number from 1-10 was 
generated.  This random number was used to determine the outcome of the testing 
process.  For example, if targeting level 3, a random number of 1-4 meant the lot was 
assigned to level 3, a random number of 5-7 corresponded to a level 4 and if the random 
number was between 8-10 then the lot was assumed to fail testing; 

• Based on this predicted level, an extension period was assigned to the compliance group, 
and used to calculate a new seal date; 

• A meter was replaced either when it was predicted to fail compliance testing by the model, 
or at the expiry of its seal date after reaching level 4; 

• This procedure was repeated sufficiently to simulate the entire life of the meter. 

 
Based on the model used by FortisBC, all electro-mechanical meters are expected to have failed 
statistical testing and therefore will need replacement by 2034.  It should be noted that more than half 
of these replacements are predicted to occur in the first 6 years as evidenced by the following table.” 
[Ref: Exhibit B-6, p. 10] [emphasis added] 

1.1 Please explain if the model was run once, with one set of random numbers, or a number of 
times to produce a range of results.  If a range was calculated, are the results presented the 
average of these results?  

1.2 Please explain at what future date all the existing 35,000 digital meters will have failed statistical 
testing and require replacement. 

1.3 Please show how the potential integration of the Kelowna 15,000 meters affects the results for 
both the electro-mechanical and the digital replacements. 

1.4 Please explain the concepts of “replacements”, “exchanges”, and how they interrelate. 

1.5 Please explain how the 11,131 meters in the “exchanges” column of the response to BCUC IR 
1.5.1 relate to the 18,055 meter exchanges in the Status Quo section of the response to BCUC IR 
1.48.3.  Please provide the relevant numbers of electro-mechanical and digital meters being 
exchanged. 
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2.0 Reference: Project Need 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.13.1  
Order C-11-07  
Historical perspective - Distribution Substation Automation Program (DSAP) 

“referenced page 11 of Appendix A to Order C-11-07, which states: ‘The Commission Panel therefore 
concludes that replacing the existing legacy technology with new electronic technology is appropriate.’” 
[Ref: Exhibit B-6, p. 28] 

2.1 Please confirm whether the reference relates to substation automation or customer metering. 

3.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.15.2 
Financial Benefits to FortisBC 

3.1 Please explain and quantify any non-ratepayer financial benefits of the proposed AMI project 
that will accrue to FortisBC.  

4.0 Reference: Project Need  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.16.2 
Conservation Rate Structures 

“If the CIP savings were included in the AMI project analysis, there would be no change in project costs 
and the NPV of the project would improve to an estimated $20.9 million.”  [Ref: Exhibit B-6, p. 31] 

4.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that if the Customer Information Portal (CIP) savings were 
included in the Net AMI project analysis, the NPV of the project would improve by $3.3 million. 

5.0 Reference: Project Description 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.33.1, 1.48.3, 1.105 
Exhibit B-1, Table 5.1a, p. 70 
Exhibit B-11, CEC IR 1.50.7  
Continued Manual Meter Reads 

“Response:  FortisBC would need to install a meter without RF radios or a meter with RF radios that are 
inactive.”  [Ref: Exhibit B-11, CEC 1.50.7, p. 864 of 946] 

5.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that using 2016 for comparison the cost for manual meter 
reads, primarily due to the locations involved, will increase approximately 8.5 times from $22.55 
to $192.69 per year per customer meter, a differential of $170.14 per year. 

5.2 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that 1 percent of the anticipated 123,293 meters in 2016 
would be 1,233 meters.  

5.3 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, the cost of changing out a meter is projected to be 
$198.36 in 2016 as indicated in the response to BCUC IR 1.48.3, and the cost of a digital meter is 
$30.11 in 2012 as indicated in BCUC IR 1.105.2. 
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5.4 Please also confirm, or otherwise explain, that the cost of acquisition and deployment of the 
AMI meters will be $20.323 million as indicated in Table 5.1a on page 70 of Exhibit B-1, and for 
the 116,410 AMI meters in 2013/2014 would be an average cost of approximately $209.50 per 
meter. 

5.5 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that it is more cost effective to install an AMI meter than 
to install a digital meter and later change it out to an AMI meter. 

5.6 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that an AMI meter can be installed with the RF 
transmission capability disabled, and the RF transmission capability can be enabled remotely 
should a new customer at that location request it.  Please provide the incremental costs 
involved.  

5.7 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that if a customer requested a meter without RF 
transmission enabled, a charge of $170.14 per year, for 2016, would keep the other ratepayers 
whole. 

6.0 Reference: Project Description  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.47.3 
Meter Deployment and Customer Safety 

“FortisBC performed 54,640 meter installations, removals or replacements in the period from 2006 
through 2011. During this period there were 13 reported meter incidents where some form of meter 
base damage occurred or was identified. Further, FortisBC has checked its records and has found no 
evidence of any damage to customer property (other than the meter base) that has occurred as a result 
of a meter installation, removal or replacement. 
 
FortisBC has conservatively budgeted for over 1,000 meter base replacements as part of the AMI 
project budget to help ensure that any identified issues with customers’ meter bases can be repaired 
with minimal customer inconvenience.” [Ref: Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.47.3, p. 88] [emphasis added] 

6.1 Please provide the amount budgeted for the over 1,000 meter base replacements as part of the 
AMI project. 

7.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.54.0, 1.82.4 
Exhibit B-11, CEC IRs 1.18.1, 1.22.0, 1.66.1, and 1.77.2  
Theft Analytics 

“FortisBC has previously tested a manual approach to energy balancing at the feeder level as a means of 
theft detection and has concluded that the installation of feeder meters without the accompanying 
advanced meters as an effective tool to identify electric theft is not practical for the following reasons. 

• It is not possible to accurately synchronize the meter readings on the feeder meters with 
the cumulative consumption recorded by the current meter system as the readings cannot 
be collected simultaneously, (it takes a meter reader several hours to read a route and each 
feeder may have several routes which are read on different days depending on the 
geography and customer population). 
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• If one accepts inaccuracies introduced by a manual meter reading approach to energy 
balancing at the feeder level, specific theft identification would still require repeated 
manual re-reading of meters downstream of primary metering to begin locating the source 
of unusual losses. 

The repeated and non-standard nature of the manual meter readings required for this type of energy 
balancing would alert electricity thieves to the theft detection activities of the Company.”  
[Ref: Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.82.4, pp. 184-185]  [emphasis added] 

“The geographic area will vary depending on customer density on the feeder.  Initial investigation on 
urban feeders will target approximately groups of 150 sites.  For rural feeders the proposed target is 
groups of 50 sites.”  [Ref: Exhibit B-11, CEC 1.22.1.2, p. 825 of 946] [emphasis added] 

“The deployment of the proposed distribution metering to assist in identifying energy theft is not 
effective in the absence of advanced meter deployment at the customer premise.  Energy balancing 
requires the simultaneous reading of feeder and customer meters to identify losses.  This is not possible 
with the current meter technology which is manually read on a 60 day cycle.”  
[Ref: Exhibit B-11, CEC 1.22.1.3, p. 825 of 946] [emphasis added] 

“FortisBC has readers working out of 7 different offices throughout its territory.  Due to the different 
headquarters which present diverse challenges in each region, on average a meter reader reads 
approximately 160 meters per day.  The maximum number a reader could read in a day would be 1,100 
meters.”  [Ref: Exhibit B-11, CEC IR 1.66.1, p. 886 of 946] [emphasis added] 

“The feeder will then continue to be divided into more granular sections using feeder metering until the 
source of loss is precisely identified at a particular meter.”  
[Ref: Exhibit B-11, CEC 1.77.2, p. 903 of 946] [emphasis added] 

7.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that if electricity thieves were deterred by sight of the 
Revenue Protection activities this would likely result in decreased or reduced theft which would 
be a positive result. 

7.2 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, the response to CEC IR 1.18.1 lists the 129 distribution 
feeders and the 146,583 customer endpoints for an average of 1,136 customer endpoints per 
feeder. 

7.3 Please provide an estimate of the average number of customer endpoints per transformer on a 
feeder, and compare this number to the average meter reader reads per day, and to the 50-150 
sites limit identified in the response to CEC IR 1.22.1.2. 

7.4 Please explain why the same theft analytics concepts as proposed under the AMI project cannot 
be implemented in a Status Quo scenario using the portable Meters on the transformation in an 
area; tagging the customer data by transformer in the customer system all meters downstream 
of each transformer; collecting the meter reads for the area downstream of a specific 
transformer on a single meter read day; reading the transformer meter on the same day; and 
comparing the results over a period of 1-3 months.   
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8.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.55.3  
Non-Project Capital 

“The Measurement Canada compliance capital line item refers to the cost to replace FortisBC’s electro-
mechanical and small-batch digital meter fleet, based on an accelerated end of life resulting from the 
new Measurement Canada SS-06 regulations.  These numbers do not include the cost of the compliance 
sampling activities.  The costs in each year are directly correlated to the number of meters having their 
seals expire in a given year.  The quantity of expirations in each year was estimated by a model that is 
described in the response to BCUC IR 1.5.1.  In practice, it is possible that FortisBC would have applied to 
replace the meters more quickly than the model indicates if customers concerns arose about the 
accuracy of electromechanical meters. 

More pronounced peaks are due to increased meter seal expirations in a given year due to large lot sizes 
or several large groups expiring together. 

The following table outlines the predicted number of electro-mechanical and small-batch digital meter 
replacements between 2014 and 2034.”  [Ref: Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.55.3, pp. 126-127] 

8.1 Please explain why the table provided in the response to BCUC IR 1.55.3 is exactly the same as 
the table provided in the response to BCUC IR 1.5.1 for the years 2026 through 2031.  Does this 
indicate there would be no small batch digital meters requiring replacement in that period, but 
there would be a large number of small batch digital meters to be replaced in 2032? 

9.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.58.1 
Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Document: “FortisBC – AMI Excel NPV Analysis – 05Oct12” 
New Operating Costs 

9.1 Please explain why the labour costs drop $20 thousand in 2019 as indicated in the table 
provided in the response to BCUC IR 1.58.1.  Table BCUC IR 1.58.1.3 appears to indicate the 
business analyst salary begins decreasing in 2019. 

9.2 Please explain why the new operating expenses as indicated on line 46 (row 57) of the Gross 
AMI tab of the NPV spreadsheet are not the same as those in the table provided in the response 
to BCUC IR 1.58.1. 

10.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.60.2 
New staffing – Business Analysts 

“With the Itron system there are a variety of event types, including power loss/restore, tamper, tilt, low 
battery alarms, and voltage alarms, that would be handled by the two additional resources. 

Itron does not have documentation detailing anticipated number of expected events and time to 
process/correct these events.  These numbers will be dependent on many factors, notably FortisBC’s 
decisions regarding configuration of events and alarms, automation of various processes, and the 
proficiency of the analysts.  Configuration of the events and alarms and automation of various processes 
will be determined during the design phase of the project.”  [Ref: Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.60.2, p. 146] 
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10.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the types of events described in the response to BCUC 
IR 1.60.2 would indicate a very small number of actual events; power loss/restore would be the 
highest, but this will be part of an automated system installed for the PLTs; tamper, tilt, low 
battery and voltage would appear to be a very small number; of these, tamper and tilt would be 
theft items and handled by the Revenue Protection staff; and low battery and voltage events 
would be system maintenance/PLT related and handled by those staff. 

11.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-1, BCUC IR 1.62.1 
New staffing – System Analysts 

11.1 Please explain why 2 new systems analysts would be required to support the AMI systems when 
there are only 2 systems analysts supporting the CIS.  Note: The database administrators are 
separate from these positions. 

12.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.1.63, 1.1.64 
New staffing – part-time Telecom Engineer 

12.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that a Communications Technician troubleshoots, fixes, 
replaces and installs network devices and a Telecom Engineer plans, coordinates and optimizes 
the telecommunications field network of devices.  Please advise if the engineer position is union 
exempt. 

13.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.66.1 
Exhibit B-11, CEC IR 1.70.0, pp. 101-104 [pages 892-895 of 946 pages] 
AMI 2012-11-08 Procedural Conference Transcript, p.33 
Probable integration of Kelowna – significance 

“  • Meter Growth and Replacement Sustaining Capital increases $0.655 million, or 15%; 

• Total Sustaining Capital (including avoided Measurement Canada compliance costs) reduces 
$1.182 million, or 45%; 

• Operating Expenses reduces $8.4 million, or 20%.  And 

• Theft Reduction benefit increases $11.7 million, or 12.5%.  

In summary, the Company anticipates that the addition of the City of Kelowna improves the overall 
customer benefit to approximately $23 million.”  [Ref: Exhibit B-11, CEC IR 1.70.1, p. 102] [emphasis 
added] 

“I simply use this opportunity to flag, although it’s not a significant issue in the sense of, it wouldn’t 
have a significant impact on the AMI application, just for completeness, FortisBC will be submitting an 
application shortly to the Utilities Commission to acquire the city of Kelowna’s electrical utility.  And as 
part of that, or derived from that, FortisBC will be filing some additional written evidence that will show 
the impact of the AMI project if it occurred that both the AMI project and the city of Kelowna acquisition 
were approved.  So it's not an issue that has a significant impact, but I just didn't want to pass by this 
without raising it as something that will be coming forward.”  [Ref: 2012-11-08 Procedural Conference, 
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p. 33] [emphasis added] 

13.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, the probable integration of Kelowna into the AMI Project 
will increase the overall customer benefit by $5.8 million, from a NPV of $17.6 million to $23.4 
million. 

13.2 Please explain what magnitude of change to the AMI project benefits NPV would be viewed by 
FortisBC as a significant change. 

13.3 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, the amounts in Table 4.1.a of Exhibit B-1-2 for meter 
growth and replacement, total sustaining capital and theft detection contain typographical 
errors and do not affect the integrity of the financial model presented in Exhibit B-1-3. 

14.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.91.1 
Exhibit B-1, Section 5.1, pp. 90-91 
Exhibit B-11, BCPSO IR 1.47.1  
Disconnect/reconnect 

“The management of vacant premises can involve multiple vehicle trips to each identified vacant site.  
An initial trip is required to confirm vacant site status or to leave notification for the occupants of the 
requirement to contact the Company to establish an account.  A second trip is often required to either 
disconnect the premises, or to leave another tag advising the occupant to contact the Company to avoid 
any interruption in service.  The process is time consuming, labour intensive, and thus expensive, 
particularly as multiple vehicle trips are required before resolution occurs (1 - 2 for disconnect and 1 for 
reconnect).”  [Ref: Exhibit B-1, p. 90] 

“FortisBC assumed that a CSP will still require one visit to 50 percent of vacant premises and 100 percent 
of premises scheduled for disconnection due to non-payment.”  [Ref: Exhibit B-1, p. 91] 

“Site visits will continue to be performed in advanced of disconnections in many cases (to assess the 
premise for risks and to hang a door tag), as referenced in the preamble to this question, so there will 
continue to be costs related to disconnections.  Savings related to the actual disconnection and 
reconnection of service are expected to be roughly equal.”  [Ref: Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.91.1, p. 219] 

“What portion of FortisBC’s annual disconnects (e.g. 7,700 in 2011) are for non-payment as opposed to 
for vacant premises?  Response:  Approximately 40 percent of disconnects are for non-payment.”  
[Ref: Exhibit B-11, BCPSO IR 1.47.1, p. 30 [page 31 of 946] 
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14.1 Please explain how the savings related to the disconnection and reconnections under AMI can 
be roughly equal since there will be no service calls for the remote “reconnections”. 

14.2 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the reductions in site visits (service calls) will produce 
savings of 74% under the AMI scenario (not the 95% savings reported), and this will reduce the 
$13.267 million savings to about $10.334 million. 

15.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.93.1 
Exhibit B-1, Sec. 5.3.5, p. 94 
Meter exchange costs post-AMI 

“The AMI Project will result in the replacement of nearly all existing meters with new AMI enabled 
meters. This will avoid operating costs that would have been incurred sampling and retesting meters for 
six years after meter deployment. After year six, the cost of meter exchanges is expected to begin 
returning to the pre-AMI deployment levels.” [Ref: Exhibit B-1, Sec 5.3.5, p. 94] 

 

 

Remote Disconnect/Reconnect Dec-13 Dec-14 Dec-15 Dec-16 Dec-17

Total Meters in Service [IR 48.3] 116,410       118,734       121,059       123,293       125,502       

Meters Increase [calc] 1.020 1.020 1.018 1.018

Status Quo service calls [calc from 2013] 7,935           8,093           8,252           8,404           8,555           

AMI service calls [IR 48.3] 7,935           6,066           2,062           420              428              

Reduction by AMI [calc] (0) (2,027) (6,190) (7,984) (8,127)

Reduction % by AMI [calc] 0% 25% 75% 95% 95%

Vacant - Status Quo - visits [B-1, p. 90] 2.5              2.5              2.5              2.5              2.5              

Vacant - 60% of service calls [BPSCO 47.1] 4,761           4,856           4,951           5,043           5,133           

ST Visits [calc] 11,903         12,140         12,378         12,606         12,832         

Non-payment - Status Quo - visits [B-1, p. 90] 3                 3                 3                 3                 3                 

Non-payment - 40% of calls [calc] 3,174           3,237           3,301           3,362           3,422           

ST Visits [calc] 9,522           9,712           9,902           10,085         10,266         

Status Quo Total Visits [calc] 21,425         21,852         22,280         22,691         23,098         

Vacant - AMI - visits [B-1, p. 91] 5.0              4.5              1.1              1.0              1.0              

Vacant - 30% of service calls [calc] 2,381           2,428           2,476           2,521           2,566           

ST Visits [calc] 11,903         10,926         2,723           2,521           2,566           

Non-payment - AMI - visits [B-1, p. 91] 3                 2.5              1.5              1                 1                 

Non-payment - 40% of calls [calc] 3,174           3,237           3,301           3,362           3,422           

ST Visits [calc] 9,522           8,093           4,951           3,362           3,422           

AMI Total Visits [calc] 21,425         19,019         7,674           5,883           5,988           

Reduction in visits by AMI [calc] 0% 13% 66% 74% 74%

Meter Exchanges Dec-22 Dec-23 Dec-24 Dec-25 Dec-26 Dec-27 Dec-28 Dec-29 Dec-30 Dec-31 Dec-32 Total

Status Quo exchanges [IR 1.5.1] 409           803           259           136           172           271           61             26             43             29             62             2,271         

Status Quo exchanges [IR 1.48.3] 942           823           707           478           399           556           460           468           639           256           159           5,887         

AMI meters exchanged [IR 1.48.3] 1,872        1,872        1,872        1,872        156           156           156           156           156           156           1,872        10,296       

Status Quo exchange cost [IR 1.48.3] $256 $239 $222 $183 $171 $204 $189 $194 $233 $157 $139 $2,186

AMI excange cost [IR 1.48.3] $421 $429 $437 $444 $124 $127 $129 $131 $134 $136 $504 $3,015
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15.1 Please explain why the meter exchanges reported in BCUC IR 1.5.1 are significantly different 
from the Status Quo meter exchanges reported in BCUC IR 1.48.3. 

15.2 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the number, and cost, of meter exchanges in the 11 
years of the AMI scenario, following the 6 (8?) year hiatus, is significantly higher than in the 
Status Quo scenario, and how this changes the AMI scenario. 

16.0 Reference: Project Alternatives Considered 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.105.1  
Exhibit B-2, FortisBC 2008 AMI CPCN, Q17.3.5, p.53 
New Alternative – phased implementation of advanced meters 

“Changes to National Policy (E-26), “Reverification Periods for Electricity Meters and Metering 
Installations”, issued September 15, 2004 by Measurement Canada, will result in increased frequency of 
mechanical demand meter exchanges.  The proposed regulation will require that 100 percent of 
mechanical demand meters be exchanged every four years.”  
[Ref:  Exhibit B-2, FortisBC 2008 AMI, Q17.3.5, p.53] 

16.1 Please explain what has changed from the time of the FortisBC 2008 AMI Application that has 
caused the replacement requirement for 100 percent of the electromechanical meters, under 
the Measurement Canada policy issued in 2004, to go from 4 years to 21 years.  

17.0 Reference: Project Alternatives Considered 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.105.3 
New Alternative – phased implementation of advanced meters 

“Results:  NPV of net customer benefit becomes a cost of $10.830 million.”  
[Ref: Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.105.3, p. 245] 

17.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, the NPV of the Status Quo with Kelowna integration is a 
cost of $7.089 million compared to the scenario in BCUC IR 1.105.3 referenced above.  

17.2 Please provide a working spreadsheet with the project NPV for a scenario that changes the 
assumptions used in the response to BCUC IR 1.105.3 to have: 

> inclusion of the Kelowna integration; 

> labour costs increasing at 3% per year, vehicle costs increasing at 5% per year, and general 
inflation increasing at 2% per year; 

> depreciation of the AMI meters over 25 years instead of 20 years; 

>  the meter fleet converted to AMI meters: 

 i. 25% by 2016 
 ii. 50% by 2019 
 i. 100% by 2024 (instead of only 75%); 
 

> inclusion of the CIP benefit referenced in BCUC IR 1.16.2; and 
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> inclusion of a $4.9 million cost in the Status Quo for the recovery of the 2008 and 2012 AMI 
application costs. 

17.3 Please provide the NPV of the scenario described immediately above with no theft related 
benefits in either the Status Quo with Kelowna or the phased AMI implementation with 
Kelowna.  

17.4 Please advise if FortisBC would undertake, as a condition of approval of the AMI Application, to 
guarantee the impact to the Revenue Requirement of the minimum “Theft” benefits included in 
a final, approved base AMI scenario required to have a project NPV of zero.  

18.0 Reference: Project Environment 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.114.1 
Use of another companies installed MDMS (Meter Data Management System) 

18.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that FortisBC would technically be able to utilize a MDMS 
installed at another company since the data from the AMI meters is collected using the internet. 

18.2 Assuming use of the MDMS of a company the size of BC Hydro, please explain the change in the 
AMI project with Kelowna NPV if the capital cost and depreciation related to the IT systems was 
only 6.5% of the amount included in the AMI with Kelowna scenario. 

19.0 Reference:  Project Description  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.37.1 
Itron Contract 

“FortisBC has one procurement contract for the proposed AMI project, with Itron, dated March 19, 2012 
for approximately $21 million.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.37.1] 

19.1 Please provide a copy of the complete March 19, 2012 contract between FortisBC and Itron for 
the proposed AMI project.   

19.1.1 If there is a separate contract between Itron and Fortis BC related to the disposal of the 
existing meters, please provide a complete copy of this contract.  

20.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-1, Tab 4.0, Section 4.2.2, p. 55-56; Order G-50-10; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.37.1 
Accounting Treatment of Existing Meters 

“The AMI solution proposed by Itron will provide … [for the] deployment of customer meters including 
removal and disposal of existing meters in an environmentally safe and efficient way.”  [Exhibit B-1, 
Tab 4.0, Section 4.2.2, p. 55] 

“Meter disposal is included in the Itron-managed deployment activities.  FortisBC will conduct random 
audits of the recycling / disposal process to ensure compliance with all applicable environmental 
regulations.”  [Exhibit B-1, Tab 4.0, Section 4.2.2, p. 56] 
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“FortisBC has one procurement contract for the proposed AMI project, with Itron, dated March 19, 2012 
for approximately $21 million.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.37.1, p. 66] 

The 2010 CPCN Guidelines outlined in Commission Order G-50-10 include the following Application 
Requirement: 

“A schedule and supporting discussion comparing the project and feasible alternatives in terms 
of social and environmental factors, and the applicant’s assessment regarding the overall social 
and environmental impact of the project relative to the overall impact of the feasible 
alternatives.”  [Appendix A to Order G-50-10, p. 6] 

20.1 Please list the environmental regulations applicable to Itron’s disposal of the existing meters.  

20.2 Please describe the process that will be undertaken by Itron in order to collect, remove and 
dispose of the existing meters “in an environmentally safe and efficient way” and specifically 
address whether the removal and disposal includes recycling, disposal and/or sale of the existing 
meters.    

20.3 Please discuss the overall environmental impact of the removal and disposal of the existing 
meters under the proposed AMI project.  

20.3.1 In Fortis BC’s opinion, is the environmental impact of disposing of the existing meters 
outweighed by the potential future conservation rate structures made possible with 
AMI implementation?  Please discuss. 

21.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.37.1, 1.39.1, 1.72.1 -1.72.2  
Accounting Treatment of Existing Meters 

“The existing meters are to be removed from service under the terms of the deployment contract for 
the smart meters.  The Company assumed the cost of removal would be offset by any scrap value as 
they were disposed of.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.72.1] 

“The cost of disposal [of the existing meters] is included in the contracted deployment cost and has not 
been separately estimated.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.72.2] 

“Itron is required to apply any potential value from the digital meters against the cost of recycling / 
disposing of the meters [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.39.1] 

“FortisBC has one procurement contract for the proposed AMI project, with Itron, dated March 19, 2012 
for approximately $21 million.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1. 37.1] 

21.1 Please estimate the total salvage value of the complete existing meter population to be 
disposed of under the proposed AMI project.  Please provide the estimate on both a per unit 
basis and a total basis. 

21.2 Please estimate the total costs to remove and dispose of the complete existing meter 
population to be disposed of under the proposed AMI project. 
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21.3 The Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1.72.1 notes that Fortis BC has ‘assumed’ that the salvage 
value will be offset by the cost of removal.  Please discuss the process undertaken and the 
specific information considered by Fortis BC in order to conclude that this is a sound 
assumption.  

21.4 The Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1.72.2 notes that the “the cost of disposal is included in the 
contracted deployment cost and has not been separately estimated.”  Does this statement 
mean that the estimated cost of disposal is included in the $21 million Itron contract cost?  If not 
confirmed, please explain otherwise.  If confirmed, please provide the monetary value assigned 
to the cost of disposal in the Itron contract. 

21.4.1 Is the cost of disposal included in the Itron contract a fixed contract cost?  If confirmed, 
please provide the amount.  If not confirmed, please explain how the variable cost will 
be accounted for. 

21.5 Please confirm if the estimated salvage value of the existing meters is included as an offset to 
the $21 million cost of the Itron contact.  If not confirmed, please explain otherwise.  If 
confirmed, please provide the monetary value assigned to the cost of disposal by Itron. 

21.5.1 Is the salvage value included in the Itron contract a fixed amount?  If confirmed, please 
provide the amount.  If not confirmed, please explain how the variable cost will be 
accounted for. 

21.6 Does Fortis BC or Itron (or both) bear the responsibility of ensuring that an appropriate salvage 
value is received for the existing meters?  Please explain.  

21.6.1 In the event that the salvage value of the existing meters exceeds the removal and 
disposal costs, is Itron required to credit Fortis BC with the difference?  Please discuss.  

21.6.2 In the event that the removal and disposal costs exceed the salvage value of the existing 
meters, is Fortis BC required to pay Itron the difference?  Please discuss.  

21.7 Please discuss how Fortis BC plans on accounting for the disposal costs of the existing meters.  
Specifically, please discuss if such costs are will be treated as operating or capital costs, and 
provide an explanation as to why the accounting treatment was selected.  

21.8 Please discuss how Fortis BC plans on accounting for the salvage value of the existing meters.  
Specifically, please discuss if such costs are will be treated as operating or capital costs, and 
provide an explanation as to why the accounting treatment was selected.  

22.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Order G-50-10; “Regulated Utilities Manual: A Service for Regulated Utilities”1 
Revenue Requirement Impact 

According to p. 7 of the “Regulated Utilities Manual: A Service for Regulated Utilities” published by 
Deloitte., the calculation of a utility’s “revenue requirement” and the calculation of “customer rates” 
form two separate steps in the ratemaking process: 

                                                           

1
http://www.ipu.msu.edu/library/pdfs/Deloitte%20Regulated%20Utilities%20Manual%20rebranded%20042012%20(1).pdf 

http://www.ipu.msu.edu/library/pdfs/Deloitte%20Regulated%20Utilities%20Manual%20rebranded%20042012%20(1).pdf
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“Ratemaking ordinarily occurs in two steps: (1) the determination of total allowable revenues 
for the utility [the revenue requirement] and (2) the establishment of individual rates or rate 
schedules for various classifications of customers that will yield this amount.  Individual rates are 
in theory based on an individual utility’s specific cost of service, including cost allocations.” 

According to p. 8 of the “Regulated Utilities Manual: A Service for Regulated Utilities” published by 
Deloitte, the cost-of-service ratemaking methodology is one process used to determine the total 
allowable revenues for a utility.  The cost-of-service ratemaking methodology is described as follows: 

“[the] method [that] equates “revenue requirements” or “cost of service” with the total of: 
operating expenses, depreciation, taxes, and a rate-of-return allowance on the utility’s 
investment in rate base.”  

Commission Order G-50-10 outlines the CPCN Application Guidelines for utilities filing for CPCN approval 
with the BCUC.  Appendix A, Section 2 of Order G-50-10 outlines the CPCN “Application Requirements”, 
including the following requirements to support the “Project Need, Alternatives and Justification”: 

“(iii) A schedule calculating the revenue requirements of the project and feasible alternatives, 
and the resulting impact on customer rates; 

(iv) A schedule calculating the net present values of the incremental cost and benefit cash flows 
of the project and feasible alternatives, and justification of the length of the term and discount 
rate used for the calculation.” 

Exhibit B-1 of the 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement and Review of ISP proceeding   notes the following 
in Tab 3, p. 112: 

“System losses consist of: 

1. Losses in the transmission and distribution system; 
2. Company use; 
3. Losses due to wheeling through the BC Hydro system; and 
4. Unaccounted-for energy (meter inaccuracies and theft) 
 
Losses are calculated by using a two year rolling average.  The actual gross loss rate for 2012 is 
the average of the 2009 rate of 9.23 percent and the 2010 rate of 8.42 percent, which is 8.82 
percent. The loss rate for 2013 is further reduced to 8.76 percent due to the AMI-based loss 
reduction program.” 

Commission Order G-112-12 concerning the 2012-2013 Revenue Requirements and Review of 2012 
Integrated System Plan notes the following in directive 1.c.: 

“The proposed Deferral Account for Power Purchase Expense variances from forecast is 
approved and is to be amortized in rates in 2014.” 

22.1 Does Fortis BC agree with the Deloitte manual quoted in the preamble to this IR that ratemaking 
occurs in two steps, including “(1) the determination of total allowable revenues for the utility 
[the revenue requirement] and (2) the establishment of individual rates or rate schedules for 

                                                           

2
 http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2011/DOC_28031_B-1_FBC-Revenue-Requirements-Application.pdf 

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2011/DOC_28031_B-1_FBC-Revenue-Requirements-Application.pdf
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various classifications of customers that will yield this amount.”? If Fortis does not agree, please 
discuss Fortis’ alternative position on the ratemaking process.  

22.1.1 Does Fortis BC agree that the following CPCN Application Requirement per Order G-50-
10 is also a two-step process, given the distinction between the “revenue requirement” 
and “customer rates”? If not, please explain why not. 

“(iii) A schedule calculating the revenue requirements of the project and feasible 
alternatives, and the resulting impact on customer rates;” 

22.2 Please confirm if Fortis BC agrees with the following definition of a “revenue requirement” 
provided by Deloitte: 

“[the] method [that] equates “revenue requirements” or “cost of service” with the total of: 
operating expenses, depreciation, taxes, and a rate-of-return allowance on the utility’s 
investment in rate base.” [“Regulated Utilities Manual: A Service for Regulated Utilities”, p. 8] 

If not confirmed, please provide Fortis BC’s opinion on what the appropriate definition of a 
revenue requirement should be.  

23.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1; Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Theft Reduction”  
Revenue Requirement Impact, Theft Benefit 

“The Company submits that the forecast theft reduction benefits results in both a reduction of 
FortisBC’s annual revenue requirement and an increase in net billable load. The revenue requirement 
decrease is due to reduced power purchase expense related to marijuana grow operations being 
deterred from operating in FortisBC’s service territory. Higher net billable load is due to more growers 
paying for their electricity as opposed to stealing electricity.” [Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, Revised 
Response] 

“The Company has not prepared the financial analysis of the AMI Project based on the impact of the 
theft reduction benefit on net billable load, but rather has treated the incremental revenue resulting 
from theft reduction as an offset to the revenue requirement, which produces a reasonable 
approximation of the impact to customer rates. For example, if it is assumed that revenue requirements 
were $327M and the net billable load were 3,100 GWh, the average rate would be approximately $105 
per MWh. If theft reduction increased the net billable load to 3,150 GWh the same revenue requirement 
would yield a rate of $104 per MWh ($327M / 3,150 GWh). The AMI CPCN model assumes that the value 
of the theft reduction is $3.8M (50 GWh * $76 per MWh), reducing the revenue requirement to 
$323.2M and resulting in the same average rate of $104 ($323.2M/3,100 GWh = $104).” [Exhibit B-6-5, 
BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, Revised Response] 

23.1 The Fortis BC revised response to BCUC IR 1.97.2.1 provides an example to demonstrate that the 
impact of the incremental net billable load expected from an increase in paying, illegal 
marijuana grow sites under the proposed AMI project on customer rates.  Please confirm that 
the example provided by Fortis BC assumes an increase in net billable load from paying, illegal, 
marijuana grow sites of 50 GWh (i.e. 3,150 GWh net billable load after theft reduction benefit 
versus 3,100 GWh net billable load before theft  reduction benefit). 
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23.2 Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Theft Reduction” calculates the theft reduction benefit of 
the proposed AMI project. The calculation includes the estimated number of illegal, paying 
marijuana grow sites under the proposed AMI project versus the Status Quo. Commission staff 
has used this information in order to calculate the incremental net billable load due to an 
increase in illegal, paying marijuana grow sites under the proposed AMI project, as estimated by 
Fortis BC. Please confirm that the calculation performed by Commission staff below is correct. If 
not confirmed, please provide a revised calculation in a working excel document and provide an 
explanation for each change made.  

 

23.1 Please confirm that the “Estimated Incremental Billable from Illegal, Paying Marijuana 
Grow Sites (GWh’s)” included in the calculation above is the incremental net billable load 
used by Fortis BC to calculate the theft reduction benefit of the proposed AMI project.  If 
not confirmed, please explain otherwise. 

23.2 Please discuss why an increase in net billable load of 50 GWh was used by Fortis BC in the 
example calculation provided in the revised response to BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, as opposed to an 
estimated increase in net billable load based on data provided by Fortis BC in Exhibit B-1-1, 
Excel Attachment, Tab “Theft Reduction”. 

24.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Order G-50-10; Exhibit B-1, Tab 5.0, p. 84; Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Net 
AMI”; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.97.2; Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1   
Revenue Requirement Impact, Theft Benefit 

The Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1.97.2 confirms that Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment Tab “Net AMI” 
Line 5.0 represents the “…the cumulative percentage decrease in the revenue requirement over 20 
years, as opposed to a one percent reduction in rates.” 

“The Company submits that the forecast theft reduction benefits results in both a reduction of 
FortisBC’s annual revenue requirement and an increase in net billable load.  The revenue requirement 
decrease is due to reduced power purchase expense related to marijuana grow operations being 
deterred from operating in FortisBC’s service territory.  Higher net billable load is due to more growers 
paying for their electricity as opposed to stealing electricity.”  [Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, Revised 
Response] 

Commission Order G-50-10 outlines the CPCN Application Guidelines for utilities filing for CPCN approval 
with the BCUC.  Appendix A, Section 2 of Order G-50-10 outlines the CPCN “Application Requirements”, 
including the following requirement to support the “Project Need, Alternatives and Justification”: 

“(iii) A schedule calculating the revenue requirements of the project and feasible alternatives, 
and the resulting impact on customer rates; 
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(iv) A schedule calculating the net present values of the incremental cost and benefit cash flows 
of the project and feasible alternatives, and justification of the length of the term and discount 
rate used for the calculation.” 

“It is expected that with an AMI-enabled theft detection program, marijuana grow operators may chose 
to switch to alternate energy sources rather than pay for electricity.  This reduction in gross load is 
accounted for by assuming a 1 percent growth in grow sites in the probably AMI forecast as opposed to 
the 2 percent assumed in the status quo model.”  [Exhibit B-1, Tab 5.0, p. 84] 

“… AMI enabled revenue protection is expected to increase theft detection from 8 to 25 percent by 
2016, and gradually increase deterrence from 75 to 95 percent by 2021.”  [Exhibit B-1, Tab 5.0, p. 84] 

Commission staff has prepared Schedule 1 (Part 1) in Appendix 1 (located on Attachment Panel) to BCUC 
IR 2 in order to demonstrate the revenue requirement impact of the proposed AMI project, using only 
the portion of the theft reduction benefit that impacts the revenue requirement i.e. excluding the 
portion of the theft reduction benefit related to an increase in net billable load.  The Comments and 
Notes to Schedule 1 include explanations for any adjustments made by Commission staff to the analysis 
provided by Fortis in Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab “Net AMI” and any calculations performed by 
Commission staff.  

Comment 1 

The theft reduction benefit of the AMI project, as calculated by Fortis BC in Exhibit B-1-1 Excel 
Attachment Tab “Theft Reduction”, has been removed from the revenue requirement impact calculation 
of the proposed AMI project, for the following reasons: 

• Fortis BC submits that “The revenue requirement decrease is due to reduced power purchase 
expense related to marijuana grow operations being deterred from operating in FortisBC’s service 
territory.  Higher net billable load is due to more growers paying for their electricity as opposed to 
stealing electricity.”  [Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, Revised Response] As the increase in net 
billable load from paying, illegal marijuana grow sites does not impact the Company’s revenue 
requirement, Commission staff has removed the theft benefit of the proposed AMI project, as 
calculated by Fortis BC, from the revenue requirement impact calculation.   

 
• The Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1.97.2 confirms that Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment Tab “Net 

AMI” Line 5.0 represents the “…the cumulative percentage decrease in the revenue requirement 
over 20 years, as opposed to a one percent reduction in rates.” 

Comment 2 

The theft reduction benefit of the AMI project, as calculated by Fortis in Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment 
Tab “Theft Reduction”, assumes that the deterrence factor applied to the estimated total illegal, 
marijuana grow sites will increase to 95% by 2032 under the proposed AMI project, versus 70% under 
the Status Quo.  Meaning, 95% of illegal, marijuana grow sites using electricity (as opposed to 
alternative energy sources) will pay for electricity under the proposed AMI project (as opposed to 
stealing electricity) versus only 70% for the Status Quo.  Commission staff has included the incremental 
fixed bi-monthly customer charge from the incremental paying, illegal marijuana grow sites under AMI 
as an offset to the revenue requirement impact calculation.  Refer to the calculation performed by 
Commission staff in Note 1 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2. 
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Comment 3 

In Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment Tab “Theft Reduction”, Fortis calculates the estimated revenue that 
will be collected from illegal marijuana grow sites under AMI versus the Status Quo.  Fortis BC assumes 
that there will be more theft sites under the Status Quo option and therefore a higher number of theft 
sites identified by Fortis BC, resulting in a greater amount of revenue from identified theft sites collected 
under the Status Quo option versus the proposed AMI project.  Commission staff has included this 
incremental revenue collected from identified theft sites under the Status Quo option in the revenue 
requirement impact calculation.  Refer to calculation performed by Commission staff in Note 2 of 
Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2. 

Comment 4 

The theft reduction benefit of the proposed AMI project, as calculated by Fortis in Exhibit B-1-1 Excel 
Attachment Tab “Theft Reduction”, assumes that the total number of illegal, marijuana grow sites will 
increase annually by 1% under the proposed AMI project, versus 2% under the Status Quo.  The revenue 
requirement impact of this assumption is that the smaller increase in the total number of illegal, 
marijuana grow sites will result in lower overall consumption and load and therefore lower power 
purchase costs under the proposed AMI project versus the Status Quo.  The revenue requirement 
impact is calculated by Commission staff in Note 3 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2. 

Comment 5 

The Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1.97.2 confirms that Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment Tab “Net AMI” 
Line 5.0 represents the “…the cumulative percentage decrease in the revenue requirement over 20 
years, as opposed to a one percent reduction in rates.”  For the reasons outlined in Comments 1-4 
above, Commission staff has recalculated the revenue requirement impact of the proposed AMI project, 
excluding the theft reduction benefit related to an increase in net billable load from illegal, paying 
marijuana grow sites.  Refer to calculation by Commission staff in Note 4 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to 
BCUC IR 2. 

Commission staff notes the following with respect to the Comments and Notes provided above: 

• In this specific analysis, Commission staff has not assessed, nor have they supported, any 
assumptions made by Fortis BC in relation to the theft reduction benefit.  The analysis is intended to 
demonstrate the mechanics by which Commission staff consider appropriate to calculate the theft 
reduction benefit of the AMI project on the revenue requirement over twenty years, using the 
assumptions made by Fortis in Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment Tab “Theft Reduction”.  

• In this specific analysis, Commission staff has not assessed, nor have they supported, any other 
calculations or assumptions made by Fortis BC in calculating the revenue requirement impact of the 
AMI project in Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment Tab “Net AMI” Line No. 5.  

24.1 Please confirm that Comment 1 made by Commission staff above is accurate, or explain 
otherwise.  

24.2 Please confirm that Comment 2 made by Commission staff above is accurate, or explain 
otherwise.  
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24.3 Please confirm that the calculation provided in Note 1 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2 
is correct.  If not confirmed, please provide an updated calculation and give a detailed rationale 
for each individual adjustment made by Fortis BC. 

24.4 Please confirm that Comment 3 made by Commission staff above is accurate, or explain 
otherwise.  

24.5 Please confirm that the calculation provided in Note 2 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2 
is correct.  If not confirmed, please provide an updated calculation and give a detailed rationale 
for each individual adjustment made by Fortis BC. 

24.6 Please confirm that Comment 3 made by Commission staff above is accurate, or explain 
otherwise. 

24.7 Please confirm that the calculation provided in Note 3 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2 
is correct.  If not confirmed, please provide an updated calculation and give a detailed rationale 
for each individual adjustment made by Fortis BC. 

24.8 Please confirm that the calculation provided in Note 4 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2 
is correct.  If not confirmed, please provide an updated calculation and give a detailed rationale 
for each individual adjustment made by Fortis BC. 

24.8.1 Specifically, please confirm that the NPV of the theft reduction benefit of the proposed 
AMI project on the revenue requirement over twenty years of $9,857 thousand is 
correct.  If not confirmed please provide an updated calculation in a working excel 
document and give a detailed rational for each change made.  

24.8.2 Specifically, please confirm that the NPV of the revenue requirement increase resulting 
from the proposed AMI project over twenty years of $10,900 thousand is correct.  If not 
confirmed please provide an updated calculation in a working excel document and give 
a detailed rational for each change made.  

24.9 Does Fortis BC agree that the calculation provided in Note 4 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to 
BCUC IR 2 demonstrates the appropriate mechanics by which to calculate the revenue 
requirement impact only (i.e. excluding the customer rates impact of changes to billable load) of 
the of the proposed AMI project?  If not confirmed, please provide a detailed explanation as to 
why Fortis BC disagrees and propose what Fortis BC considers to be the appropriate mechanics.  

25.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Order G-50-10; Exhibit B-1, Tab 5.0, p. 82-84; Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Net 
AMI”; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.97.2, 1.118.1.1; Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1   
Customer Rates Impact, Theft Benefit 

The Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1.97.2 confirms that Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment Tab “Net AMI” 
Line 5.0 represents the “…the cumulative percentage decrease in the revenue requirement over 20 
years, as opposed to a one percent reduction in rates.” 

“The Company submits that the forecast theft reduction benefits results in both a reduction of 
FortisBC’s annual revenue requirement and an increase in net billable load.  The revenue requirement 
decrease is due to reduced power purchase expense related to marijuana grow operations being 
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deterred from operating in FortisBC’s service territory.  Higher net billable load is due to more growers 
paying for their electricity as opposed to stealing electricity.”  [Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, Revised 
Response] 

“The Company has not prepared the financial analysis of the AMI Project based on the impact of the 
theft reduction benefit on net billable load, but rather has treated the incremental revenue resulting 
from theft reduction as an offset to the revenue requirement, which produces a reasonable 
approximation of the impact to customer rates.”  [Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, Revised Response] 

“FortisBC believes the financial analysis for the Project provided as part of the Application avoids adding 
undue complexity and variability not related to the Project, while still providing a reasonable 
approximation of the expected impact of the AMI Project to average customer rates.”  [Exhibit B-6-5, 
BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, Revised Response] 

Commission Order G-50-10 outlines the CPCN Application Guidelines for utilities filing for CPCN approval 
with the BCUC.  Appendix A, Section 2 of Order G-50-10 outlines the CPCN “Application Requirements”, 
including the following to support the “Project Need, Alternatives and Justification”: 

“(iii) A schedule calculating the revenue requirements of the project and feasible alternatives, 
and the resulting impact on customer rates; 

(iv) A schedule calculating the net present values of the incremental cost and benefit cash flows 
of the project and feasible alternatives, and justification of the length of the term and discount 
rate used for the calculation.” 

Commission staff has prepared Schedule 1 (Part 2) in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2 in order to demonstrate 
the customer rates impact of the proposed AMI project.  The Comments and Notes to the schedule 
include explanations for any adjustments made by Commission staff to the analysis provided by Fortis 
BC in Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab “Net AMI” and any calculations performed by Commission 
staff.  

Comment 1.2 

The forecast sales volume for Fortis BC is taken directly from the 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement 
Application (Exhibit B-1, Appendix 3A - Long-Term Energy Forecast After DSM (Net Load)) The net load, 
as opposed to gross load, is considered appropriate as losses should be excluded from billable load / 
sales volume.  

Fortis states the following in the response to BCUC IR 1.118.1.1: 

“Consistent with all capital expenditures undertaken by the utility, the costs and benefits are included in 
the Company’s Revenue Requirements and therefore are incorporated into all customer rates.  In 
addition, the proposed FortisBC AMI project results in a net benefit to all customers as is evidenced by 
the financial analysis included as part of this Application.”  [Exhibit B-6, p. 287]  

Based on the comments provided by Fortis BC in the response to BCUC IR 1.118.1.1, Commission staff 
considers it appropriate for the purposes of this analysis to use the net load for all customer classes (i.e. 
Residential, Commercial, Wholesale, industrial, Lighting and Irrigation). 
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Comment 2.2 

For the purposes of this analysis, Commission staff has used the average cost per kWh of billable load in 
order to demonstrate the impact of the proposed AMI project on customer rates.  Commission staff 
considers this appropriate for the purposes of this analysis for several reasons: 

• Fortis BC submits that their analysis provides “…a reasonable approximation of the expected impact 
of the AMI Project to average customer rates.”  Considering this, Commission staff also consider it 
appropriate to use average cost per kWh of billable load in order to demonstrate the impact on the 
forecast increase in net billable load from illegal, paying marijuana grow sites on customer rates.  

• Fortis BC submits that “The Company has not prepared the financial analysis of the AMI Project 
based on the impact of the theft reduction benefit on net billable load, but rather has treated the 
incremental revenue resulting from theft reduction as an offset to the revenue requirement, which 
produces a reasonable approximation of the impact to customer rates.”  Fortis BC also submits that 
“Although revenue requirements do not in fact change as a result of theft reduction (aside from the 
reduction in power purchase expense related to deterrence as previously discussed), there clearly is 
benefit associated the impact of theft reduction resulting from AMI, which customers will see as a 
reduction in the average rate for electricity due to an increase in net billable load.”  The incremental 
net billable load from illegal, paying marijuana grow sites does not impact the revenue requirement 
calculation.  Commission staff therefore considers it more appropriate to demonstrate the impact of 
the incremental net billable load on customer rates by way of an analysis of the average cost per 
kWh of billable load. 

Comment 3.2 

Fortis BC submits that “Higher net billable load is due to more growers paying for their electricity as 
opposed to stealing electricity.”  [Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, Revised Response] 

The theft reduction benefit of the AMI project, as calculated by Fortis in Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment 
Tab “Theft Reduction”, calculates the estimated number of paying illegal, marijuana grow sites under 
AMI versus the Status Quo.  Fortis has also estimated the annual consumption per illegal, marijuana 
grow sites as follows: 

“…FortisBC historical data indicates 30 lights per site.  Although Fortis BC data indicates the number is 
trending upward, the more conservative 30 has been used in the theft benefit calculation.  Each light 
consumes an average 14kWhs per day based on a combination of 18 and 12 hour cycles which translates 
into 151,200 kWhs annually per site.”  [Exhibit B-1, Tab 5.0, p. 82] 

Commission staff has calculated the increase in net billable load resulting from an increase in paying, 
illegal marijuana grow sites under AMI versus the Status Quo in Note 5 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to 
BCUC IR 2. 

Comment 4.2 

The difference between the average cost per kWh of billable load with and without the incremental net 
billable load  from illegal, paying marijuana grow sites, as calculated by Commission staff, demonstrates 
the impact on the average cost per kWh of billable load. 
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Comment 5.2 

The difference between the  average cost per kWh of billable load without AMI and with AMI (i.e. 
including the revenue requirement impact of AMI and the incremental net billable load from  illegal, 
paying marijuana grow sites), multiplied by the forecast billable load, demonstrates the total benefit to 
customers over a twenty year period.  Commission staff has calculated this benefit, based on Fortis BCs 
assumptions in Note 6 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2. 

Commission staff notes the following with respect to the Comments and Notes provided above: 

• In this specific analysis, Commission staff has not assessed, nor have they supported, any 
assumptions made by Fortis BC in relation to the theft reduction benefit.  The analysis is intended to 
demonstrate the mechanics by which Commission staff consider appropriate to calculate the theft 
reduction benefit of the AMI project on customer rates over twenty years, using the assumptions 
made by Fortis in Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment Tab “Theft Reduction”.  

• In this specific analysis, Commission staff has not assessed, nor have they supported, any other 
calculations or assumptions made by Fortis in calculating the revenue requirement impact of the 
AMI project in Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment Tab “Net AMI” Line No. 5.  

 

25.1 Please confirm that Comment 1.2 made by Commission staff above is accurate, or explain 
otherwise.  

25.2 Please confirm that Comment 2.2 made by Commission staff above is accurate, or explain 
otherwise.  

25.3 Please confirm that Comment 3.2 made by Commission staff above is accurate, or explain 
otherwise.  

25.4 Please confirm that the calculation provided in Note 5 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2 
is correct.  If not confirmed, please provide an updated calculation and give a detailed rationale 
for each individual adjustment made by Fortis.  

25.5 Please confirm that Comment 4.2 made by Commission staff above is accurate, or explain 
otherwise.  

25.6 Please confirm that Comment 5.2 made by Commission staff above is accurate, or explain 
otherwise.  

25.7 Please confirm that the calculation provided in Note 6 of Schedule 1 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2 
is correct.  If not confirmed, please provide an updated calculation and give a detailed rationale 
for each change made by Fortis BC. 

26.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1 
Customer Rates Impact, Theft Benefit 

“The Company submits that the forecast theft reduction benefits results in both a reduction of 
FortisBC’s annual revenue requirement and an increase in net billable load.  The revenue requirement 
decrease is due to reduced power purchase expense related to marijuana grow operations being 
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deterred from operating in FortisBC’s service territory.  Higher net billable load is due to more growers 
paying for their electricity as opposed to stealing electricity.”  [Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, Revised 
Response] 

26.1 Please provide a break-even analysis to demonstrate the number of incremental units of net 
billable load that are required  from illegal, paying marijuana grow sites in order for the 
proposed AMI project to result in lower customer rates.  Please provide the calculation in a 
working excel document and provide a detailed listing of all assumptions used in the analysis.  

27.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.86.1; Exhibit B-6-5 BCUC IR 1.97.2.1; Exhibit B-1-1, Excel 
Attachment, Tab “Theft Reduction” 
Theft Reduction Benefit, Boyd Report  

The response from BCUC IR 1.86.1 includes a report by Professor Neil Boyd.  In the report, Boyd notes 
the following: 

“I [Boyd] would say that the Plecas Report calculations of 90 days in the grow cycle and 4 grow cycles 
per year likely assume a degree of organization that does not exist with most grow operations – that is, 
most growers are unlikely to be so organized as to consistently generated this annual energy per light, 
dependent, as it is, upon continuing operations for 360 of 365 days in a calendar year… 

… If we take a more conservative approach we might reset the equation for annual energy expended per 
light to 90 x 14 x 3 = 3,780 kWh.  Accordingly, the annual use of energy for marijuana production in the 
area served by FortisBC is [113,400] kWh per site (3,780 x 30 lights).”  

Fortis BC explains the calculation of the “Theft Reduction” benefit in the Revised Response to BCUC IR 
1.97.2.1 as follows: 

“The Company submits that the forecast theft reduction benefit results in both a reduction in Fortis BC’s 
annual revenue requirement and an increase in net billable load.  The revenue requirement decrease is 
due to reduced power purchase expense related to marijuana grow operations being deterred from 
operating in FortisBC’s service territory.  Higher net billable load is due to more growers paying for their 
electricity as opposed to stealing electricity.”  [Exhibit B-6-5 BCUC IR 1.97.2.1] 

27.1 Please comment on Boyd’s estimate of 113,400 kWh annual energy consumption per site, as 
opposed to the Fortis estimate of 151,200 kWh annual energy consumption per site.  

27.2 In calculating the Theft Reduction benefit of the “higher net billable load” resulting from an 
increase in marijuana grow operations starting to pay for electricity rather than steal under the 
proposed AMI project, please confirm that Fortis BC used an estimated average annual 
consumption per site of 151,200 kWh.  If not confirmed, please explain otherwise.  

27.3 Commission staff has prepared an analysis of the impact of the proposed AMI project on both 
the revenue requirement and customer rates, using Boyd’s estimate of 113,400 kWh annual 
energy consumption per illegal, marijuana grow site.  Please refer to calculation in Schedule 2 of 
Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2.  The calculations in Schedule 2 are consistent with those provided by 
Commission staff in Schedule 1, with the exception of the estimated annual energy consumption 
per illegal, marijuana grow site.  Please confirm that the calculations are correct, based on an 
estimate of 113,400 kWh annual energy consumption per illegal, marijuana grow site.  If not 
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confirmed, please provide an updated calculation in a working excel document, a listing of all 
assumptions used and a detailed explanation for each change made to the calculations 
performed by Commission staff.  

28.0 Reference: Theft 
Exhibit A2-1; Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, p. 14 
Theft Reduction, Diplock and Plecas Report 

Exhibit A2-1 is a report by Jordan Diplock and Darryl Plecas entitled:  “The Increasing Problem of 
Electrical Consumption in Indoor Marihuana Grow Operations in British Columbia.”  Page 2 of the report 
notes the following with respect to illegal marijuana grow operations that are not stealing electricity (i.e. 
they are paying for electricity): 

“What must also be taken into account is the amount of electricity consumed by operators of marihuana 
growing operations not stealing electricity.  This would include another 6,339 cases per year.  Again, 
using the findings of Chaisson and Plecas (2011a) and Chaisson and Plecas (2011 b), each of these 
operations, on average, would use 21.8 lights or 109,872 kWh of electricity per year.  The annual 
consumption then, which is, in effect, wasted consumption, on account that it is put toward an illegal 
enterprise, is nearly 696.5 GWh.  At 0.0627/kWh, this equates to another $43.7 million worth of 
electricity per year.  Priced out at the higher rate, the cost would actually be $61.2 million.  That said, BC 
Hydro would not peg the cost this high, as its investigators have estimated that the average growing 
operation not involving theft uses just 10 lights.  BC Hydro’s estimate would be particularly accurate in 
those locations that currently employ electrical and fire safety inspection (EFSI) initiatives, as growing 
operations with 10 or more lights would consume more electricity than the 93kWh per day threshold for 
over-consumption, and would come to the attention of EFSI inspection teams, rather than BC Hydro’s 
own inspectors.  According to the BC Hydro estimates, at the higher rate ($0.0878), we should expect 
their estimate to be substantially lower at $28.1 million.”  

Fortis BC explains the calculation of the theft reduction benefit in the Revised Response to BCUC IR 
1.97.2.1 as follows: 

“The Company submits that the forecast theft reduction benefit results in both a reduction in Fortis BC’s 
annual revenue requirement and an increase in net billable load.  The revenue requirement decrease is 
due to reduced power purchase expense related to marijuana grow operations being deterred from 
operating in FortisBC’s service territory.  Higher net billable load is due to more growers paying for their 
electricity as opposed to stealing electricity.”  [Exhibit B-6-5 BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, p. 14] 

28.1 Please comment on Diplock and Plecas’ estimate that operators of marihuana growing 
operations not stealing electricity (i.e. sites that pay for electricity) consume on average 109,872 
kWh annually per site, as opposed to the Fortis BC estimate of 151,200 kWh annual energy site.  

28.1.1 Did Fortis BC consider calculating the Theft Reduction benefit resulting from an increase 
in net billable load from marijuana grow sites under the proposed AMI project  using the 
Diplock and Plecas’ estimate that operators of marihuana growing operations not 
stealing electricity (i.e. sites that pay for electricity) consume on average 109,872 kWh 
annually per site?  If confirmed, please discuss why this estimate was not considered 
appropriate.  
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28.2 Commission staff has prepared an analysis of the impact of the proposed AMI project on the 
revenue requirement calculation and customer rates, using Diplock and Plecas’ estimate of 
109,872 kWh annual energy consumption per  paying  illegal, marijuana grow site.  Please refer 
to calculation in Schedule 3 of Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2.  The calculation is consistent with those 
provided by Commission staff in Schedule 1, with the exception of the estimated annual energy 
consumption per paying illegal, marijuana grow site.  Please confirm that the calculation, based 
on an estimate of 109,872 kWh annual energy consumption per paying illegal, marijuana grow 
site is correct.  If not confirmed, please provide an updated calculation in a working excel 
document, a listing of all assumptions used and a detailed explanation for each change made to 
the calculation performed by Commission staff.  

29.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits  
Order G-50-10; Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.96.1 Revised Response;  
Exhibit B-1-1, Tab 5.0, Table 5.1.1.a, Updated p. 73] 
Cost and Benefit Cash Flows 

Commission Order G-50-10 outlines CPCN application guidelines.  The CPCN “Application Requirements” 
per Order G-50-10 include the following item that must be provided to support “Project Need, 
Alternatives and Justification” (Section 2 of the Application Requirements):  

(iv) A schedule calculating the net present values of the incremental cost and benefit cash flows of the 
project and feasible alternatives, and justification of the length of the term and discount rate used for 
the calculation;” [Appendix A to Order G-50-10, page 6 of 12] 

29.1 Please confirm that the net present value of the incremental cost and benefit cash flows 
provided by Fortis BC in BCUC IR 1.96.1 is a cash outflow of $8,884 thousand.  

29.1.1 Please confirm that the net present value of the incremental cost and benefit cash flows 
provided by Fortis BC in BCUC IR 1.96.1 excludes all CPCN development and regulatory 
costs.  If the answer is yes, please explain why 100 percent of these costs have been 
excluded.  

29.1.2 Please provide the net present value of the incremental cost and benefit cash flows of 
the proposed AMI project, including the CPCN development and regulatory costs 
associated with the 2012 Application of $4,640 thousand (i.e. excluding the 2007 AMI 
application costs of $275 thousand as sunk costs).  [Exhibit B-1-1, Tab 5.0, Table 5.1.1.a, 
Updated p. 73] 

29.1.2.1 Please provide the net present value of the incremental cost and benefit cash 
flows each alternative (i.e. PLC and AMR), including the CPCN development 
and regulatory costs associated with the 2012 Application of $4,640 
thousand (i.e. excluding the 2007 AMI application costs of $275 thousand as 
sunk costs).  [Exhibit B-1-1, Tab 5.0, Table 5.1.1.a, Updated p. 73] 
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30.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-11, CEC IR 1.40.1, p. 53 
Capital Costs 
 

“It is difficult to predict whether RF systems will evolve by enhancing networking capabilities, reducing 
costs or both.  However, the pace of change is likely to be higher with RF systems (including mesh) than 
it is with PLC or AMR technologies. 
 
The difference in the pace of changes in the technologies is due to a higher level of investment in RF AMI 
installations than other technologies, and from the standardization of the mesh technologies.”  
[Exhibit B-11, CEC IR 1.40.1, p. 53] 
 
30.1 In the response to CEC IR 1.40.1, Fortis BC indicates that “…the pace of change is likely to be 

higher with RF systems (including mesh) than it is with PLC or AMR technologies.”  Please 
confirm if Fortis BC considered delaying the proposed AMI project in order to realize any 
benefits associated with the pace of technological change related to RF systems, and explain 
why or why not.  

31.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-11, CEC IR 1.44.2, p. 62 
Capital Costs, PLC Alternative 
 

“While the business needs defined the needed functionality of the system, FortisBC’s unique service 
territory was also important.  Compared with other utilities, FortisBC has a significant proportion of long 
rural distribution feeders and a lower number of customers per feeder.  This was expected to have an 
impact on which technologies might be proposed by respondents to the RFP.  For example, some 
technologies such as PLC require equipment to be installed on each feeder and require additional 
infrastructure to propagate the communications signal along a long feeder.  For FortisBC, the costs to 
deploy this technology would likely not be as economical as it would be for other utilities.”  [Exhibit B-
11, CEC IR 1.44.2, p. 62] 
 
“FortisBC cannot definitively say why FortisAlberta received PLC system proposals.  However two factors 
likely contributed: 1) PLC technology is best suited for utilities with low meter density per square 
kilometer, and 2) FortisAlberta required daily (rather than hourly) reads.  

Lower meter density negatively impacts the economics of an RF mesh solution relative to a PLC solution 
since RF mesh technologies rely on meter-to-meter communication.  FortisAlberta customer density is 
approximately 11.2 meters per square kilometre vs. FortisBC density of 38.6 meters per square 
kilometre.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.113.1.2] 

31.1 Fortis BC submits that “Lower meter density negatively impacts the economics of an RF mesh 
solution relative to a PLC solution since RF mesh technologies rely on meter-to-meter 
communication. “  Please provide any reasons why PLC meters would not be suitable to high-
density customer service areas.  

31.2 In the response to CEC IR 1.44.2, Fortis BC submits that “Compared with other utilities, FortisBC 
has a significant proportion of long rural distribution feeders and a lower number of customers 
per feeder.  This was expected to have an impact on which technologies might be proposed by 
respondents to the RFP.  For example, some technologies such as PLC require equipment to be 
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installed on each feeder and require additional infrastructure to propagate the communications 
signal along a long feeder.  For FortisBC, the costs to deploy this technology would likely not be 
as economical as it would be for other utilities.”  Fortis BC also submits that “Lower meter 
density negatively impacts the economics of an RF mesh solution relative to a PLC solution since 
RF mesh technologies rely on meter-to-meter communication.”  Please discuss the operational 
and financial obstacles to deploying RF meters in areas with a low number of customers per 
feeder, given that the lower meter density “…negatively impacts the economics of an RF mesh 
solution relative to a PLC solution.” 

32.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-1, Tab 7.0, p. 112; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.106.4-1.106.5 Responses 
Capital Costs, PLC Alternative 
 

“As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, no PLC proposals were received from any vendors during the RFP 
process.  However, Itron was able to provide an estimate of PLC capital costs of approximately $66 
million for a system with nearly equivalent functionality to their RF technology.”  [Exhibit B-1, Tab 7.0, 
p. 112] 

In the response to BCUC IR 1.106.4, FortisBC notes that “… the [Itron PLC] estimate was provided to 
Fortis BC has a written estimate.” 

The FortisBC response to BCUC IR 1.106.3 notes the following: 

“Itron provided a written estimate for a 100% OpenWay PLC solution.  The Itron OpenWay system upon 
which the proposed AMI system is based is designed to consist primarily of RF equipped meters.  
Alternative meter communications options include direct-cellular and PLC equipped meters to address 
situations that cannot economically be accommodated by RF. PLC equipped OpenWay meters are 
currently not commercially available from Itron, but are expected to provide similar capabilities to the 
RF and cellular-equipped meters.  These enhanced capabilities require a more expensive PLC 
infrastructure than typical PLC-equipped meters generally available on the market.” 

32.1 Please provide a copy of the written estimate of the PLC capital costs of $66 million provided to 
Fortis BC by Itron. 

32.2 Fortis BC notes in the response to BCUC IR 1.106.3 that “…PLC equipped OpenWay meters are 
currently not commercially available from Itron.”  Does Itron currently manufacture PLC 
equipped meters? 

32.2.1 Given that Itron PLC meters are not currently commercially available, please discuss why 
Itron was considered the most appropriate source from which to obtain estimated PLC 
capital costs.  
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33.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-1, Tab 7.0, p. 112; Exhibit B-1, Tab 5.0, p. 70, Table 5.1.a; 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.106.4-1.106.5 Responses 
Capital Costs, PLC Alternative 
 

“As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, no PLC proposals were received from any vendors during the RFP 
process.  However, Itron was able to provide an estimate of PLC capital costs of approximately $66 
million for a system with nearly equivalent functionality to their RF technology.”  [Exhibit B-1, Tab 7.0, 
p. 112] 

The response to BCUC IR 1.106.3 notes the following: 

“Itron provided a written estimate for a 100% OpenWay PLC solution.  The Itron OpenWay system upon 
which the proposed AMI system is based is designed to consist primarily of RF equipped meters.  
Alternative meter communications options include direct-cellular and PLC equipped meters to address 
situations that cannot economically be accommodated by RF. PLC equipped OpenWay meters are 
currently not commercially available from Itron, but are expected to provide similar capabilities to the 
RF and cellular-equipped meters.  These enhanced capabilities require a more expensive PLC 
infrastructure than typical PLC-equipped meters generally available on the market. 

Line Item Difference Between PLC 
and RF (positive 

numbers indicate higher 
PLC cost) ($000s) 

Meters $4,861 

Network Infrastructure and 
Installation 

$16,258 

Head End System $216 

Security Appliances $0 

Professional Services $698 

Total $22,000 

 
33.1 Does the table prepared by Fortis BC in the response to BCUC IR 1.106.3 compare the total AMI 

project capital costs of $47,689 thousand to the Itron estimate of the PLC capital costs of $66 
million?  

33.1.1 If not confirmed, please list each individual line item that was added / deducted from 
the PLC capital costs of $66 million for the purposes of preparing the table in BCUC IR 
1.106.3.  Please also explain why each line item was added / deducted. 

33.1.2 If not confirmed, please list each individual line item that was added / deducted from 
the PLC capital costs of $66 million for the purposes of preparing the table in BCUC IR 
1.106.3.  Please also explain why each line item was added / deducted. 
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33.2 Please complete Column B and C of the table below.  Column C less Column B should equal 
Column A. Column A should agree to the table provided by Fortis BC in the response to BC IR 
1.106.3.  If any changes are made Column A, please provide an explanation for each change 
made.  

 

34.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-1, Tab 7.0, p.112; Exhibit B-1, Tab 5.0, p. 70, Table 5.1.a;  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.106.4-1.106.5 Responses 
Capital Costs, PLC Alternative 
 

“As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, no PLC proposals were received from any vendors during the RFP 
process.  However, Itron was able to provide an estimate of PLC capital costs of approximately $66 
million for a system with nearly equivalent functionality to their RF technology.”  [Exhibit B-1, Tab 7.0, 
p. 112] 

34.1 Does the Itron estimate of the PLC capital costs of $66 million include all of the following cost 
categories?  For any cost categories listed above that are excluded from the Itron estimate of 
the PLC capital costs of $66 million, please list the cost categories that is excluded. 

o Third party software and services 
o Meters (including deployment) 
o Network infrastructure  
o System integration 
o Theft detection 
o Project management 
o CPCN development / Approval costs 
o Capitalized overhead, AFUDC, PST 

34.1.1 Please provide a separate cost estimate for each cost category identified in the 
aforementioned IR as being excluded from the Itron estimate of PLC capital costs of $66 
million. 

34.2 Please complete the following table. Column 5 should agree to the Itron estimate of the PLC 
capital costs of $66 million. If there are any additional line items that are excluded from the 
table below, and specifically pertain to the PLC capital cost estimate, please update the table 
with any additional line items and provide an explanation for each one. 
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35.0 Reference:  Project Costs 
Exhibit B-1, Tab 7.0, p. 112; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.106.4-1.106.5 Responses 
Capital Costs, PLC Alternative 

 
BCUC IR 1.106.5 requests the following: “How does [the Itron PLC] estimate compare on a unit costs 
basis with the actual costs experienced by Fortis Alberta in its roll-out of PLC based meters?”  

In the response to BCUC IR 1.106.5, Fortis BC notes the following: 

“The 126 million dollar FortisAlberta AMI expenditure that covers 470,000 customers results in a cost of 
approximately $268 per customer. 

This compares to the $47.7 million expense proposed by Fortis BC covering 115,000 customer, or 
approximately $415 per customer.  

This cost is not directly comparable to the FortisBC expenditure for several reasons, including the fact 
that no costs related to HES or MDMS servers or software, provincial sales tax, regulatory process, 
contingency allowance, remote disconnects, theft detection metering or customer portal were incurred 
by FortisAlberta. These costs total approximately $11.4 million in the Fortis BC AMI project. 

If FortisBC excludes those costs from its AMI project, the capital costs drops to approximately $36.3 
million of $316 per customer. The bandwidth available with the FortisBC RF system at this expenditure 
level exceeds that available with the FortisAlberta PLC system. This allows hourly consumption data to 
be collected system-wide, for example, which challenges the FortisAlberta PLC system as described in 
the response to BCUC IR 1.113.1.1.” 
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35.1 Please confirm that the FortisAlberta $126 million dollar expenditure referenced in the response 
to BCUC IR 1.106.5 relates to PLC meters, as opposed to RF meters.  If not confirmed, please 
explain otherwise.  

35.2 The Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1.106.5 compares the FortisAlberta PLC expenditures to the 
Fortis BC AMI project capital costs; however, BCUC IR 1.106.5 requests a comparison between 
the FortisAlberta PLC expenditures and the Itron PLC estimate of $66 million.  Please compare 
the Itron PLC estimate of $66 million to the FortisAlberta PLC expenditure on a unit costs basis, 
as requested in BCUC IR 10106.5.  

35.3 Please confirm if the following table prepared by Commission staff is correct. If not confirmed, 
please provide an updated table with an explanation for each individual change made.  

 

36.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.113.1.2 
Capital Costs, PLC Alternative under Fortis Alberta 

 
The FortisBC response to BCUC IR 1.113.1.2 notes the following: 

“FortisBC cannot definitively say why FortisAlberta received PLC system proposals.  However two factors 
likely contributed: 1) PLC technology is best suited for utilities with low meter density per square 
kilometer, and 2) FortisAlberta required daily (rather than hourly) reads.  

Lower meter density negatively impacts the economics of an RF mesh solution relative to a PLC solution 
since RF mesh technologies rely on meter-to-meter communication.  FortisAlberta customer density is 
approximately 11.2 meters per square kilometre vs. FortisBC density of 38.6 meters per square 
kilometre.”  

36.1 Even though FortisAlberta uses daily, as opposed to hourly, meter reading, are the FortisAlberta 
PLC meters equipped to allow hourly meter reading?  

36.1.1 If the answer to the preceding IR is no, please comment on whether the current 
FortisAlberta PLC meters can be upgraded to allow hourly meter reading. 

36.1.1.1 If the answer to the preceding IR is yes, please discuss the process that would 
be required in order to upgrade the current FortisAlberta PLC meters to 
allow hourly meter reading.  
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36.2 At present, does FortisBC require meter functionality that allows for hourly meter reading?  
Please explain.  

36.2.1 If the answer to the preceding IR is no, please discuss when Fortis BC anticipates that it 
will require hourly meter reading functionality.  

36.3 Does the Fortis Alberta PLC system allow for hourly Time of Use billing?  If not, please explain 
otherwise. 

36.4 Please list the main functional inadequacies of the Fortis Alberta PLC system as compared to the 
proposed Fortis BC requirements? 

37.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.89.2 Revised Response 
Depreciation Rate, Manufacturer’s Recommendations 

 
In response to the BCUC IR requesting evidence of the manufacturer’s recommendations supporting a 
useful life of 20 years for the Itron OpenWay CENTRON meters, Fortis BC provided an email from Itron 
dated November 8, 2012 that states: “In response to your query regarding the expected life of  the 
OpenWay CENTRON meters, the expected life is 20 years.”  [Exhibit B-5-6, p. 8] 

In the original Application dated July 26, 2012 Fortis BC notes the following with respect the expected 
useful life of the OpenWay CENTRON meters: 

“Meters - Assumptions regarding depreciation rates for the AMI meters have been determined 
based on the observed useful lives as established through industry experience, as well as 
through the manufacturer’s recommendations.  This has resulted in a 5 percent depreciation 
rate based on an estimated economic life of 20 years”; [Exhibit B-1, Tab 5.0, p. 76] 

37.1 Please provide any evidence to support the manufacturer’s recommendations of the 20 year 
expected life of the AMI meters provided to Fortis before the original application date of July 26, 
2012.  

38.0 Reference:  Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.89.6  
Depreciation Rate 

 
“If the depreciation period was set at 10 years for the new AMI meters, the NPV of the Net AMI benefit 
is approximately $13.5 million (assuming an 8 percent discount rate) and the cumulative incremental 
benefit to rates in year 2025 is approximately 0.58 percent. 

If the depreciation period was set at 15 years for the new AMI meters, the NPV of the Net AMI benefit is 
approximately $14.5 million (assuming an 8 percent discount rate) and the cumulative incremental 
benefit to rates in year 2030 is approximately 0.87 percent. 

If the depreciation period was set at 25 years for the new AMI meters, the NPV of the Net AMI benefit 
increases to approximately $19.9 million (assuming an 8 percent discount rate) and the cumulative 
incremental benefit to rates in year 2032 decreases to approximately 0.87 percent.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC 
IR 1.89.6 Response] 
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38.1 Please confirm that the NPV of the Net AMI benefit will decrease by $4.1 million (i.e. $13.5 

million versus $17.6 million in Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Net AMI”) if the 
depreciation period is set at 10 years for the new AMI meters.  If not confirmed, please explain 
otherwise. 

38.2 Please confirm that the NPV of the Net AMI benefit will decrease by $3.1 million (i.e. $14.5 
million versus $17.6 million in Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Net AMI”) if the 
depreciation period is set at 15 years for the new AMI meters.  If not confirmed, please explain 
otherwise.  

38.3 Please recalculate the revenue requirement impact of the depreciation of the new AMI meters 
(i.e. Line No. 63 Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Gross AMI”, Line No. 63) for each year 
between 2013 and 2032, assuming the following individual scenarios.  Please provide the 
calculations in a working excel document.  

• Useful life of 10 years 
• Useful life of 15 years 

39.0 Reference: Project Need  
Exhibit B-1, Tab 3.0, p. 22 
Clean Energy Act 

“The Provincial Government has demonstrated its support for advanced metering for utilities other than 
BC Hydro.  Section 17 (6) of the CEA provides: 

(6) If a public utility, other than the authority, makes an application under the Utilities 
Commission Act in relation to smart meters, other advanced meters or a smart grid, the 
commission, in considering the application, must consider the government’s goal of having 
smart meters, other advanced meters and a smart grid in use with respect to customers other 
than those of the authority.”  [Exhibit B-1, Tab 3.0, p. 22] 

The Clean Energy Act defines “smart meter” in Section 17 (1) as follows: ‘"smart meter" means a meter 
that meets the prescribed requirements, and includes related components, equipment and metering 
and communication infrastructure that meet the prescribed requirements.’ 

39.1 Does Fortis BC consider that PLC meters would be considered “smart meters” within the context 
of Section 17 (6) of the Clean Energy Act?  Please discuss.  

39.2 Does Fortis BC consider that PLC meters would be considered “other advanced meters” within 
the context of Section 17 (6) of the Clean Energy Act?  Please discuss.  

40.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits  
Exhibit B-6, IR 1.81.2 Response 
Theft Reduction Benefit, Marginal Revenue and Cost 

“Marginal revenue is incremental revenue received per MWh at the residential tariff rate which is billed 
to FortisBC customers ($120.04.04 per MWh in 2012).  
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Marginal cost is the incremental power purchase expense per MWh based on the BC Wholesale Market 
Energy Price Forecast ($54.68 per MWh in 2012).”  [Exhibit B-6, IR 1.81.2] 

40.1 Please provide the detailed calculation of the $120.04 per MWh marginal revenue figure, with 
reference to the actual residential tariff rate used.  

41.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.56.3 Response 
Theft Reduction Benefit, Tracking Benefits 

 Fortis BC submits that the “Monitoring Plan” for the “Theft Reduction” benefit of the proposed AMI 
project is: 

 “Compare actual number of theft sites identified to the number of theft sites forecast on Row 26 of 
Theft Reduction worksheet filed as part of Exhibit B-3. 

Compare actual revenue recovered from theft sites to the revenue forecast on Row 29 of the Theft 
Reduction worksheet filed as part of Exhibit B-3.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.56.3] 

41.1 Please confirm that Row 26 of the “Theft Reduction” worksheet relates to the “Number of 
Identified Theft Sites” under AMI.  If not confirmed, please explain otherwise.  

41.2 Please confirm that Row 29 of the “Theft Reduction” worksheet relates to the “Recovered 
Revenue from Theft Identification” under AMI.  If not confirmed, please explain otherwise.  

41.3 Please confirm that the “Monitoring Plan” discussed in BCUC IR 1.56.3Response relates to 
tracking the “Theft Reduction” benefit associated with an increase in identified theft sites and 
consequently an increase in revenue recovered from theft sites.  If not confirmed, please explain 
otherwise.  

41.4 Please discuss what the “Monitoring Plan” is for tracking the theft reduction benefits associated 
with the AMI project for the following: 

• The decrease in the total number of marijuana grow sites under the proposed AMI project, 
versus the Status Quo. 

• The increase in the number of paying, illegal marijuana grow sites under the proposed AMI 
project versus the status quo. 

42.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Theft Reduction” 
Theft Reduction Benefit, Recovered Revenue from Theft Sites 

42.1 Please discuss the treatment of revered revenue from theft sites in Fortis BC’s revenue 
requirement calculation.  Specifically, please address the following: 

• Does Fortis BC estimate the amount of revenue that will be recovered from theft sites and 
include the estimate as an offset to the Company’s revenue requirement calculation? 

• How does Fortis BC estimate the amount of revenue that will be recovered from theft sites? 
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• Is any variance between actual and forecast revenue recovered from theft sites captured in 
a variance account and credited to the ratepayer?  If yes, please provide the name of the 
variance account.  If not, please confirm if the variance flows to the shareholder as opposed 
to the ratepayer. 

• Is revenue recovered from theft sites a monetary benefit to the shareholder or the 
ratepayer?  Please discuss. 

43.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.33.1, p. 59  
Meter Reading  

BC Hydro estimated the average cost to read the five per cent of customers that would continue to be 
manual reads would be three times higher than the pre-Smart Meter costs.  [Exhibit B-1, Appendix C-4, 
p. 27] 

The FortisBC response to BCUC IR 1.33.1 includes Table BCUC IR 1.33.1.b which provides a comparison 
of the Status Quo meter reading costs, the Post-AMI meter reading costs for 1% manual meter reads 
and the Post-AMI meter reading costs for 5% manual meter reads, for each year until 2032.  

Commission staff has prepared an analysis in Schedule 4 of Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2 in order to compare 
the NPV of the incremental meter-reading benefit of the AMI-project with 1% manual meter-reads 
versus 5% manual meter-reads.  

43.1 Please confirm that the calculation prepared by Commission staff in Schedule 4 is correct.  If not 
confirmed, please provide an updated calculation in a working excel document and provide an 
explanation for each change made.  

43.2 Please discuss how Fortis BC arrived at the assumption that only 1% of meters will require 
manual reads under the proposed AMI project.  

44.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.70.1 Response, p. 159  
Carrying Costs, Debt Return  

“At the time of preparing the AMI application, reference was made to the Company’s 2012-2013 RRA 
Evidentiary Update which had forecast weighted average cost of debt (WACD) of approximately 6.0 
percent for 2012 and approximately 5.9 percent for 2013…the Company has forecast the same WACD 
for 2012 and a rate of 5.8 percent for 2013.  The Company believes this is appropriate for the Project as 
this is the period in which the project would be financed.  Once the debt associated with the project is 
issued, and the project is funded, future debt rates do not impact the economics of the project.” 
[Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.70.1] 

44.1 FortisBC submits in the response to BCUC IR 1.70.1 that “…future debt rates to not impact the 
economics of the project.”  Please confirm if the cost of debt included in Fortis BC’s revenue 
requirement is based on the cost of debt for individual capital projects (i.e. the cost of debt for 
an individual capital project multiplied by the project capital costs for the same project) or the 
weighted average cost of debt for the Company as a whole.  
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44.1.1 If the cost of debt included in Fortis BC’s revenue requirement is based on the weighted 
average cost of debt for the Company as a whole, please explain further how the 
Company’s future debt rates “do not impact the economics of the [AMI] project.” 

44.2 Does Fortis BC forecast the Company’s long-term cost of debt?  If confirmed, please provide 
Fortis BC’s estimated weighted average cost of debt for each year between 2012 and 2032.  

44.2.1 If the answer to the preceding IR is yes, please provide an updated cost of debt for the 
Status Quo and Gross AMI options, for each year between 2012 and 2032.  Please 
provide calculations in a working excel document. 

45.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.70.1 Response, p. 159  
New Operating Costs – Baselines from Long Term Resource Plan 

45.1 Please provide the forecast operating and maintenance expenditures for FortisBC as a whole, 
excluding the forecast new operating costs associated with the AMI project, for each individual 
year between 2013 and 2032, by the following categories: 

o Power purchase management expense 
o Generation 
o Utility operations 
o Mandatory reliability standards 
o Cominco facility charge 
o Brilliant Terminal Station 
o Internal Audit 
o Legal & Regulatory 
o Customer Service 
o Community & Aboriginal Affairs 
o Communications 
o Human Resources 
o Information Technology 
o Health, Safety & Environment 
o Facilities Management 
o Finance & Accounting 
o Transportation Services 
o Supply Chain Management 
o Corporate & Executive Management 

45.1.1 Please provide the AMI project New Operating Costs per Exhibit B-1-1, Excel 
Attachment, Tab “Gross AMI” Line No 46, broken out into the categories above, for each 
year between 2013 and 2032.  
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46.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-1-1, Chapter 5, p. 72 & Table 5.1.1.a, Updated p. 73; Exhibit B-6 
AMI Development and Regulatory Costs 

“Fortis BC has been developing [the] CPCN Application over the past several years, capturing the costs in 
a non-rate base deferral account, and reporting the details to the Commission in the relevant revenue 
requirement filings.  These deferred expenditures have been included in [the] Application as part of the 
Project and for Commission approval as part of the CPCN Application, and, following Project approval, 
will be amortized over the life of the Project.”  [Exhibit B-1-1, Chapter 5, p. 72] 

Table 5.1.1.a summarizes the total AMI development and regulatory costs of $4,915 thousand.  
[Exhibit B-1-1, Chapter 5, p. 72] 

46.1 Is the non-rate base deferral account for the AMI development and regulatory costs approved 
by Commission Order?  If yes, please provide the reference for the relevant Order.  

46.1.1 Please comment on whether the Commission has approved the recovery of the AMI 
development and regulatory costs in rates.   

46.2 Please confirm if the development and regulatory costs of $4,915 thousand are all costs that 
would normally be capitalized under US GAAP.  If yes, please provide an explanation as to why 
these costs are considered capital costs, with reference to the applicable FASB ASC US GAAP 
Section.  

46.2.1 If the answer to the preceding IR is yes, and the development and regulatory costs of 
$4,915 thousand are all costs that would normally be capitalized under US GAAP, please 
comment on why a non-rate base deferral account is required.  

46.3 Does Fortis BC consider that all US GAAP criteria under ASC 980 have been met for the AMI 
development and regulatory costs to be included in a non-rate base deferral account?  Please 
explain.  

46.4 Please provide the revised NPV of the proposed AMI project (i.e. Line No. 5 of Exhibit B-1-1, 
Excel Attachment, Tab “Net AMI”) if the AMI development and regulatory costs are amortized 
over a period of 2, 5 and 10 years.  Please provide the calculation in a working excel document.  

46.5 Please confirm if the AFUDC applied to the AMI development and regulatory costs is approved 
by Commission Order.  If confirmed, please provide a reference to the Commission Order.  

47.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, pp. 92-95; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.48.2 Response 
Measurement Canada Compliance 

“[Table 5.3.4.a] outlines the costs to replace the Fortis BC electro-mechanical fleet under the new S-S-06 
regulations, assuming the population is managed to the end of its life.  Because this expenditure will be 
required if an AMI Project does not replace these meters, the benefit is an avoided cost that would no 
longer be required by another project.  The costs include the meters, deployment and disposal for the 
approximately 88,000 electro-mechanical meters that would require replacement.”  [Exhibit B-1, 
Chapter 5, p. 94] 
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“The avoidance of capital costs related to the revised Measurement Canada sampling plans represents a 
benefit to FortisBC customers of $9.8 million as evaluated on a net present value basis.”  [Exhibit B-1, 
Chapter 5, p. 94] 

“The AMI Project will result in the replacement of nearly all existing meters with new AMI enabled 
meters.  This will avoid operating costs that would have been incurred sampling and retesting meters for 
six years after meter deployment.  After year six, the cost of meter exchanges is expected to begin 
returning to the pre-AMI deployment levels.”  [Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 94] 

“The avoidance of costs related to the ongoing meter exchanges represents a benefit to FortisBC 
customers of $0.8million as evaluated on a net present value basis.”  [Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 95] 

The following table was provided by Fortis BC in response to BCUC IR 1.48.3: 

 

47.1 Please confirm that the Cost per Meter for “Total MC Compliance plus Meter Replacement” in 
the table provided by Fortis BC in response to BCUC IR 1.48.3 is in thousands.  For example, the 
cost per meter in 2014 is $0.16.  

47.2 Commission staff has prepared Schedule 5 in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 2 as a comparison of the 
cost per meter due to (F) Meter Growth (G) Meter Replacement and (C) Meter Replacement due 
to Measurement Canada Compliance.  Please confirm if the calculations in Schedule 5 are 
correct.  If not confirmed, please provide an updated table and provide an explanation for each 
change made.  

47.2.1 Based on the table prepared by Commission staff in Schedule 5, in each year between 
2013 and 2032 the cost per meter of meter replacement due to Measurement Canada 
Compliance significantly exceeds the cost per meter of both Meter Replacement and 
Meter Growth.  For example, in 2013, the cost per meter for each scenario is as follows: 

Cost per meter – Measurement Canada compliance = $211.54 

 Cost per meter – Meter Growth = $53.73 

 Cost per meter – Meter Replacement = $37.76 

Please explain why the capital cost per meter for Measurement Canada Compliance 
significantly exceeds the capital cost per meter due to Meter Growth and Meter 
Replacement. 

47.2.2 Please provide a schedule calculating the Measurement Canada Compliance capital 
costs under the Status Quo for each year between 2013 and 2032, using the cost per 
meter for Meter Growth, as calculated by Fortis BC in the response to BCUC IR 1.48.2.  
Please provide the calculation in a working excel document.  
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48.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Line No. 31; Exhibit B-11, BCPSO IR 1.38.4, p. 25;  
Measurement Canada Compliance 

According to the NPV analysis in Exhibit B-1-1, the Measurement Canada Compliance capital costs are 
zero between 2012 and 2032 under the proposed AMI project, the PLC alternative and the AMR 
alternative.  [Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Line No. 31 of Tab “Gross AMI”, “Gross PLC” and “Gross 
AMR”, respectively] 

According to the NPV analysis in Exhibit B-1-1, the Measurement Canada Compliance capital costs are 
$18,555 thousand between 2012 and 2032 under the Status Quo option.  [Exhibit B-1-1, Excel 
Attachment, Tab “Status Quo”, Line No. 31] 

BCPSO IR 1.38.4 requests the following information: “Are there Measurement Canada compliance costs 
associated with the new AMI enabled meters?  If yes, are they included in the New Operating Costs?”  
[Exhibit B-11, BCPSO IR 1 Q38.4, p. 25]  In response to BCPSO IR 1 Q 38.4, Fortis BC submits that “The 
net Measurement Canada compliance costs (the difference between compliance costs for Status Quo 
and AMI meters) are included in the Meter Exchanges row.”  [Exhibit B-11, BCPSO IR 1.38.4, p. 25] 

“[Table 5.3.4.a] outlines the costs to replace the Fortis BC electro-mechanical fleet under the new S-S-06 
regulations, assuming the population is managed to the end of its life.  Because this expenditure will be 
required if an AMI Project does not replace these meters, the benefit is an avoided cost that would no 
longer be required by another project.  The costs include the meters, deployment and disposal for the 
approximately 88,000 electro-mechanical meters that would require replacement.”  [Exhibit B-1, 
Chapter 5, p. 94] 

48.1 Please discuss why there is no capital cost associated with meter replacements due to 
Measurement Canada Compliance under the proposed AMI project.  [Exhibit B-1-1, Excel 
Attachment, Line No. 31, Tab “Gross AMI”] 

48.1.1 Does Fortis BC consider that meter replacements due to Measurement Canada 
Compliance will be zero under the proposed AMI project?  Please discuss this, taking 
into consideration that the Measurement Canada Compliance capital costs are 
estimated to be zero over a twenty year period under the proposed AMI project.  
[Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Line No. 31, Tab “Gross AMI”] 

48.1.1.1 If the answer to the preceding IR is no, please provide separate schedules for 
both the proposed AMI project and Status Quo with a) the total estimated 
capital costs of Meter Replacement due to Measurement Canada 
Compliance for each year between 2013 and 2032 and b) the number of 
meters that are expected to be replaced each year.  

48.2 Please discuss why there is no capital cost associated with meter replacements due to 
Measurement Canada Compliance under the PLC alternative [Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, 
Line No. 31, Tab “Gross PLC”] 

48.3 Please discuss why there is no capital cost associated with meter replacements due to 
Measurement Canada Compliance under the AMR alternative.  [Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, 
Line No. 31, Tab “Gross AMR”] 
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48.4 Please provide the detailed supporting calculations in a working excel document used by Fortis 
BC to calculate the Measurement Canada Compliance meter replacement costs in Exhibit B-1-1, 
Excel Attachment, Tab “Status Quo”, Line No. 31.  

49.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.49.1 Response, p. 100; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.37.1  
Capital Costs 

“FortisBC has one procurement contract for the proposed AMI project, with Itron, dated March 19, 2012 
for approximately $21 million.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.37.1] 

The response to BCUC IR 1.49.1 provides a breakdown of the Project Contingency, Costs Subject to 
Fixed-Price or Fixed Unit-Price Basis and Costs Not Subject to Fixed-Price or Fixed Unit-Price Basis.  The 
following is an excerpt from Table BCUC IR 1.49.1. 

 

49.1 Please provide the Project Contingency costs of $2,516 thousand as a percentage of Costs Not 
Subject to Fixed-Price or Fixed-Unit Price Basis, excluding CPCN Approval Costs and Capitalized 
Overhead, AFUDC and PST.  Please provide a copy of the calculation in a working excel 
document.  

49.2 Please discuss why the “Costs Not Subject to Fixed-Price or Fixed-Unit Price Basis” of $26,021 
thousand exceeds the Itron contract cost of $21 million.   

49.2.1 Please provide a break-down of the $26,021 thousand “Costs Not Subject to Fixed-Price 
or Fixed-Unit Price Basis” by vendor. 

50.0 Reference: Project Description 
Exhibit B-11, BCPSO IR 1.55.1, BCSEA IR 1.68.1; Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1; 
Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Theft Reduction” 
Opt-Out Provision 

“Fortis BC understands that Central Marine Power, which has one of the more established opt-out 
programs, has an opt-out rate of just over 1 percent of customers and that the rate is declining.”  
[Exhibit B-11, BCPSO IR 1.55.1] 
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“Fortis BC believes that the “opt-out” customers should pay for the incremental costs and lost benefits 
related to their choice.”  [Exhibit B-11, BCSEA IR 1.68.1]  

“The Company submits that the forecast theft reduction benefits results in both a reduction of 
FortisBC’s annual revenue requirement and an increase in net billable load.  The revenue requirement 
decrease is due to reduced power purchase expense related to marijuana grow operations being 
deterred from operating in FortisBC’s service territory.  Higher net billable load is due to more growers 
paying for their electricity as opposed to stealing electricity.”  [Exhibit B-6-5, BCUC IR 1.97.2.1, Revised 
Response] 

50.1 Please provided a detailed schedule of forecast incremental costs and lost benefits of the 
proposed AMI project, assuming a 1 percent opt-out rate, for each year between 2013 and 
2032.  Please provide the detailed schedule in a working excel document.  

50.2 Would Fortis BC consider pursuing the proposed AMI project with an opt-out provision?  If yes, 
please discuss under what conditions Fortis BC would consider an opt-out provision acceptable, 
including, but not limited to: 

• The maximum number of opt-outs that would be acceptable to Fortis BC. 

• The conditions that would be required for a customer to opt-out. 

• A detailed listing of the costs and lost benefits that “…customers should pay for.” 

• If customers electing to opt-out would require a new electro-mechanical, digital or other 
type of meter. 

50.2.1 If the answer to the preceding IR is no, please explain why not.  

50.3 In Fortis BC’s opinion, would an opt-out provision reduce the “Theft Reduction” benefit of the 
proposed AMI project?  Please discuss this in the context of the following individual elements of 
the Theft Reduction benefit:  

• The reduction in the revenue requirement due to a decrease power purchase expenses 
related to marijuana grow operations under the proposed AMI project, as estimated by 
Fortis BC. 

• An increase in net billable load under the proposed AMI project, due to more growers 
paying for their electricity as opposed to stealing electricity. 

50.4 Please provide a revised “Theft Reduction” benefit calculation, assuming that 50 percent of total 
illegal, marijuana grow sites are able to “opt-out” of the proposed AMI project.  Please provide 
the calculation in a working excel document, consistent with calculations provided in Exhibit B-
1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Theft Reduction”.  

50.4.1 Based on the calculations provided in the preceding IR, please provide the revised NPV 
of the “Theft Reduction” benefit under the proposed AMI project.   
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51.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-1 of the 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement and Review of ISP proceeding; 
Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Net AMI” Line No. 5; 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.53.14.2 
System Losses 

Fortis BC submits in the response to BCUC IR 1.53.14.2 that “The Company has forecast loss reductions 
of 2 GWh associated with theft reduction due to AMI in its 2012 – 2013 Revenue Requirements 
Application.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.53.14.2]    

Exhibit B-1 of the 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement and Review of ISP proceeding notes the following in 
Tab 3, p. 113: 

“System losses consist of: 

1. Losses in the transmission and distribution system; 
2. Company use; 
3. Losses due to wheeling through the BC Hydro system; and 
4. Unaccounted-for energy (meter inaccuracies and theft) 
 
Losses are calculated by using a two year rolling average.  The actual gross loss rate for 2012 is 
the average of the 2009 rate of 9.23 percent and the 2010 rate of 8.42 percent, which is 8.82 
percent.  The loss rate for 2013 is further reduced to 8.76 percent due to the AMI-based loss 
reduction program.” 

Exhibit B-1-1 of the 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement and Review of ISP proceeding includes an ISP 
Consultation Report in Appendix K. Attachment 10 of Appendix K notes the following:4: 

12.  Will AMI cause a rate reduction? 

13.  No, the cost for the program offsets the savings for a net sum zero 
 

 We are doing this not just for economic reasons but also to provide customers 
with more energy use information. 

 

 

51.1 Please provide a breakdown of the estimated system losses for each year between 2013 and 
2032, by the following individual categories:  

1. Losses in the transmission and distribution system; 
2. Company use; 
3. Losses due to wheeling through the BC Hydro system; and 
4. Unaccounted-for energy (meter inaccuracies and theft) 

 

                                                           

3
 http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2011/DOC_28031_B-1_FBC-Revenue-Requirements-Application.pdf 

4
 http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2011/DOC_28031_B-1_FBC-Revenue-Requirements-Application.pdf 

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2011/DOC_28031_B-1_FBC-Revenue-Requirements-Application.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2011/DOC_28031_B-1_FBC-Revenue-Requirements-Application.pdf
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51.2 The excerpt from the 2012-2013 revenue requirement and ISP proceeding notes that “The loss 
rate for 2013 is further reduced to 8.76 percent due to the AMI-based loss reduction program.”  
Please comment on whether or not the forecast revenue requirement, before the proposed AMI 
project, in Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Net AMI” Line No. 5 includes system loss 
reductions due to the AMI project.   

51.3 Please confirm if the forecast Revenue Requirement in Line No. 12 of Exhibit B-1-1, Excel 
Attachment, Tab “Net AMI” includes forecast loss reductions associated with theft reduction 
due to AMI.  

51.3.1 If the answer is yes, please discuss if the Forecast Revenue Requirement on Line No. 12 
of Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Net AMI” already includes some of the Theft 
Reduction benefits calculated in Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab “Theft Reduction”. 

51.3.2 If the answer is no, please confirm if the value of forecast loss reductions of 2 GWh in 
Fortis BC’s 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement Application were added back to arrive at 
the forecast 2012 and 2013 Revenue Requirement per  Line No. 12 of Exhibit B-1-1, 
Excel Attachment, Tab “Net AMI”. 

51.4 Please discuss the comment made Attachment 10 of Appendix K of the 2012 Integrated System 
Plan that AMI will not result in a rate reduction and “…the cost for the program offsets the 
savings for a net sum of zero.” 

52.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.51.1    
AFUDC 

“AFUDC for the project was calculated by applying the AFUDC rate to the average work-in-progress 
balance in each quarter from Q3 2013 up to and including Q3 2014.”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.51.1]    

52.1 Please provide the detailed calculation of the forecast AFUDC of the proposed AMI project in a 
working excel document.  Please include the average work-in-progress balance and the AFUDC 
rate used to calculate the AFUDC balance in each quarter from Q3 2013 up to and including Q3 
2014. 

52.2 Please confirm if the AFUDC rate for 2013 and 2014 is approved by Commission Order.  If 
confirmed, please provide the reference for the Order.  If not confirmed, please explain 
otherwise.  

53.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.51.1 
Capitalized Overhead 

“Capitalized overhead was calculated by applying a capitalized overhead rate of 7 percent on the 
average capital expenditure in the year...”  [Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.51.3]    

53.1 Please confirm if the Capitalized Overhead rate of 7 percent is approved by Commission Order.  
If confirmed, please provide the reference for the Order.  If not confirmed, please explain 
otherwise.  
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54.0 Reference: Project Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.51.1    
PST 

54.1 For each of 2013, 2014 and 2015, please provide the total costs under the proposed AMI project 
that are subject to PST.  

55.0 Reference: Health and Safety – EMR-Related Health Concerns 

FortisBC states on page 7 of its application, “Health – some stakeholders have expressed concerns 
regarding the health effects associated with a wireless RF AMI network.  FortisBC submits that the 
proposed AMI technology complies with Health Canada’s Safety Code 6 as further detailed in Section 
8.4.2.  As such, FortisBC submits that its proposed AMI Project does not present any risk to customers’ 
health or safety.” 

In addition, on Page 32 of the Exponent report (Appendix C-5), Fortis states, “Knowledge about the 
existence of RF energy sources such as a base station facility is a source of reporting bias, particularly if a 
person holds the opinion that such exposures contribute to his or her symptoms.” 

55.1 Does FortisBC consider the ‘nocebo effect’, as referenced in the Exponent report and in other 
academic studies of the potential link between RF/EMF radiation and human health, to be a 
significant source of negative effects for some of these concerned stakeholders?  If not, please 
explain why not. 

55.1.1 Has FortisBC weighed the costs of providing some level of simple EMF shielding or other 
mitigation methods for its customers as a way of dealing with perception-based 
negative health effects? 

56.0 Reference:  Privacy 
Exhibit B-9, Attachment 2 

 FortisBC Privacy Policy 
 

“When we wish to use or disclose the Personal Information for a new purpose, we will identify 
the new purpose prior to such use or disclosure and obtain consent at that time, unless such use 
or disclosure without consent is permitted or required by law.”  (p. 2 of 6, FortisBC Privacy 
Policy) 

56.1 Does FortisBC receive written acceptance from customers for the use of personal information?  
If not, why not. 

“From time to time, we may store your Personal Information outside of Canada, where it may 
be subject to the lawful access requirements of the jurisdiction in which it is being held.”  (p. 5 
of 6, FortisBC Privacy Policy) 

56.2 For what purpose and under what circumstances would FortisBC store Personal Information of 
its British Columbia customers outside of Canada? 
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56.3 What would the business implications be to FortisBC if this provision were removed from the 
FortisBC Privacy Policy in order to maintain British Columbia resident Personal Information 
within British Columbia or Canadian jurisdiction? 

57.0 Reference:  Project Alternatives 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.106.1 
Communications 

 
The FortisBC response to BCUC IR 1.106.1notes the following: 

“In fact, the negotiated AMI contract allows Itron to propose and/or substitute alternative, functionally-
similar LAN solutions (such as PLC or direct cellular connection) where they are more economic than the 
main RF solution.”   

57.1 Has FortisBC reserved the right to approve any “functionally similar” substitutions? 

57.2 In the event of a “more economic” substitution, are all savings to the benefit of FortisBC 
customers or would some or any of the economic savings be retained by Itron? 

57.3 Please confirm whether Itron has PLC or direct cellular connection meter technologies 
commercially available. 

58.0 Reference: Health and Safety – Marijuana Grow Operations 
CPCN Guidelines, Appendix A; Clean Energy Act, Section 2; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.78.2  
Evaluation framework  

Appendix A of the 2010 Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity Application Guidelines5 states 
that an application under sections 45 and 46 of the UCA should contain: 

“2 (ii) A comparison of the costs, benefits and associated risks of the project and feasible alternatives, 
including estimates of the value of all of the costs and benefits of each option or, where these costs and 
benefits are not quantifiable, identification of the cost or benefit that cannot be quantified.” 

Section 2 of the Clean Energy Act includes as a British Columbia energy objective “to encourage 
economic development and the creation and retention of jobs.” 

FortisBC stated in BCUC IR 1.78.2 “FortisBC  customers financially benefit from marijuana grow 
operations that do not engage in the theft of service due to the increased number of billed kWh over 
which fixed utility costs are divided.” 

58.1 Does FortisBC consider that Section 2 of the CEA considered illegal activities as the type of 
economic development that should be encouraged in BC?  If yes, please explain why. 

58.2 Does FortisBC consider that it is legal and/or ethical for a company to knowingly profit (or allow 
its customers to profit) from the illegal activities of other customers?  Please explain why/why 
not. 

                                                           

5
 http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Guidelines/2010/DOC_25326_G-50-10_2010-CPCN-Application-Guidelines.pdf  

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Guidelines/2010/DOC_25326_G-50-10_2010-CPCN-Application-Guidelines.pdf
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58.2.1 Does FortisBC consider that no financial benefit (in terms of lower bills to ratepayers) 
should be included in CPCN net benefits calculation where this benefit only occurs as a 
result of an increase in sales to illegal activities?  Please explain why/why not. 

58.3 Does FortisBC consider that negative financial effects on illegal marijuana grow operators 
(whether paying or not paying) should not be a consideration in the AMI evaluation, however, 
negative health and safety effects on these consumers can be a consideration?  Please explain 
why/why not. 

58.4 Does FortisBC consider that broader BC social impacts related to the AMI option (for example, 
any expected affect on organized crime) can be a consideration in the evaluation, even if they 
affect residents who are not FortisBC customers?  Please explain why/why not. 

58.5 Does FortisBC consider that effects outside of BC (such as a shift of illegal activities to other 
Provinces) should be considered out of the scope of an AMI evaluation?  Please explain why/why 
not. 

58.6 Does FortisBC consider that, for the purposes of the AMI cost/benefit evaluation, the key 
considerations related to marijuana grow-operations are listed below?  Please explain why/why 
not: 

 Health and safety: community health and safety issues associated with a higher number 
of illegal grow-ops under the status quo than under the AMI proposal.  

 Financial: financial benefits resulting from a reduction in network losses through better 
identification of electricity theft.  Any negative financial impacts on rates resulting from 
a reduction in electricity sales to illegal activities would be excluded from the evaluation. 

59.0 Reference: Health and Safety – Marijuana Grow Operations 
Exhibit B-1, Tab 5, Section 5.3.2, pp. 80, 81; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.86.1, Appendix 1, 
p. 8; City of Abbotsford, A Community Public Safety Initiative – Removing Marijuana 
Grow Op Hazards in the City of Abbotsford, 2005, p. 4; Plecas, Diplock & Garis, 
Commercially viable indoor marihuana growing operations: what makes them such a 
serious issue; pp 8-26 
Problem description  

FortisBC states on page 80 and 81 of its Application: 

“Energy theft is a serious concern for FortisBC and its customers for safety and financial reasons.  
Premises where theft is occurring have been altered without the certification required under the Safety 
Standards Act.  Many of these service alterations impose fire hazards and other risks on unknowing 
neighbours, first responders and electric utility workers.” 

In the Appendix to BCUC IR 1.86.1, page 8, Professor Boyd states: 

“Finally, I note that the material provided to me by Fortis does not quantify the potential public safety 
benefit of AMI (in relation to the dangers inherent in theft of electricity).  More specifically, the 
avoidance and/or limitation of fatalities and serious injuries to citizens have economic costs that should 
be considered.” 
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Appendix 2 to this IR (see Attachment Panel) is an October 2005 report by the City of Abbotsford titled 
‘A Community Public Safety Initiative – Removing Marijuana Grow Op Hazards in the City of 
Abbotsford’.6 Page 4 of this report states: 

 

Appendix 3 to this IR (see Attachment Panel) is a Plecas, Diplock & Garis report titled ‘Commercially 
viable indoor marihuana growing operations in British Columbia: what makes them such a serious 
issue?”7 This report states: 

“Because indoor marihuana grow ops require a great deal of electricity to power the typically 1000 watt 
bulbs used to provide the plants with light, these operations are susceptible to serious electrical hazards 
including fire.  ... Of particular concern is that the previously discussed dangers such as high humidity, 
increased CO₂ levels, high energy light systems, and improper and unregulated construction and 
electrical work make marihuana grow sites much more hazardous to children than a typical home.”  
(Page 8) 

“These dangers are not limited to only the grow operators, but pose a serious threat to neighbours and 
first responders.  Contamination from the chemicals used in the growing process is a major health 
concern for people in neighbouring properties.  According to the focus group (Surrey Fire Service focus 
group, July 10, 2009), there is a real risk of drinking water contamination in the neighbourhood as a 
result of back flushing.  Also, the spilling and dumping of chemicals can result in the migration of 
substances into neighbouring properties, which would require remediation to eliminate the danger.”  
(Pages 8, 9) 

                                                           

6
 http://www.abbotsford.ca/Assets/Abbotsford/Public+Safety+Inspection+Team/Community+Public+Safety+Initiative+-

+Report.pdf  

7
 http://www.surrey.ca/files/Commercially_Viable_Indoor_Marihuana_Growing_Operations_in_British_Columbia.pdf  

http://www.abbotsford.ca/Assets/Abbotsford/Public+Safety+Inspection+Team/Community+Public+Safety+Initiative+-+Report.pdf
http://www.abbotsford.ca/Assets/Abbotsford/Public+Safety+Inspection+Team/Community+Public+Safety+Initiative+-+Report.pdf
http://www.surrey.ca/files/Commercially_Viable_Indoor_Marihuana_Growing_Operations_in_British_Columbia.pdf
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“In addition to the health risks identified above, there is also the potential for marihuana production to 
cause social problems to communities.  These problems include attracting and supporting criminal 
activity, lowering property values, increasing living costs, and impacting the environment.  These 
problems may be of most concern for those living within close proximity to marihuana growing 
operations, but the negative effects of marihuana production influence all British Columbians.”  (Page 9) 

“In addition to the potential for home invasions and other violence to increase as a result of the drug 
trade, the presence of marihuana growing operations also offers an avenue for young people to become 
involved in criminal activity.  This is especially true for children who are raised in residences housing 
grow ops, since they are exposed to a lifestyle that includes illegal activities.”  (Page 10) 

“If the large majority of grow ops go on undetected, this implies that there may be many contaminated 
residences that used to be former growing operations. ... Even for those who do manage to avoid living 
near or buying a home that used to house an indoor marihuana growing operation, there are economic 
and environmental costs that affect everyone.  One such example may be in the housing market, where 
home buyers are competing with prospective marihuana growers to purchase property.  Not only are 
drug producers damaging and devaluing homes for future owners, but they may also be driving up the 
costs with the demand for new drug production sites.”  (Page 11) 

“[Commercially viable indoor marihuana growing operations] are harmful operations intended to 
generate on-going tax free profits for those who own them.  Collectively across the province of British 
Columbia commercial marihuana growers take money out of the pockets of every taxpayer and worse 
and increasingly so, facilitate the ability of organized crime to become richer, stronger, and more 
pervasive.”  (Page 26) 

59.1 Does FortisBC consider that illegal grow operations have the following negative health and 
safety impacts on its customers and for BC in general?  If no, please explain why not. 

 Attracting and supporting criminal activities 

 Increased fire risk  

 Property damage which may not be disclosed to home purchasers 

 Drinking water contamination 

 Health and safety concerns for occupiers of grow-op buildings, which may include 
children. 

59.2 Has FortisBC consulted with its customers and the broader community in order to better 
understand both the size of the illegal marijuana grow-operation on its network, and the health 
and safety implications of these illegal operations on its customers and the broader BC 
community?  If no, please explain why not.  If yes, please explain the consultation undertaken 
and the result.  

60.0 Reference: Health and Safety - Marijuana Grow Operations 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.86.1, Appendix 1, pp. 3-7  
AMI impact  

In Appendix to BCUC IR 1.86.1, Professor Boyd states: 
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“If no more than 5 per cent of growers are stealing – because the risks of detection and arrest are 
simply overwhelming – then it follows that there may not be any increase in marijuana grows in the 
Fortis region, but perhaps even a decrease in the number of sites, contrary to the projections made 
by the company.”  (Page 7) 

“Public opinion polls in Canada demonstrate significant support for the decriminalization of 
possession, and for some degree of regulation of the industry.”  (Pages 3, 4) 

“If FortisBC was to resist AMI deployment and local governments in the region were to 
simultaneously embrace the [Safety Standards Amendment] Act of 2006, a worst case scenario 
seems likely to emerge.  The number of growers in the region would increase, given knowledge of 
the lack of AMI deployment, and the majority would steal electricity, knowing that their high levels 
of consumption would be reported by Fortis to local governments, and, in turn, to police.”  (Page 6) 

60.1 Please confirm the following: 

 under the Probable AMI forecast, FortisBC conservatively projects that the number of 
illegal marijuana sites will increase at 1 percent annually, compared to the status quo of 
2 percent annually 

 under the Potential AMI forecast, FortisBC projects that the number of illegal marijuana 
sites will increase at 1 percent annually, compared to the status quo of 3 percent for the 
first five years (2 percent annually thereafter). 

60.2 Please respond to Professor Boyd’s comments that AMI may result in a more significant 
decrease in the number of illegal marijuana sites (rather than just a smaller annual increase). 

60.3 Please describe the health and safety impacts on BC residents related to a projected reduction in 
the number of illegal marijuana grow-operations from the FortisBC AMI proposal.  

60.4 Does FortisBC consider that AMI could increase the ability of local governments to use the Safety 
Standards Amendment Act of 2006 to address illegal marijuana grow operation concerns in their 
areas?  If yes, please describe and state if this could result in any additional health and safety 
benefits for BC residents. 

60.4.1 Please describe whether, and to what extent, legalization of marijuana could reduce the 
expected health and safety benefits associated with a decrease in the number of illegal 
marijuana grow operations under the AMI proposal.  

60.4.2 Does FortisBC consider that, in evaluating the AMI proposal, health and safety benefit 
estimates related to a reduction in the number of illegal marijuana grow operations 
should be (i) reduced to reflect the risk of legalization of marijuana at some point during 
the project term and/or (ii) increased to reflect an increase in ability by local 
governments to address illegal marijuana grow operations?  If no, please explain why 
not.  If yes, please explain to what extent estimated benefits should be 
reduced/increased to reflect these factors.  

60.5 To what extent would allowing individual customers to opt out of AMI affect the ability of 
FortisBC to achieve health and safety benefits related to a reduction in the number of illegal 
marijuana grow operations?  Please explain and quantify where possible. 
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61.0 Reference: Electricity Theft – Marijuana Grow Operations 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.81.2, 1.81.3; Order G-3-12, pp. 37-39  
Cost of Energy 

FortisBC, in BCUC IR 1.81.2, states “Marginal Cost [for Theft Reduction] is the incremental power 
purchase expense per MWh based on the BC Wholesale Market Energy Price ($54.68 per MWh for 
2012).  

FortisBC, in BCUC IR 1.81.3states “All power purchase costs are based on the BC Wholesale Market 
Energy Price Forecast.  FortisBC considers these revenue and cost rate forecasts to be reasonable and as 
such did not consider other alternatives.” 

Commission 2012 Order G-3-12 on FortisBC Inc. Residential Inclining Block Rate states on pages 37 to 
39:8 

“The following table summarizes FortisBC’s various marginal cost and LRMC values presented 
throughout this Application. 

 

... In the 2008 BC Hydro Residential Inclining Block (RIB) Decision, the Commission determined that the 
long-run cost of new supply is the appropriate referent for the Step-2 energy rate (BC Hydro 2008 RIB 
Decision, p. 107, Order G-124-08).  The Panel finds that no new evidence has been provided in this 
proceeding to cause it to depart from those conclusions.  Accordingly, the Commission Panel 
determines that the long-run marginal cost of new supply continues to be the appropriate referent for 
the Block-2 energy rate.  ... 

While the Panel considers the most appropriate referent to be the cost of acquiring energy through new 
resources, we note that all of the above marginal costs represent only the cost of acquiring the energy.  

                                                           

8
 http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2012/DOC_29557_FBC%20Inc-RIB_Decision-WEB.pdf  

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2012/DOC_29557_FBC%20Inc-RIB_Decision-WEB.pdf
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Thus, there is ambiguity between the LMRC as defined by FortisBC and the true long-run marginal cost 
of new supply to the customer.  The Block 2 rate is a delivered rate, while the LRMC is a cost of 
acquisition – it only relates to the cost of procuring energy but does not include the LRMC of 
transporting that energy to customers through transmission and distribution networks.  FortisBC 
estimates the LRMC at $125.80 per MWh, or 12.58 cents per kWh, which includes line losses of 11 
percent, but does not include other delivery costs. ...  

Because of the uncertainty of the actual LRMC, the Panel does not agree that the Block 2 rate be capped 
at this time.  However, FortisBC is directed to provide an update of the full long-run marginal cost of 
acquiring energy from new resources, including the cost to transport and distribute that energy to the 
customer as part of the reporting to be submitted in 2014.” 

61.1 Please provide FortisBC’s estimate of the long-run marginal cost of acquiring energy from new 
resources, including the cost to transport and distribute that energy to residential customers 
(consistent with that requested on page 41 of Commission Order G-3-12).  Please state all 
assumptions used in arriving at this estimate, including those for transmission and distribution 
line losses, ancillary services, and incremental network costs. 

61.2 Please explain why FortisBC has used a short-term avoided cost of energy in its analysis on Table 
5.3.2.b and 5.3.2.c of the Application, rather than the long-run marginal cost of acquiring energy 
from new resources determined to be the appropriate referent price by the Commission for the 
residential Block-2 energy rate.  

61.2.1 Does FortisBC object to using the full long-run marginal cost of acquiring energy from 
new resources (determined to be the appropriate referent price by the Commission for 
the residential Block-2 energy rate) to estimate the cost of energy theft by marijuana 
grow operations and the revenue requirement impact of a change in the number of 
paying illegal marijuana grow-operations on its network? If yes, please explain why. 

62.0 Reference: Electricity Theft – Marijuana Grow Operations 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.86.1, Appendix 1, BCUC IR 1.87.1, BCUC IR 1.85.4.1;  
Exhibit B-1, Tab 5, Section 5, p. 69, Section 5.3.2, pp. 81-87 
Benefit quantification  

FortisBC includes as an Appendix to BCUC IR 1.86.1 a June 24, 2012 letter by Neil Boyd, Professor School 
of Criminology, Simon Fraser University which provides a written opinion with respect to the potential 
and probable impacts of AMI deployment within the geographic area served by FortisBC. 

FortisBC states on page 69 of the application “The summary table below displays the savings to FortisBC 
customers between 2015 and 2030 and calculates the net present value of those savings in 2012 
dollars.” 

FortisBC includes on page 81 to 87 of the Application, and in response to BCUC IR 1.87.1, its assumptions 
in calculating the NPV of net benefit to customers related to illegal marijuana grow operations for the 
Probable and Potential AMI forecast. 

FortisBC includes a table in response to BCUC IR 1.85.4.1 which shows that, from 2006 to 2011, 
$355,086 was collected as a result of back-billing for electricity theft out of a total invoiced amount of 
$714,411.  FortisBC states that approximately 98% of this amount is related to marijuana grow 
operations. 
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62.1 Please provide the resume of Professor Neil Boyd. 

62.1.1 Please confirm that “11,400 kWh per site (3,780 X 30 lights)” on page 3 of Professor 
Boyd’s report should read “113,400 kWh per site (3,780 X 30 lights)”. If no, please 
explain why. 

62.2 Does FortisBC consider that the table below is a reasonable summary of the key assumptions 
made by FortisBC in estimating electricity theft by illegal marijuana grow operations, and 
Professor Boyd’s expert opinion on that evidence.  If no, please clarify. 

 FortisBC Status 
Quo 

FortisBC  AMI 
Probable 

FortisBC AMI 
Potential 

Prof. Boyd 

Number of illegal 
marijuana sites in 
Fortis BC service area 

824 824 824 820 

Annual energy use 
per site 

151,200 kWh 151,200 kWh 181,440 kWh 
(20% increase 
as 36 lights/site 
assumed) 

Conservative estimate of 3,780 kWh x 
30 = 113,400 kWh 

Annual change in 
total number of sites 

2% increase each 
year (8% increase 
by 2016) 

1% increase each 
year (4% increase 
by 2016) 

Status quo: 3% 
annual increase 
per year for first 
5 years (13% 
increase by 
2016), then 
2%/year.     
AMI: 1% annual  
increase. 

Status quo: 10% increase by 2016 as a 
low estimate, 40% increase by 2016 
unlikely. 

AMI: If no more than 5% stealing, 
reasonable to assume that there may 
not be any increase in the number of 
sites, and maybe even a decrease. 

Percentage sites 
stealing electricity 

25%, increasing to 
30% by 2017 

25% decreasing 
to 5% by 2021 

25% decreasing 
to 5% by 2021, 
with further 
decreases post 
2021 

 

Status quo: same as current levels with 
some increase due to influx of growers.  

AMI: Virtually certain that theft will 
decrease markedly, but exact estimate 
cannot be made with precision.  May 
not be as low as 5%. 

Theft detection rate 8% Increasing from 
8% to 25% by 
2016 

Increasing from 
8% to 25% by 
2016 

Not commented on 

Recovered revenue 
from theft detection 

Each theft site is billed for an average 1 year loss with 
collection success rate of 20% 

Not commented on 

Cost of Energy  BC Wholesale Market Energy Curve  

 

Not commented on 

LED penetration / 
legalization 

None 

 

Legalization/LED changes are entirely 
within the realm of possibility and 
could dramatically affect the validity of 
projections made. 

 

62.3 Does FortisBC support the opinion provided by Professor Neil Boyd in his June 24, 2012 letter? If 
no, please identify which aspects of the opinion FortisBC disagrees with and why. 
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62.3.1 Please respond to Professor Boyd’s opinion that electricity theft under AMI, while 
virtually certain to decrease markedly, may not drop as low as 5%.  

62.4 Please explain why FortisBC assumes each theft site is billed for an average 1 year loss with 
collection success rate of 20%, when its back-billing success rate associated with theft of 
electricity was $355,086 out of a total of $714,411. 

62.4.1 How far back does FortisBC generally bill for electricity from non-paying illegal marijuana 
grow operations?  Please explain why.  

62.5 Please explain why, under the AMI scenario, the theft detection rate only increases from 8% to 
25%. Please include in your response a description of the barriers which prevent an even greater 
increase in the theft detection rate, and how these barriers could be addressed. 

62.6 Please determine the net benefit to ratepayers (i.e. NPV of the difference in electricity theft due 
to illegal marijuana grow operations under AMI compared to the status quo), over the project 
period under the following scenarios. Please exclude any financial impacts related to paying 
illegal grow-operations. Please describe all assumptions used and include a working excel 
spreadsheet showing the analysis.  

For each scenario, please also explain to what extent FortisBC considers such a scenario appropriate for 
the purposes of evaluating the financial benefit to ratepayers of AMI as it relates to a reduction in 
electricity theft due to illegal marijuana grow operations. 

 Scenario 1A  Scenario 1B Scenario 2 Scenario 2B 

Description 0% site increase 
under AMI, short-
term avoided energy 
cost 

0% site increase under 
AMI, LRMC energy cost 
of new resources 

2% site decrease 
under AMI, short-
term avoided energy 
cost 

2% site decrease under 
AMI, LRMC energy cost 
of new resources 

Number of illegal 
marijuana sites in 
Fortis BC service area 
(2012) 

824 824 824 824 

Annual energy use 
per site 

113,400kWh 113,400kWh 113,400 kWh  113,400 kWh 

Annual change in 
total number of sites 

2% increase each 
year for status quo. 
0% per year increase 
for AMI 

2% increase each year 
for status quo. 0% per 
year increase for AMI 

2% increase each 
year for status quo. 
2% per year 
decrease for AMI 

2% increase each year 
for status quo. 2% per 
year decrease for AMI 

Percentage sites 
stealing electricity 

25%, increasing to 
30% by 2017 for 
status quo. 

25% decreasing to 
5% by 2021 for AMI 

25%, increasing to 30% 
by 2017 for status quo. 

25% decreasing to 5% 
by 2021 for AMI 

25%, increasing to 
30% by 2017 for 
status quo. 

25% decreasing to 
5% by 2021 for AMI  

25%, increasing to 30% 
by 2017 for status quo. 

25% decreasing to 5% 
by 2021 for AMI 
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 Scenario 1A  Scenario 1B Scenario 2 Scenario 2B 

Theft detection rate 8% for status quo.  

Increasing from 8% 
to 25% by 2016 for 
AMI  

8% for status quo.  

Increasing from 8% to 
25% by 2016 for AMI  

8% for status quo.  

Increasing from 8% 
to 25% by 2016 for 
AMI  

8% for status quo.  

Increasing from 8% to 
25% by 2016 for AMI  

Recovered revenue 
from theft detection 

Set based on 
average actual 
results from 2006 to 
2011  

Set based on average 
actual results from 
2006 to 2011 

Set based on 
average actual 
results from 2006 to 
2011 

Set based on average 
actual results from 
2006 to 2011 

Cost of Energy (refer 
to Order G-3-12, 
pp. 37-39) 

Short-term avoided 
cost (Midgard 
Consulting 2011 
report, Table 
5.1.3.3A)  

LRMC of additional 
power from new 
resources, including 
the cost to 
transport/distribute 
that energy to 
residential customers. 

Short-term avoided 
cost (Midgard 
Consulting 2011 
report, Table 
5.1.3.3A) 

LRMC of additional 
power from new 
resources, including the 
cost to 
transport/distribute 
that energy to 
residential customers. 

LED penetration / 
legalization 

None None None None 

 

62.6.1 Please redo the analysis above, but assume the percentage of sites stealing electricity 
decreases from 25% to 10% by 2021 for AMI. 

62.6.2 Please also determine the NPV using the same approach as above, but using 
assumptions made in the Application for (i) the FortisBC AMI Probable scenario, and (ii) 
the FortisBC AMI Potential scenario. In table form, please compare the key assumptions 
used by FortisBC for these two scenarios with the four scenarios modeled in the 
question above. Please describe all assumptions used and include a working excel 
spreadsheet showing the analysis. 

62.7 Please explain why the NPV analysis presented by FortisBC on page 69 of the Application states 
that it is for the period between 2015 and 2030 (in 2012 dollars), and yet the NPV of net benefit 
on Table 5.3.2.b starts at 2012. 

63.0 Reference: Electricity Theft – Marijuana Grow Operations 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.86.1, Appendix 1, 1.83.4.1, 1.86.2; CBC News Article, March 
2012, Edmonton firefighter suspended after grow-op bust 
Sensitivity analysis 

Professor Boyd states in the Appendix to FortisBC response to BCUC IR 1.86.1: 

“Public opinion polls in Canada demonstrate significant support for the decriminalization of possession, 
and for some degree of regulation of the industry. … cannabis culture forums discuss the emerging 
efficacy of LED lighting ...” (Pages 3, 4) 
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“Changes within the industries of control and product could dramatically affect the validity of any 
projections made, whether by Fortis, myself, or other researchers – and these changes are entirely 
within the realm of possibility.” (Page 4) 

“There are no local governments served by FortisBC that require Fortis to disclose account information 
of customers with high loads. … Consider, alternatively, the approach taken by Mission BC. … from 2000 
to 2005 only 13% of indoor grows discovered in the city of Mission had stolen electricity.  In the period 
2006 to 2010 the incidence of theft of electricity in uncovered grows in the city was almost five times 
higher; 57 per cent of these operations had evidence of theft: the grows were larger, with more plants, 
and a higher average number of lights.” (Page 5) 

“If FortisBC was to resist AMI deployment and local governments in the region were to simultaneously 
embrace the [Safety Standards Amendment] Act of 2006, a worst case scenario seems likely to emerge. 
The number of growers in the region would increase, given knowledge of the lack of AMI deployment, 
and the majority would steal electricity, knowing that their high levels of consumption would be 
reported by Fortis to local governments, and, in turn, to police.” (Page 6) 

Appendix 4 to this IR (see Attachment Panel) is a CBC news report titled “Edmonton firefighter 
suspended after grow-op bust.”9 The reports states: 

“Police say they found 500 marijuana plants valued at more than $500,000 at the home. Police say it 
was the first grow-op in Canada to have used LED (light-emitting diode) lights in the operation, which 
draw less electricity and are more difficult to detect.” 

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.83.4.1 “It appears that there is considerable information available (much of 
it from LED suppliers) to suggest that LED lighting has a great deal of “future potential”, but there is little 
credible evidence to support a current trend towards LED use by marijuana grow operations.” 

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.86.2 “FortisBC does not contemplate the conversion to LED lighting systems 
by producers during the life of the project.  ... However, if it were possible that a marketable prototype 
were in use by up to two percent of growers beginning in 2017 ...” 

A November 7, 2012 CNN report states:10 

“Moments after President Barack Obama was declared elected Tuesday night ... Washington 
state was joining Colorado in declaring pot legal. ... Kirk Tousaw, a Vancouver Island lawyer 
[stated] "Canadian prohibitionists that used to claim that we can't legalize because of American 
reaction at the border have lost that argument”.” 

63.1 Please describe whether, and to what extent, legalization of marijuana in BC could reduce the 
expected financial benefit associated with the AMI proposal as it relates to a reduction in 
electricity theft.  

                                                           

9
 http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/story/2012/03/13/edmonton-firefighter-marijuana-bust.html  

10
 http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2012/11/07/colorado-washington-pass-marijuana-legalization-oregon-says-no/  

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/story/2012/03/13/edmonton-firefighter-marijuana-bust.html
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2012/11/07/colorado-washington-pass-marijuana-legalization-oregon-says-no/
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63.1.1 Does FortisBC consider that, in evaluating the AMI proposal, financial benefits related to 
a reduction in electricity theft by illegal marijuana grow operations should be shown as a 
range of reasonable benefits to reflect a risk of legalization in BC over the project term? 
If no, please explain why not. If yes, please explain what this range should be.  

63.2 Please describe whether, and to what extent, recent legalization of marijuana in Washington 
and Colorado could reduce the expected financial benefit associated with the AMI proposal (for 
example, by reducing demand for BC grown marijuana or increasing the probability that 
marijuana will be legalized in BC).  

63.2.1 Please update the FortisBC estimate of NPV of benefit from AMI as it relates to a 
reduction of theft related to illegal marijuana grow operations to reflect these recent 
developments. 

63.3 Is FortisBC satisfied that there is no evidence to support a risk of a move towards LED lights by a 
significant number of illegal marijuana grow operations over the project term?  Please include in 
the response consideration of the LED illegal grow operation in Edmonton. 

63.3.1 Does FortisBC consider that, in evaluating the AMI proposal, financial benefits related to 
a reduction in electricity theft by illegal marijuana grow operations should be shown as a 
range of reasonable benefits to reflect a risk of a move to LED lights over the project 
term? If no, please explain why not. If yes, please explain what this range should be.  

63.4 Has FortisBC consulted with local governments to identify if their use of the provisions of the 
Safety Standards Amendment Act of 2006 to identify illegal marijuana grow operations could 
change in the future under both the Status Quo and AMI scenario? If yes, please explain the 
results of consultation. If no, please explain why not. 

63.4.1 Please describe whether, and to what extent, a request by local governments served by 
FortisBC to disclose account information of customers with high loads for the purpose of 
identifying illegal marijuana grow operations could affect the expected financial benefits 
associated with the AMI proposal as it relates to a reduction in electricity theft over the 
project term. 

63.4.1.1 Does FortisBC consider that, in evaluating the AMI proposal, financial 
benefits related to a reduction in electricity theft by illegal marijuana grow 
operations should be shown as a range of reasonable benefits to reflect the 
risk of local government use of the provisions of the Safety Standards 
Amendment Act of 2006 to identify illegal marijuana grow operations? If no, 
please explain why not. If yes, please explain what this range should be.  
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64.0 Reference: Marijuana Grow Operations – General 
CPCN Guidelines, Appendix A; RCMP, Drug Situation in Canada – 2007, p.3; Edmonton 
Police Service, Green Team, home page; Global News, Toronto Police see a dramatic 
rise in grow operation busts, April 2011; City of Surrey and University of the Fraser 
Valley, Community Response to Marijuana Grow Operations, 2009, p.14; Exhibit B-6, 
BCUC IR 1.85.5  
Alternative options 

Appendix A of the 2010 Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity Application Guidelines states 
that the application under sections 45 and 46 of the UCA should contain the following: 

“2 (i) ... The applicant should identify alternatives that it deemed to be not feasible at an early screening 
stage, and provide the reason(s) why it did not consider them further; 

2 (ii) A comparison of the costs, benefits and associated risks of the project and feasible alternatives, 
including estimates of the value of all of the costs and benefits of each option or, where these costs and 
benefits are not quantifiable, identification of the cost or benefit that cannot be quantified. Cost 
estimates used in the economic comparison should have, at a minimum, a Class 4 degree of accuracy ...” 

The Guidelines states on page 6: 11 “Cost estimates used in the economic comparison should have, at a 
minimum, a Class 4 degree of accuracy as defined in the Advancement of Cost Engineering (“EECA 
International”) Recommend Practice No. 10S-90”. 

A RCMP report titled “Drug Situation in Canada – 2007”12 states on Page 3 “Canadian law enforcement 
agencies have reported marihuana cultivation in all provinces, although British Columbia (B.C.), Ontario, 
and Quebec remain the primary producing regions, as demonstrated by smuggling patterns.” 

The Edmonton Police Service Green Team website page included the following statement:13 

“There has been an increase in the proliferation of marijuana grow operations in the City of Edmonton 
and the Province of Alberta. Marijuana grows have become highly organized and sophisticated. 
Marihuana production has become a multi-billion dollar industry in Canada and is the economic engine 
of organized crime!” 

An April 2011 Global News report titled “Toronto Police see a dramatic rise in grow operation busts” 
states: 14 

“The number of marijuana grow operation busts by Toronto police has increased 77 % since 2008, 
documents show. 248 properties which Toronto police allege were current or former grow operations 
were found in 2010 – mostly in neighbourhoods in the inner suburbs – which compares with 199 in 2009 
and 140 in 2008.” 

                                                           

11
 http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Guidelines/2010/DOC_25326_G-50-10_2010-CPCN-Application-Guidelines.pdf  

12
 http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/drugs-drogues/pdf/drug-drogue-situation-2007-eng.pdf  

13
 http://www.edmontonpolice.ca/communitypolicing/organizedcrime/drugs/greenteam.aspx  

14
 http://www.globalnews.ca/toronto+police+see+dramatic+rise+grow+operation+busts/4567200/story.html  

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Guidelines/2010/DOC_25326_G-50-10_2010-CPCN-Application-Guidelines.pdf
http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/drugs-drogues/pdf/drug-drogue-situation-2007-eng.pdf
http://www.edmontonpolice.ca/communitypolicing/organizedcrime/drugs/greenteam.aspx
http://www.globalnews.ca/toronto+police+see+dramatic+rise+grow+operation+busts/4567200/story.html
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A 2009 report by the City of Surrey and University of the Fraser Valley titled “Community Response to 
Marijuana Grow Operations: A Guide Towards Promising Practices” states:15 

“Additionally, during the summer of 2009, STOP Grow Ops Calgary Coalition partnered with utility 
companies to investigate electricity theft. New methods and technologies are being considered and 
piloted to identify promising practices for theft detection. The STOP Grow Ops Calgary Coalition has 
targeted theft of power to help shift the response to grow operations from enforcement to prevention. 
Being able to detect electricity theft not only can result in faster and more cost-effective investigations, 
it would also act as a serious deterrent to grow operations and remove serious public safety hazards 
from neighbourhoods.” (Page 14) 

FortisBC state in BCUC IR 1.85.5 “The alternative option described above [expansion of the role of the 
Revenue Protection Program (which could be coupled with advanced meters at the feeder level)] has 
not been considered by FortisBC since the deployment of advanced meters at the feeder level in the 
absence of advanced meters at customer premises is not an effective tool in identifying electric theft.” 

64.1 Please describe the research/consultation FortisBC undertook (for example, discussions with 
other utilities, government agencies, community groups etc.) to identify alternative options 
address electricity theft and mitigate heath/safety issues related to illegal marijuana grow 
operations.  

64.1.1 Does FortisBC consider that marijuana grow operations are also a problem in Alberta, 
Ontario and Quebec? Please explain why/why not. 

64.1.2 Has FortisBC investigated and considered alternative approaches used in Alberta, 
Ontario and Quebec by utilities to address (i) health and safety issues related to illegal 
marijuana grow operations and (ii) electricity theft by illegal marijuana grow operations? 
If yes, please describe the alternative approaches used. If no, please explain why not. 

64.2 Does FortisBC agree that an estimate of financial benefit from a reduction in theft from 
marijuana grow operations is included within the general description of a ‘cost estimate used in 
the economic comparison’ of the BCUC CPCN guidelines? If no, please explain why not. 

64.2.1 Does FortisBC consider that the estimate of financial benefit from a reduction in theft 
from marijuana grow operations has a Class 4 degree of accuracy as defined in the 
Advancement of Cost Engineering (“EECA International”) Recommend Practice No. 10S-
90. Please explain why/why not. 

64.3 Does FortisBC consider that there could be a net benefit to BC from a delay in AMI rollout to 
allow time for additional investigation and analysis of alternative options to address electricity 
theft and health and safety issues from marijuana grow operations? Please explain why/why 
not. 

64.3.1 Does FortisBC consider that there could be a net benefit to BC from a pilot roll out of 
AMI in one or more areas in order to increase the level of accuracy of the net benefits 
projection of a network wide AMI roll out as related to electricity theft and health and 
safety issues from marijuana grow operations? Please explain why/why not.  

                                                           

15
 http://www.surrey.ca/files/DCT_-_Community_Response_to_MGOs_Guide_Sept_2009.pdf  

http://www.surrey.ca/files/DCT_-_Community_Response_to_MGOs_Guide_Sept_2009.pdf
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64.4 Is FortisBC satisfied that the level of funding for investigation into electricity theft from illegal 
marijuana grow operations is at its optimum level for the Status Quo scenario (i.e., that there 
would not be a net benefit to ratepayers from an increased budget for these activities?). If yes, 
please explain how FortisBC arrived at this conclusion. If no, please explain what additional level 
of funding would be considered optimal, and how this would affect the assumptions made 
regarding electricity theft over the project term in the Status Quo scenario. 

64.5 To what extent would allowing individual customers to opt out of AMI affect the ability of 
FortisBC to detect theft and/or achieve health and safety benefits associated with a lower 
number of illegal marijuana grow operations? Please explain and quantify where possible. 

65.0 Reference: Marijuana Grow Operations - General 
Order G-110-12, [Exhibit No.], pp. 22, 84; Ofgem, Strategy consultation for the RIIO-
ED1 electricity distribution price control, 2012, pp. 5-6; FEU Common Rates, 
Amalgamation and Rate Design Application, Exhibit B-9, BCUC IR 1.10.2; Exhibit B-6, 
BCUC IR 1.56.3 
Measurement/Verification and Regulatory Incentives 

The Commission stated in its 2012 Order on an Application by FortisBC Inc. for Approval of 2012-2013 
Revenue Requirements and Review of 2012 Integrated System Plan (G-110-12):16   

“The Commission Panel agrees that imposing some form of productivity factor is not a decision to be 
taken lightly. However, there may be cases where a utility has been unable to satisfy the Commission 
that it has taken the necessary steps to ensure productivity and efficiency levels within the organization 
have been optimized. In these instances, some form of productivity adjustment to the O&M budgets of 
a utility are warranted. One purpose of examining productivity in greater detail in recent proceedings 
has been to encourage utilities to formalize processes to help create a productivity improvement culture 
and, where appropriate, to make the sometimes difficult decision to bring about change. These are 
difficult times for many ratepayers and the Commission Panel believes this is the least they can expect.” 
(Page 22) 

“The Commission Panel is of the view that the increase in the size of FortisBC’s rate base is an issue 
given that it is the main driver of rate increases which have been and are predicted to be well in excess 
of inflation. ... the Commission Panel is concerned with the magnitude of rate increases, which are 
forecast to continue beyond the test period, and is of the view that capital expenditures must be 
scrutinized carefully.”  (Page 84) 

The UK electricity and gas regulator (Ofgem), in its September 2012 Strategy consultation for the RIIO-
ED1 electricity distribution price control stated on page 5 and 6:17 

“Significant expenditure is needed in Britain’s gas and electricity networks over the next decade. This 
investment is needed to ensure consumers continue to receive safe, reliable network services and to 
meet environmental challenges. It is therefore more important than ever that network companies can 
show consumers that they are getting value for money and that charges are contained. ... 

                                                           

16
 http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2012/DOC_31462_G-110-12_FBC-2012-13RRA_Decision-%20WEB.pdf  

17
 http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Networks/ElecDist/PriceCntrls/riio-ed1/consultations/Documents1/RIIOED1SConOverview.pdf  

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2012/DOC_31462_G-110-12_FBC-2012-13RRA_Decision-%20WEB.pdf
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Networks/ElecDist/PriceCntrls/riio-ed1/consultations/Documents1/RIIOED1SConOverview.pdf
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To drive this change, in 2010 we announced a new regulatory framework. The RIIO model (Revenue = 
Incentives + Innovation + Outputs) is designed to drive real benefits for consumers; providing companies 
with strong incentives to meet the challenges of delivering a sustainable energy sector at a lower cost. ... 

We will attach incentives to the delivery of outputs, the strength of which will reflect the value 
consumers attach to delivery and DNOs’ degree of control. We will put in place mechanisms to ensure 
efficient risk sharing between DNOs and consumers.” 

Fortis Energy Utilities (FEU) stated in BCUC IR 1.10.2 in the Common Rates, Amalgamation and Rate 
Design Application “The FEU agree that cost causation should be a foundation of rate setting ... “ 

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.56.3 that its benefit realization monitoring plan as related to theft reduction 
is as follows: 

“Compare actual number of theft sites identified to the number of theft sites forecast on Row 26 of the 
Theft Reduction worksheet filed as part of Exhibit B-3. 

Compare actual revenue recovered from theft sites to the revenue forecast on Row 29 of the Theft 
Reduction worksheet filed as part of Exhibit B-3.” 

65.1 Does FortisBC consider that an alternative regulatory framework could provide a better sharing 
of risks/rewards between ratepayers and the FortisBC shareholder? If no, please explain why 
not. If yes, please describe an alternative framework(s) for sharing of risks/rewards between the 
FortisBC shareholder and the ratepayer. 

Please include in this response consideration of a performance based regulatory mechanism designed 
specifically for the AMI project, which links shareholder returns to realization of project benefits rather 
than the amount of invested capital.  

65.1.1 Please describe a measurement and verification approach FortisBC could use to identify 
(i) the decreases in theft from illegal marijuana grow operations, and (ii) the decrease in 
the overall number of illegal marijuana grow operations on its network resulting from 
the AMI project. 

65.1.2 Does FortisBC consider that the level of accuracy in measuring (i) the decrease in theft 
from illegal marijuana grow operations, and (ii) the decrease in the overall number of 
illegal marijuana grow operations on its network resulting from the AMI project is 
sufficient to consider performance based regulatory mechanisms for this project?  If no, 
please explain how ratepayers can be assured that projected benefits will materialize.   

65.2 Please describe the methodology FortisBC plans to use to allocate AMI costs between customer 
classes in its fully allocated cost of service study. 

65.2.1 Does FortisBC consider that cost causation should be the foundation of rate setting? If 
no, please explain why not.  

65.2.2 Does FortisBC consider that, if, say 50% of AMI benefits relate to theft reduction, 50% of 
AMI costs should be allocated to customer classes on the basis of energy consumption? 
If no, please explain why not. If yes, please explain if the FortisBC proposed approach to 
allocate AMI costs between customer classes in the fully allocated cost of service study is 
consistent with this approach. 
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66.0 Reference: Marijuana Grow Operations - General 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.86.1, Appendix 1, p. 7 
Safety and Emission Considerations 

Professor Boyd states in Appendix 1 to BCUC IR 1.86.1 on page 7: 

“If the local governments within the area served by FortisBC adopt the approach made possible by the 
Act of 2006, …. we may see a significant percentage of growers consider the theft of alternative forms of 
energy – gas and propane, along with off the grid possibilities such as generators.  In this circumstance 
public safety will be placed at greater risk … “ 

66.1 To what extent, if any, does FortisBC consider that there could be additional safety and/or 
emissions concerns from the status quo or AMI scenario related to a move of illegal marijuana 
grow operations from electricity to non-renewable energy sources for lighting?  Please explain. 

67.0 Reference: Conservation benefits  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.107.1, 1.110.6 
Framework  

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.107.1: 

“Given that the electric system is designed and built to accommodate the peak aggregate load of the 
Company’s customers, FortisBC considers that successfully reducing customers’ total  demand and 
shifting usage to off-peak hours will provide such benefits as: 

 Delaying requirement for new generating facilities and transmission and distribution 
infrastructure, lowering costs for all customers; 

 Reducing future power purchase expense (as shown in Table 6.5a); 

 Inasmuch as some market-based power supply alternatives may be fossil fuel based, a 
reduction in any reliance on such resources provides an environmental benefit. 

These drivers are relevant to FortisBC now, which is why the Company has contemplated the 
implementation of time-varying rates in the AMI CPCN.” 

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.110.6: 

“FortisBC believes that all costs to customers should be considered (and quantified where it is 
possible to do so with reasonable accuracy) when evaluating whether conservation rates provide a 
net benefit to customers.” 

67.1 Does FortisBC consider that conservation benefits from AMI can be described as ‘facilitating 
initiatives which mitigate market barriers to efficient customer investment and consumption 
decisions’? If no, please explain why not. 

67.2 Does FortisBC consider that the key conservation related initiatives which AMI facilitates are: (i) 
enhanced consumption information through the online customer information portal; (ii) 
enhanced consumption information through an in-home information display (IHD); (iii) time-of-
use rates (TOU); and (iii) critical peak pricing rates (CPP)?  If no, please explain why not. 
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67.3 Does FortisBC consider that, in order for the initiatives identified above to provide a net benefit 
to BC, FortisBC should demonstrate that: 

 there is a market failure to begin with regarding when and how much electricity is used 
by a customer.  For example, if customers had perfect information regarding FortisBC 
incremental costs and externalities, and responded efficiently to these pricing signals, 
would they consume less electricity and/or at different times compared to the status 
quo? (Effectively what the Total Resource Test (TRC) aims to measure); and 

 it is lower cost to the utility to undertake program(s) to address the market barrier, than 
to supply the additional energy/demand resulting from the market failure.  (Effectively 
what the Utility Cost Test (UCT) aims to measure). 

67.4 Does FortisBC consider that a high level of free riders indicates an initiative is not effective at 
addressing a market failure?  If no, please explain why not.  

67.5 Does FortisBC consider that the key tests to determine if there is a conservation benefit from 
AMI are listed below? If no, please explain why/why not. 

 Determining if there is a market failure with regards to when customers use electricity, 
and if so, if TOU/CPP rates are a cost effective way of mitigating that market failure; and 

 Determining if there is a market failure as to how much electricity is used by customers, 
and is so, if customer information portals/IHD are a cost effective way of mitigating that 
market failure.  

67.6 Does FortisBC consider that, if there is a BC benefit from AMI with regards to when customers 
use electricity, then the net benefit to BC can be estimated as the avoided utility 
generation/network cost (plus any related non-financial benefit to participating customers), less 
(i) the direct and indirect cost to customers of shifting consumption (or decreasing consumption 
during peak hours), and (ii) any utility implementation costs.  Incentive credits to the customer 
and incentive costs to the utility would be excluded as they are a wealth transfer.  If no, please 
explain why not and describe/justify an alternative approach. 

67.7 Does FortisBC consider that, if there is a BC conservation benefit from AMI with regard to how 
much electricity is used by customers, then the net benefit to BC is the avoided delivered long-
run supply costs (plus any related non-financial benefit to participating customers), less (i) the 
direct and indirect cost to customers of reducing consumption, and (ii) any utility 
implementation costs?  Incentive credits to the customer and incentive costs to the utility would 
be excluded as they are a wealth transfer.  If no, please explain why not and describe/justify an 
alternative approach. 

68.0 Reference: When customers use electricity  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.107.4, 1.107.4.1, 1.108.1, 1.109.1.3.1, 1.111.2.1, 1.107.2.2, 
1.107.4.3 
Determining if there is a problem  

In BCUC IR 1.107.4, FortisBC was asked to estimate how much money a residential customer with 
average consumption volume would save in one month if they shifted 10 percent of their consumption 
from peak to off-peak periods in 2012, assuming the customer is on a FortisBC residential TOU tariff 
where the peak: off-peak ¢/kWh difference is set equal to the peak: off-peak ¢/kWh difference forecast 
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in the Midgard BC Wholesale Market Energy Curve.  FortisBC estimated the customer saving in this 
scenario at 22¢/month: 

 

In BCUC IR 1.107.4.1, FortisBC undertook the same analysis for each year up to 2030.  Maximum 
monthly savings were achieved in 2020, with a saving of 47¢/month.  

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.108.1 “In any case, the ability to economically address future capacity gaps 
on a planning basis through the introduction of residential TOU rates is uncertain.” 

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.109.1.3.1 “FortisBC is not forecasting “very high critical peak prices” in its 
resource plan, so it cannot estimate when CPP could become a viable option on this basis.” 

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.111.2.1: “The total [avoidable network investment] costs are composed of 
many individual projects that may cover an area as small as a portion of distribution feeder or an area as 
large as the north or south Okanagan.  Thus, to have any impact on future projects that support growth 
in an area, any load reductions would need to be specific to the area covered by those individual 
projects.” 

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.107.2.2: 

“A comparison of [peak/off-peak TOU] prices is not possible because neither the FortisBC AMI 
Application nor the Navigant report use a set of TOU prices as a basis for estimating the customer 
participation rate or capacity and energy savings attributable to the introduction of the conservation 
rate.” 

In BCUC IR 1.107.4.3 FortisBC states “... the Company does not view the assumptions used by Navigant 
to be optimistic.” 

68.1 Does FortisBC consider that the evidence supports an assumption that customers are not being 
inefficient in regards to when they consume electricity over (i) the next 5 years, and (ii) the term 
of the project?  If no, please explain why not. 

68.2 If FortisBC considers that customers in certain areas may be inefficient in regards to when they 
consume electricity (for example, those located at the end of a network constraint), please 
describe (i) the specific area(s), (ii) percentage of load which would need to be shifted to off-
peak periods and minimum customer participation rate to achieve the utility cost reduction, and 
(iii) an estimate of participating customer bill savings assuming all utility cost savings were 
passed through to participating customers. Please state all assumptions made. 

68.3 Is it FortisBC’s position that the size of potential bill savings from a shift in consumption from 
peak to off-peak periods is not a significant relevant consideration in estimating customer 
uptake and response to a TOU rate (other than for those who would be free-riders)? If yes, 
please explain why.  If no, please explain if FortisBC considers the Navigant report to provide 
useful evidence regarding expected customer uptake and response to a TOU/CPP rate for this 
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Application, and if so why. 

69.0 Reference: When customers use electricity  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.107.5 
Determining if TOU/CPP is an effective way to address the problem  

In BCUC IR 1.107.5, FortisBC addressed the issue of ‘free-riders’ (for example, customers who consume 
more energy than average at the higher Tier-2 price and who may see significant bill savings from a 
switch to a TOU rate without making any changes to their consumption pattern).  FortisBC responded 
that: 

“The Company considers that a certain amount of free-ridership is going to occur on any 
conservation rate that it may implement.  ... The Company does not expect however that bill savings 
would be “significant”. Using the assumptions provided in the responses to BCUC IR 1 Q107.4, and 
the current RCR rate, (also revenue neutral to the 2012 flat rate), the savings attributed to a 
customer moving from RCR to TOU with no change in behaviour (assumed 40 percent consumption 
is on-peak) is shown in the table below:” 

 

69.1 Please confirm that, for a residential TOU rate as modeled in BCUC IR 1.107.4, typical bill savings 
from free riders can be significantly higher than bill savings from a customer who shifts 10% of 
consumption onto off-peak periods.  If no, please explain why not. 

69.1.1 Does FortisBC consider that the results above indicate a significant free-rider risk 
associated with an optional TOU rate? If no, please explain why not. 

70.0 Reference: How much electricity is used  
Exhibit B-1, Tab 3, Section 3.2.4, p. 32; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.28.1.1 
Determining if there is a problem  

FortisBC states on page 32 of the Application: 

“The AMI system allows customers to access billing information through the online customer 
information portal or an IHD, providing them with more detailed information about their energy 
consumption, including both the timing and amount of energy consumed.” 
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FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.28.1.1: 

“The Total Resource Cost Benefit/Cost (B/C) ratio of an IHD measure is calculated as 1.6, based on a 
unit cost of $150.  The Utility Cost Test B/C ratio is 4.2, with a simple payback of one year on the $50 
incentive paid to a customer.” 

70.1 Please provide a brief overview of the types of customer investment decisions (for example, 
lighting, appliances) and customer consumption decisions (for example, not turning off 
lights/heating when no longer required) that provide support for an assumption that there are 
market failures with regards to how much electricity customers consume. 

70.2 Please provide evidence that a customer is being inefficient by not investing in an IHD.  Please 
include in this response a TRC calculation for this initiative, using the long-run marginal cost of 
delivered energy as the avoided utility cost, the IHD cost as a customer cost, and exclude any 
incentive from utility/customer costs.  Please describe (and quantify where possible within the 
TRC) any additional costs a customer may incur in order to achieve the assumed conservation 
(such as investment in more efficient lighting/heating, health/comfort impacts from changing 
home temperature settings), less any associated non-energy benefits. Please state all 
assumptions made. 

71.0 Reference: How much electricity is used 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.28.1.1; FortisBC Powerlines newsletter, November 2007, p. 2 
Determining if enhanced billing/IHD is an effective way to address the problem  

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.28.1.1: 

“The Total Resource Cost Benefit/Cost (B/C) ratio of an IHD measure is calculated as 1.6, based on a 
unit cost of $150. The Utility Cost Test B/C ratio is 4.2, with a simple payback of one year on the $50 
incentive paid to a customer.” 

A FortisBC November 2007 Powerlines newsletter states on page 2:18 

“The Blue Line monitor, no bigger than two playing cards, plugs into an outdoor electricity meter. 
The meter displays usage by cents per hour, a graphic of the running meter, the total cost since the 
meter has been in place, as well as the temperature outside the home. ...  

In 2007 FortisBC plans to expand the Blue Line monitor trial to include 100 homes across its service 
territory to assess the value that this type of technology will have for its customers.” 

71.1 Please describe the specific problem, in regards to inefficient consumption levels only, which (i) 
an online customer information portal and (ii) IHD is expect to address (for example, lack of 
customer awareness as to the amount of electricity consumed by certain equipment or as a 
result of certain actions). 

                                                           

18
 http://www.fortisbc.com/About/Newsletters/Powerlines/Documents/Powerlines_February2007.pdf  

http://www.fortisbc.com/About/Newsletters/Powerlines/Documents/Powerlines_February2007.pdf
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71.2 Please describe alternative approaches used in other jurisdictions to address this problem, and 
why FortisBC is not proposing these options instead. Please include in this response a 
description FortisBC Blue Line monitor trial and the results. 

71.2.1 Please describe (and quantify where possible) the costs/benefits of the IHD product 
proposed for the Power Smart project with (i) the Blue Line monitor and (ii) other similar 
products on the market that do not require AMI 

71.2.2 Please describe (and quantify where possible) the costs/benefits of the online customer 
information portal with other similar products that do not require AMI. 

71.3 Please provide the Utility Cost Test analysis for (i) an online customer information portal and (ii) 
the IHD proposal. Please describe all assumptions used, and use the long-run marginal cost of 
delivered energy as the utility cost.  Please include the IHD incentive as a cost to the utility. 

71.4 For the IHD proposal, has FortisBC surveyed other utilities to determine why, or why not, they 
promote IHDs for their customers?  If yes, please describe the process undertaken and the 
results.  If no, please explain why not. 

72.0 Reference: How much electricity is used 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.28.1.1 
Quantifying the benefit  

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.28.1.1: 

“The Total Resource Cost Benefit/Cost (B/C) ratio of an IHD measure is calculated as 1.6, based on a 
unit cost of $150. The Utility Cost Test B/C ratio is 4.2, with a simple payback of one year on the $50 
incentive paid to a customer.” 

72.1 Please estimate, and provide a justification for, residential customer use of/uptake of a (i) online 
customer information portal, and (ii) IHD. 

72.2 Using the TRC input data calculated in IR 70.2, and the customer uptake assumptions above, 
please estimate the NPV to BC of (i) an online customer information portal, and (ii) an IHD as it 
relates to energy conservation over the life of the project.  

Please use the long-run marginal cost of delivered energy as the avoided utility cost, the IHD cost as a 
customer cost, and exclude any incentive from utility/customer costs. Please describe (and quantify 
where possible within the analysis) any additional costs a customer may incur in order to achieve the 
assumed conservation (such as investment in more efficient lighting/heating, health/comfort impacts 
from changing home temperature settings), less any associated non-energy benefits. Please state all 
assumptions made 

72.2.1 If FortisBC does not consider the assumptions used are reasonable, please explain why 
and provide additional NPV analysis using assumptions considered more appropriate by 
FortisBC. Please justify the assumptions used. 

72.3 Does FortisBC consider that there will be any additional social or environmental impacts related 
to an online customer information portal/IHD proposal? If yes, please describe. 
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72.4 Please describe (and quantify where possible) the effect on the estimated NPV of benefit to BC 
of a 5 year delay in the AMI project for the (i) online customer information portal, and (ii) IHD 
proposal.  Please state all assumptions used. 

73.0 Reference: How much electricity is used  
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.110.5, 1.110.5.1  
Pre-pay meters  

FortisBC confirms in BCUC IR 1.110.5 that it is possible to have pre-pay meters without AMI 
infrastructure in place. 

FortisBC states in BCUC IR 1.110.5.1 that “Pre-pay rates are considered a future benefit since they 
require further analysis and are not proposed as part of the AMI project.” 

73.1 Does FortisBC consider that because pre-pay meters can be provided to customers without AMI, 
the net benefit to BC of AMI as it relates to pre-pay meters is the lower of: 

 Cost savings: the cost difference between pre-pay meters if AMI was not installed, and 
pre-pay meters if AMI was installed; and 

 Net benefits from lowest cost option: the utility and customer benefit from pre-pay 
meters (including any non-financial benefits), less associated costs, under the AMI 
scenario? 

If no, please explain why not. 

73.2 Please provide an estimate of the cost of a pre-pay meter (i) with AMI; and (ii) without AMI. 

73.3 Please list (and quantify where possible) the benefits to the utility and customers from pre-pay 
meters (including any non-financial benefits).  

73.4 How would FortisBC expect to recover the pre-pay meter costs (for example, would customers 
be charged a separate fee)?  

73.5 Please estimate customer uptake of pre-pay meters over the AMI period (assuming AMI was 
approved).  Please provide assumptions used. 

73.5.1 Please estimate the BC NPV of net benefit for pre-pay meters under the AMI scenario 
(i.e., net benefits less net costs).  Please state all assumptions made. 

73.5.2 Please estimate the total cost savings to the utility if pre-pay meters were installed 
under the AMI scenario compared to the status quo.  Please state all assumptions made. 
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74.0 Reference: How much electricity is used  
CPCN Guidelines, Appendix A, p. 6   
Class 4 degree of accuracy  

Appendix A of the BCUC 2010 CPCN Guidelines19 states on page 6: “Cost estimates used in the economic 
comparison should have, at a minimum, a Class 4 degree of accuracy as defined in the Advancement of 
Cost Engineering (“EECA International”) Recommend Practice No. 10S-90.” 

74.1 Does FortisBC consider that any financial benefits estimated for (i) TOU/CPP rates; (ii) online 
customer information portal/IHD; and (iii) pre-pay meters within this Application are included 
within the general description of a ‘cost estimate used in the economic comparison’ of the BCUC 
CPCN guidelines? If no, please explain why not. 

74.1.1 Does FortisBC consider it has met the Class 4 threshold for each item listed above? If yes, 
please explain. If no, please comment, for each item listed above, on the extent to which 
the Commission should discount or disregard projected future benefits when this 
threshold has not been met.  

75.0 Reference: Grow Op Thefts 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.75.1 
Exhibit B-1, Table 5.3.2.a; Table BCUC IR 1.76.1.1 
Exhibit A2-1 

75.1 FortisBC stated “FortisBC has had a revenue protection program in place since 2006. Based on a 
three year average for the period 2009-2011, the program has identified an average 25 percent of 
known or suspected marijuana sites as diverting energy,…” 

75.1.1 Exhibit A2-1 states that the proportion of growers stealing power appears to be 
approximately 52% and as the number has been confirmed by BC Hydro, then why does 
FortisBC believe that only 25% of known or suspected marijuana sites are diverting 
energy.  

75.1.2 Provide evidence to support the statement that 25 percent of known or suspected 
marijuana sites are diverting energy. 

75.2 Confirm that Exhibit A2-1 estimates 13,206 active growing operations in the province of BC. 

75.2.1 Confirm that Exhibit A2-1 estimates only 6,867 operations stole electricity across the 
province.  

75.3 Confirm that the number of grow sites used in Exhibit A2-1 is 13,740.  

75.3.1 Provide the reference or calculation used to obtain the number 13,740. 

75.4 Of the 683 accounts, consuming more than 93 kWh/day every billing period since September 
2010, how many of these accounts have 200A service? 

                                                           

19
 http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Guidelines/2010/DOC_25326_G-50-10_2010-CPCN-Application-Guidelines.pdf  

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Guidelines/2010/DOC_25326_G-50-10_2010-CPCN-Application-Guidelines.pdf
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75.5 Confirm that the 683 accounts, consuming more than greater than 93 kWh/day every billing 
period since September 2010, are paying customers. 

75.5.1 In Exhibit B-1, p. 83, FortisBC states “Applying the 75 percent deterrence factor to the 
estimated 824 grow sites in FortisBC’s service territory in 2012 indicates that 206 grow 
sites are diverting electricity while the remaining 618 sites are assumed to be paying 
customers.”  Please reconfirm the number of 206 grow sites using Exhibit A2-1 and 
assuming those with 10 or less lamps are paying customers and provide the calculation. 

75.5.2 For what year does the number, 206, apply? 

75.6 FortisBC states that for the years 2013, 2014 and 2015, the number of theft sites is 218, 231, 
and 244 respectively.  

75.6.1 Please explain how these numbers related to the number 824 in Exhibit B-1, Table 
5.3.2.a. 

76.0 Reference: AMI Project Progress Reports 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.56.2 

“FortisBC proposes to report on the above items annually to the BCUC for a period of five years once the 
AMI project is complete” or year 2020. 

76.1 Please explain why FortisBC is not proposing to report on the benefits annually to BCUC for a 
period ending in 2032. 

76.2 Would FortisBC agree to issue quarterly project progress reports for the deployment period of 
the AMI project that addresses both costs and benefits? 

76.3 Would FortisBC agree to issue annual project progress reports for the post-deployment period 
to year 2032 of the AMI project that addresses both costs and benefits?  

76.4 Explain the benchmarking that FortisBC proposes to use to report benefits to BCUC. 

76.4.1 Provide the benchmarking information for each benefit in the Application to be used for 
cost recovery and reporting, and assessing the performance of the AMI project. 

76.4.2 If no benchmarking information is available, would FortisBC consider the final adjusted 
benefits from the cost/benefits analysis in the Application to be used as an appropriate 
baseline for cost recovery, reporting, and assessing the performance of the AMI project. 

77.0 Reference: AMI Cost and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.56.14 
FortisBC Controlled 

77.1 Please identify the expenditures and benefits that are under the control of FortisBC, and their 
risk and uncertainty in being able to be achieved. 
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78.0 Reference: AMI Cost Recovery 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.53.14.2 
MIT Study on the Future of the Electric Grid, Chapter 8, pp. 180-18120 

“…investments in new distribution technologies, such as those necessary to efficiently and reliably 
integrate distributed generation or effectively use the wealth of information provided by advanced 
metering infrastructure (AMI), may be subject to uncertainty about not only the level of costs and 
benefits but also about their timing and achievability. To be most effective, these investments may 
require coordination across different utility business units and the integration of legacy data 
communications and information management systems. Utilities may have limited experience with 
these technologies and have to work closely with equipment vendors that may have little experience 
with electric power distribution systems. 

Complicating calculations further, many new technologies have benefit streams that potentially will 
extend many years after costs have been incurred and are partially a function of future technology 
innovation and deployment decisions. As a result, modernization investments may not be easily justified 
by predictable short-term improvements in reliability or incremental improvements in operations or 
operating costs.  Extrapolation or meta-analyses of pilot results may help to narrow the range of likely 
outcomes, but considerable uncertainty for system deployments may remain.” 

78.1 Provide and explain the level of the uncertainty and risk in delivering each benefit stream 
identified in the Application over the deployment and post-deployment period. 

79.0 Reference: AMI Cost Recovery 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.53.14.2 
Recovery of Smart Grid Costs 

EnerNex served as the Facilitator of the Illinois Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative (ISSGC) and prepared 
the Collaborative Report dated September 2010 for submission to the Illinois Commerce Commission. 

79.1 Does FortisBC consider smart grid investments to be different from other more traditional utility 
investments in ways that require special non-traditional cost recovery treatment? 

79.2 Do the AMI project investments have characteristics that differentiate them from traditional 
21utility investments (i.e. substations) that are made to expand, maintain and upgrade the 
electricity delivery system in ways that pose new regulatory challenges, such as: 

 higher level of uncertainty as to how they will function over time and affect costs, 

 benefits may be difficult to predict, quantify, measure, and monetize, 

 benefits that may justify such investments may be difficult to predict, quantify, measure and 
monetize, and may develop over an extended period of time, 

                                                           

20
 http://mitei.mit.edu/publications/reports-studies/future-electric-grid  

21
  Non-traditional recovery was defined for Collaborative discussion purposes as anything other than recovery of costs in the 

context of a general rate case. 

http://mitei.mit.edu/publications/reports-studies/future-electric-grid
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 some potential smart grid benefits may not be directly experienced by some customer 
groups or individuals, and  

 may not be needed to provide safe, adequate, and reliable service? 

80.0 Reference: Cost Recovery of AMI Cost and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.40.3 
Recovery Options 

80.1 As BC Hydro’s business plan provides for rate smoothing and also claims significant benefits, 
please provide a more expansive explanation as to why the rate smoothing option was rejected. 

80.2 Does FortisBC consider that non-traditional cost recovery methods other than rate base 
recovery to be applicable to the AMI Application? 

80.2.1 As the project is primarily delivering benefits to the ratepayers for a cost, could it be 
considered for non-traditional cost recovery as it is not a substation or transmission line 
that has a stated capacity and which could be easily considered as traditional for cost 
recovery purposes? 

81.0 Reference: Other Proposed Rate Recovery Options 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.20.1 
Non-Traditional Cost Recovery for AMI/Smart Grid Investments 

In summarizing FortisBC’s responses to BCUC IR 1.120.1, FortisBC stated: 

1. Reconcilable tariff riders - such riders have not been employed by utilities operating in BC to 
effect rate recovery of specific capital expenditures. 

2. As noted for the option above, such a mechanism has not been employed by utilities in BC for 
recovery of capital project expenditures. 

3. Base-rate recovery opportunities – This is the existing rate-recovery mechanism applied to all of 
FortisBC’s capital projects, and is the proposed mechanism for recovering the costs associated 
with the AMI Project. 

4. Reconcilable balancing account mechanisms – This approach involves tracking the project costs 
and forecast benefits in a separate account to be periodically trued-up for recovery in rates. Like 
tariff riders and customer surcharge mechanisms, this type of mechanism for recovery of capital 
expenditures has not been employed by utilities operating in BC. 

5. Rate-basing of some capital investment – same as 3. 

6. Linking rate proceedings to smart grid projects that have stimulus funding – applies to USA only. 

81.1 As the AMI/Smart Grid Investments in other jurisdictions are starting to consider these type of 
projects to be non-traditional and the cost recovery should be treated differently than 
substations and transmission lines as the deliver benefits over a longer period, please explain 
why the Commission should use a base-rate recovery methodology instead of a reconcilable 
balancing account methodology have performance base conditions for the total cost and benefit 
duration of the AMI project (2013-2032). 
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81.1.1 Also in point 4 above, FortisBC stated: 
“As noted in the response to BCUC IR1 Q53.14.2, the benefits of the Project would be 
incorporated into Revenue Requirements either as cost reductions or incremental 
revenue as they are forecast to be realized.” 

81.1.1.1 As the justification of the AMI project is a positive NPV resulting of a positive 
cost/benefit analysis, with the costs being mostly expended in the first two 
years and benefits delivered over the duration (2013-2032), what assurances 
does FortisBC provide for the benefit amounts to be realized in a timely 
manner to confirm justification of the NPV?  

82.0 Reference: Tracking of AMI Cost and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.40.3, 1.56.3; Exhibit B-1, Section 5.3 
Benefits 

82.1 Please provide a similar table in the response to BCUC IR 1.40.3 for the monitoring and tracking 
of the benefits through to the end of the post-deployment period. 

83.0 Reference: Electrical Safety during AMI Installation 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.27.1.2, 1.36.1.1, 1.36.2, 1.47.1, 1.47.2 
Meter Bases, Point of Delivery, Jurisdiction, Meter Deployment Training Manual, Itron 

83.1 Provide a description of an A-Base meter adaptor. 

83.1.1 As the meter base is required to be CSA approved (see FortisBC British Columbia Service 
and Metering Guide, Version 4, Revision Date: July 2009, Section 1.13 - CSA Approved 
Device / Meter Socket Requirements), is the Itron meter also CSA approved? If not, 
please explain why not. 

83.1.1.1 Do the meter sockets/bases have to conform to C22.2 NO. 115-M1989 
(R2010) - Meter-Mounting Devices and, if so, do any of the older meter 
bases have to be changed out to the newer CSA standard? 

83.1.2 If a non-CSA device is inserted into a CSA device is the resulting assembly still considered 
CSA approved? 

83.2 Does CSA CAN3-C17-M84 (R2008) apply to the Itron meter? If not, please explain why not. 

83.3 Provide a list of CEA standards that apply to FortisBC’s AMI Application and identify those CEA 
standards, which FortisBC’s AMI Application does not comply. 

83.4 Provide a list of standards, which the Itron meter complies to, and identify any Canadian 
standards that are applicable. 

83.5 Are there any BC Electrical Safety Regulations that may apply to the installation of the Itron 
meters? 

83.6 Provide a list of Industry Canada (Measurement Canada branch) approvals required and 
obtained for the installation of the Itron meters. 
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83.7 Provide the Point of Delivery for the common overhead service at less than 300VAC to 
Residential Customers. 

83.8 Who in FortisBC will approve the meter deployment training manual once it is created? 

83.8.1 Will a FortisBC Professional Engineer approve and seal the meter deployment training 
manual once it is created? 

83.8.2 When will the draft meter deployment-training manual be available for review? 

83.8.3 When will the approved meter deployment-training manual be available for review? 

83.9 Does Itron retain liability for any property damage caused by AMI meter deployment, or do the 
Terms and Conditions of FortisBC’s Electric Tariff also protect it from liability? 

83.10 As the AMI will generally be located downstream of the Point of Delivery and the meter base is 
the property of the homeowner, explain why FortisBC considers it is exempt from the Safety 
Standards Act administered by the BCSA? 

83.10.1 If FortisBC considers itself exempt from the Safety Standards Act in this instance, then is 
FortisBC subject to the Utilities Commission Act, sections 23 through 26 for safety 
oversight and regulatory matters? 

83.10.2 Section 3.1 (“Point of Delivery”) of the FortisBC Electric Tariff states: “Unless otherwise 
specifically agreed to, the Point of Delivery is the first point of connection of the 
Company’s facilities to the Customer’s conductors or equipment at a location 
designated by or satisfactory to the Company, without regard to the location of the 
Company’s metering equipment.” 

83.10.2.1 In this case of the Tariff, who has jurisdiction for safety, the Commission or 
the BCSA? 

83.11 As FortisBC agrees there is a low risk of mechanical damage during the installation of an AMI 
meter, does FortisBC agree that the impact of the mechanical damage may result in significant 
consequences (such as a fire)? 

83.11.1 In the unlikely event of a fire, would FortisBC be accountable under the Terms and 
Conditions of FortisBC’s Electric Tariff, or is the homeowner expected to cover the 
damage? 

83.11.2 Provide a copy of the Underwriters Laboratories (UL) Report22 prepared for the alleged 
PECO smart meter fires experienced in Pennsylvania. 

83.12 What is the likelihood of the AMI meter functioning after an extreme temporary overvoltage 
event occurring; and can the fuse be repaired by the manufacturer or FortisBC? 

                                                           

22
 http://articles.philly.com/2012-10-11/news/34364508_1_sensus-meters-landis-gyr-ag-smart-meters  

http://articles.philly.com/2012-10-11/news/34364508_1_sensus-meters-landis-gyr-ag-smart-meters
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83.12.1 Is there any other means of protecting the meter against the impact of an extreme 
temporary overvoltage event that have been known to occur within the FortisBC service 
area? 

84.0 Reference: Opt-Out 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IRs 1.117.1, 1.117.2 
Quebec Opt-Out; FortisBC Opt-Out and Impact to NPV 

84.1 Please provide a translated (English) version of the Decision made by Quebec. 

84.2 Confirm that by the Clean Energy Act, does not address the opt-out provision for FortisBC 
customers at this time and only applies to BC Hydro. 

84.3 Confirm that under section 8.2 of the Terms and Conditions of FortisBC’s Electric Tariff, FortisBC 
may, or will, suspend service to those customers refusing installation of an AMI meter. 

84.4 If an opt-out provision is allowed and the existing meters are permitted to be retained, at what 
level of opt-out does the NPV become negative. 

84.4.1 Assuming levels of opt-out of 1%, 5% and 10%, provide an order of magnitude cost for 
retaining the existing meters while considering these opt-out levels. 

84.5 If an opt-out provision is allowed and the AMI meter transmit function are disabled, at what 
level of opt-out does the NPV become negative? 

84.5.1 Assuming levels of opt-out of 1%, 5% and 10%, provide an order of magnitude cost for 
reading the disabled AMI meters while considering these opt-out levels. 

84.6 Provide a discussion of the public interest in allowing the retention of existing meters and the 
disabled AMI meters while considering the reduction in the flow of benefits to the other 
customers having AMI meters. 

85.0 Reference: Distribution of Costs and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.118.1; Exhibit B-1, Tab 9.0, Section 9.4, pp. 147-148 
BCMEU Expectation 

In the Application, FortisBC states “…There is an expectation from the BCMEU that there should be no 
cost impact to the wholesale customers of FortisBC (which are the members of the BCMEU receiving 
wholesale service from FortisBC);…” 

85.1 Please explain the above statement in the Application while considering the response to BCUC 
IRs 1.118.1, 1.118.2, and 1.118.3. 
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86.0 Reference: Accuracy of the Cost and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.53.3, 1.53.4 
Benefits and Class 4 Estimate 

86.1 Provide the accuracy of the benefits shown in the Application. 

86.1.1 Describe and rank the risk and uncertainty in achieving the stated benefits with the 
number 10 being the highest risk and/or uncertainty. 

86.2 For the portion, 2.6%, of the project that warranted a Class 4 estimate classification, please 
identify the items included, the scope, risk and consequences. 

86.3 Please explain why the Class 3 estimate portion has a contingency of 13.16% when the Class 4 
estimate portion has a contingency of only 10%. 

87.0 Reference: Accuracy of the Cost and Benefits 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.53.4 
Table BCUC 1.29.1 

87.1 In Q1 2014, the table shows a significant slowdown in the progress of the project. Please explain 
the cause of the slowdown and are resources maintained or curtailed during this period. 

88.0 Reference: Percentage Completion of Project 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.29.1 
Customers Classes 

88.1 Provide the data to show the distribution of costs and benefits across the various direct 
customer classes forecast in the year 2013 by completing the tables below. 

88.1.1 Complete the Regulatory Cost and Capital Expenditure Distribution table below: 

FortisBC 
Direct 
Customer 
Classes 

Forecasted 
Direct 
Customers 
in 2013 

Regulatory 
Costs ($) 

Capital 
Expenditure 
($) 

Capital 
Expenditure 
per AMI 
meter 
installed 
($) 

Capital 
Expenditure 
per AMI 
meter 
installed (%) 

Capital Costs 
per meter 
per kWh 
consumed 
($) 

Capital Costs 
per meter 
per kWh 
consumed 
(%) 

Residential        

Commercial        

Wholesale        

Industrial        

Lighting        

Irrigation        

 

       

Total         
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88.1.2 Complete the AMI Benefit Distribution table below. 

FortisBC 
Direct 
Customer 
Classes 

Forecasted 
Direct 
Customers in 
2013 

Benefits 
($) 

Benefits 
per AMI 
meter 
installed 
($) 

Benefits 
per AMI 
meter 
installed (%) 

Benefits 
 per meter 
per kWh 
consumed 
($) 

Benefits 
per meter 
per kWh 
consumed 
(%) 

Residential       

Commercial       

Wholesale       

Industrial       

Lighting       

Irrigation       

 

      

Total        

 

88.2 Complete the Net Cost/Benefit Distribution table below. 

FortisBC 
Direct 
Customer 
Classes 

Forecasted 
Direct 
Customers in 
2013 

Costs/Benefits 
($) 

Costs/Benefits 
per AMI meter 
installed 
($) 

Costs/Benefits 
per AMI meter 
installed (%) 

Costs/Benefits 
 per meter per 
kWh consumed 
($) 

Costs/Benefits 
per meter per 
kWh consumed 
(%) 

Residential       

Commercial       

Wholesale       

Industrial       

Lighting       

Irrigation       

 

      

Total        

 

88.3 Complete the table below for the 20 year program: 

Year Costs per AMI meter installed 
($) 

Benefits per AMI meter installed 
($) 

2013   

2014   

2015   

2016   

2017   

2018   

2019   
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Year Costs per AMI meter installed 
($) 

Benefits per AMI meter installed 
($) 

2020   

2021   

2022   

2023   

2024   

2025   

2026   

2027   

2028   

2029   

2030   

2031   

2032   

2033   

 

89.0 Reference: Project Costs/Benefits 
Exhibit B-6-1, BCUC IR 1.120.1  
Reward and Penalties Balancing Account, 
and Cost Cap 

89.1 If the benefits were all recovered through rates, would those who participated in the AMI 
project not receive their fair benefits? 

89.1.1 How does FortisBC propose to attribute the cost and benefits amongst is various 
customer classes that may or may not participate in the AMI program? 

89.2 Would FortisBC agree to the establishment of a Reward and Penalties Balancing Account for the 
ratepayers’ costs that exceed +/-10% of the stated project costs and benefits in the Application? 

89.2.1 If not, please explain why not. 

89.3 Would FortisBC agree to the establishment of a Cost Cap of +10% on the capital cost stated in 
the Application? 

89.3.1 If not, please explain why not. 
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90.0 Reference: Realization of Benefits 
Exhibit B-1, Section 4.0, pp. 40, 41 
Exhibit B-1, Section 9.4, pp. 147 - 148 
Customer Groups 

90.1 Please identify the individual customer classes that will be rate impacted by the AMI project and 
at the same time eligible for the benefits flowing from the AMI project. 

90.1.1 Please explain how FortisBC proposes to confine the rate impacts and benefit to 
customers classes had have AMI meters installed over the 20 year life of the project. 

91.0 Reference: Realization of Benefits 
Exhibit B-1, Section 4.2.2,  
AMI Project Benefits Realization Plan 

91.1 Does FortisBC agree that a reporting system to track and monitor performance of the AMI 
solution if difficult to implement and track all the cost benefits stated in the Application? 

91.2 In the absence of a benefit realization program, please provide comment on the above method 
of benefit recovery. 

91.3 Please provide a table by year showing the monthly credit per AMI meter derived from the 
benefits in the Application based on the AMI project life. 

91.4 Would this method of tracking the cost benefits flowing to the AMI ratepayer be simpler to 
implement? 

91.4.1 If not, please explain why not. 

In Exhibit B-1, Appendix C-4, Benefit Realization, page 7, BC Hydro states “The Smart Metering Program 
is a large and complex project designed to deliver significant benefits from across several business 
groups at BC Hydro.  The benefits described in this business case pay for the investment in the program.  
BC Hydro is implementing a formal benefit realization framework, base-lined with the benefit streams 
identified in this business case, to ensure accountability and transparency in the measurement and 
reporting of the benefits over time.”  

In Exhibit B-1, Appendix C-4, Appendix 7: Rate Analysis, page 33, BC Hydro stated “…the Smart Metering 
Program has initial rate impacts which are reduced over time as the benefits accumulate.  In order to 
better match the initial cost recovery to the timing of benefits realization, BC Hydro will seek BC Utilities 
Commission approval to “smooth” rate impacts” 

In Exhibit B-1, Section 3.2.4, p. 30, FortisBC states “The installation of AMI will save customers 
approximately $19 million on a net present value basis over the 20 year evaluation of the Project.”  
However FortisBC does not clearly elaborate on how these benefits will be realized by the 115,000 
residential and commercial customers affected. 

As several factors impact any benefit realization program and the claims by FortisBC indicate significant 
benefits for the affected ratepayers could be realized if the AMI project is executed in a cost effective 
and timely manner, would FortisBC be agreeably to implementing a monthly credit per AMI meter in 
order to provide some additional certainty regarding the benefits claimed in the Application? 
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91.5 Would FortisBC agree to 100% of AMI revenue requirement (cost/benefits) being allocated 
among customer classes utilizing AMI meters when AMI Project costs are recovered in rates? 

91.6 Would FortisBC agree that since the AMI project costs are not evenly across all its customers 
that separate tariffs should be established for those participating in the AMI project and those 
who are not participating in the project? 

91.6.1 If not, please provide a detailed explanation as to why not.  If yes, please explain 
further. 

91.7 Please provide a benefit realization plan that spans the period from 2013 to 2032 using the 
template below as an example.  See Appendix 5 on Attachment Panel. 

92.0 Reference: AMI Equipment Extended Warranty 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.1.2 

92.1 Do the vendors offer an extended warranty for the AMI equipment? 

92.1.1 If so, what is the additional period covered by the extended warranty by equipment 
type? 

92.1.2 If so, what is the additional cost of the extended warranty by equipment type? 

If so, please explain why FortisBC did not acquire the extended warranty for these equipment types. 
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				Revenue Requirements Impact 						NPV @ 8%

				Total Revenue Requirement for Project (per Application) ($000s)								0		(378)		5,214		5,143		(1,632)		(2,007)		(2,692)		(3,041)		(3,476)		(3,822)		(3,622)		(3,874)		(4,050)		(4,217)		(4,895)		(5,101)		(5,263)		(5,656)		(4,377)		(4,334)		(4,980)						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 5



				Less: Theft Reduction Benefit ($000s)								0		(383)		(987)		(1,711)		(2,835)		(3,611)		(4,114)		(4,540)		(4,901)		(5,131)		(5,248)		(5,346)		(5,455)		(5,596)		(5,739)		(5,885)		(6,046)		(6,249)		(6,440)		(6,675)		(6,815)						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 52		Comment 1



				Total Revenue Requirement for Project, Excluding Theft Reduction  Benefit ($000s)						20,757		- 0		5		6,201		6,854		1,204		1,604		1,421		1,498		1,426		1,309		1,626		1,472		1,405		1,379		843		784		783		593		2,063		2,341		1,834						Line No. 5 Less Line No. 52, Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI"



				Incremental Customer Charge Revenue from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)						(228)		- 0		(3)		(7)		(11)		(17)		(24)		(28)		(32)		(34)		(35)		(34)		(34)		(33)		(32)		(31)		(30)		(29)		(28)		(27)		(26)		(24)						Note 1		Comment 2

				Incremental Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites Under AMI ($000s)						1,845		- 0		50		(70)		(114)		(398)		(146)		46		203		335		391		410		431		452		474		498		522		548		574		602		631		662						Note 2		Comment 3

				Decrease in Power Purchase Costs Related to Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)						(11,474)		- 0		(71)		(155)		(248)		(357)		(479)		(614)		(760)		(914)		(1,122)		(1,315)		(1,499)		(1,706)		(1,956)		(2,219)		(2,500)		(2,809)		(3,173)		(3,543)		(3,971)		(4,322)		ERROR:#REF!				Note 3		Comment 4



				Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI ($000s)						10,900		- 0		(21)		5,969		6,480		432		956		825		910		812		543		686		370		119		(135)		(909)		(1,224)		(1,508)		(2,034)		(904)		(1,024)		(1,850)						Note 4		Comment 5







				Forecast Revenue Requirements ($000s)								287,441		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		390,778		397,812		404,972		412,262		419,682		427,237		434,927		442,756		450,725		458,838		467,097		475,505		484,064		492,777		501,647		510,677						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 12



				% Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI (as Compared to Forecast Revenue Requirements)								0.000%		-0.007%		1.822%		1.771%		0.112%		0.245%		0.207%		0.225%		0.197%		0.129%		0.161%		0.085%		0.027%		-0.030%		-0.198%		-0.262%		-0.317%		-0.420%		-0.184%		-0.204%		-0.362%

				Cumulative % Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI (as Compared to Forecast Revenue Requirements)										-0.007%		1.815%		3.587%		3.699%		3.944%		4.151%		4.376%		4.573%		4.702%		4.863%		4.948%		4.975%		4.945%		4.746%		4.484%		4.167%		3.747%		3.564%		3.359%		2.997%







				Note 1

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - Status Quo								618		622		627		631		635		640		653		666		679		692		706		720		735		750		765		780		795		811		828		844		861						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - AMI								618		641		663		691		721		760		793		820		843		857		865		874		883		891		900		909		918		928		937		946		956						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Incremental Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI								0		19		37		60		86		121		140		155		164		164		159		153		148		142		136		129		123		116		109		102		95



				60 Day Billing Cycles per Year (365 / 60)								6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6

				Customer Charge per 60 Day Billing Cycle								29.65		30.18		30.73		31.28		31.84		32.42		33.00		33.59		34.20		34.81		35.44		36.08		36.73		37.39		38.06		38.75		39.44		40.15		40.88		41.61		42.36						F2012 Residential Customer Charge per 60 Day Billing Cycle of $29.65, adjusted for 1.8% iinflation each year.

				Incremental Customer Charge Revenue from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)								0		3		7		11		17		24		28		32		34		35		34		34		33		32		31		30		29		28		27		26		24						http://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspx





				Note 2

				Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites - Status Quo								359,080		399,492		458,782		525,188		599,373		643,194		669,179		696,214		724,341		753,604		784,050		815,725		848,681		882,967		918,639		955,752		994,365		1,034,537		1,076,332		1,119,816		1,165,057						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites - AMI								359,080		349,744		528,580		639,091		997,826		788,781		623,531		492,902		389,639		362,661		373,613		384,897		396,520		408,495		420,832		433,541		446,634		460,122		474,018		488,333		503,081						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Incremental Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites Under AMI ($000s)								- 0		50		(70)		(114)		(398)		(146)		46		203		335		391		410		431		452		474		498		522		548		574		602		631		662





				Note 3

				Total Illegal Marijuana Grow Sites - Status Quo								824		841		858		875		892		910		928		947		966		985		1,005		1,025		1,046		1,066		1,088		1,110		1,132		1,154		1,177		1,201		1,225						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Total Illegal Marijuana Grow Sites - AMI								824		833		841		849		858		866		875		884		893		902		911		920		929		938		948		957		967		976		986		996		1,006						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Decrease in Total Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI								- 0		(8)		(17)		(25)		(34)		(44)		(53)		(63)		(73)		(84)		(94)		(105)		(117)		(128)		(140)		(152)		(165)		(178)		(191)		(205)		(219)



				Estimated Consumption per Site (kwhs)								151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"



				Decrease in Total Consumption from Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI (kwhs)								0		(1,246,493)		(2,530,380)		(3,852,535)		(5,213,849)		(6,615,231)		(8,057,612)		(9,541,942)		(11,069,190)		(12,640,346)		(14,256,424)		(15,918,456)		(17,627,498)		(19,384,627)		(21,190,945)		(23,047,575)		(24,955,666)		(26,916,390)		(28,930,945)		(31,000,553)		(33,126,463)



				Marginal Cost per mwh								$   54.68		$   57.30		$   61.18		$   64.49		$   68.47		$   72.36		$   76.15		$   79.67		$   82.59		$   88.77		$   92.27		$   94.19		$   96.78		$   100.90		$   104.73		$   108.45		$   112.55		$   117.90		$   122.45		$   128.10		$   130.48						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Marginal Cost per kwh								$   0.05		$   0.06		$   0.06		$   0.06		$   0.07		$   0.07		$   0.08		$   0.08		$   0.08		$   0.09		$   0.09		$   0.09		$   0.10		$   0.10		$   0.10		$   0.11		$   0.11		$   0.12		$   0.12		$   0.13		$   0.13



				Decrease in Total Power Purchase Costs related to Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)								- 0		(71)		(155)		(248)		(357)		(479)		(614)		(760)		(914)		(1,122)		(1,315)		(1,499)		(1,706)		(1,956)		(2,219)		(2,500)		(2,809)		(3,173)		(3,543)		(3,971)		(4,322)











				SCHEDULE 1 - PART 2





				Customer Rates Impact

				Forecast Sales Volume (kwhs) (D)								3,193,000,000		3,233,000,000		3,266,000,000		3,289,000,000		3,293,000,000		3,307,000,000		3,328,000,000		3,347,000,000		3,367,000,000		3,390,000,000		3,412,000,000		3,435,000,000		3,460,000,000		3,486,000,000		3,511,000,000		3,536,000,000		3,562,000,000		3,589,000,000		3,615,000,000		3,637,000,000		3,661,000,000						Fortis BC Inc. 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement Proceeding, Exhibit B-1, Appendix 3A - Long-Term Energy Forecast After DSM  (Net Load)		Comment 1.2



				Forecast Revenue Requirement ($000s)								287,441		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		390,778		397,812		404,972		412,262		419,682		427,237		434,927		442,756		450,725		458,838		467,097		475,505		484,064		492,777		501,647		510,677						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 12



				Forecast Average $ per kwh Status Quo (A)								0.090		0.096		0.100		0.111		0.117		0.118		0.120		0.121		0.122		0.124		0.125		0.127		0.128		0.129		0.131		0.132		0.133		0.135		0.136		0.138		0.139		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				Comment 2.2



				Forecast Sales Volume (kwhs) (D)								3,193,000,000		3,233,000,000		3,266,000,000		3,289,000,000		3,293,000,000		3,307,000,000		3,328,000,000		3,347,000,000		3,367,000,000		3,390,000,000		3,412,000,000		3,435,000,000		3,460,000,000		3,486,000,000		3,511,000,000		3,536,000,000		3,562,000,000		3,589,000,000		3,615,000,000		3,637,000,000		3,661,000,000						Fortis BC Inc. 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement Proceeding, Exhibit B-1, Appendix 3A - Long-Term Energy Forecast After DSM  (Net Load)		Comment 1

				Forecast Incremental Sales Volume from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI (kwhs)								0		2,866,933		5,572,321		9,093,784		12,948,303		18,229,749		21,215,914		23,364,082		24,856,400		24,806,676		24,007,702		23,179,798		22,322,255		21,434,350		20,515,343		19,564,479		18,580,986		17,564,075		16,512,941		15,426,760		14,304,692						Note 5		Comment  3.2

				Total Forecast Sales Volume (kwhs) Under AMI  (E)								3,193,000,000		3,235,866,933		3,271,572,321		3,298,093,784		3,305,948,303		3,325,229,749		3,349,215,914		3,370,364,082		3,391,856,400		3,414,806,676		3,436,007,702		3,458,179,798		3,482,322,255		3,507,434,350		3,531,515,343		3,555,564,479		3,580,580,986		3,606,564,075		3,631,512,941		3,652,426,760		3,675,304,692

				Forecast Revenue Requirement ($000s)								287,441		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		390,778		397,812		404,972		412,262		419,682		427,237		434,927		442,756		450,725		458,838		467,097		475,505		484,064		492,777		501,647		510,677						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 12

				Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI ($000s)								- 0		(21)		5,969		6,480		432		956		825		910		812		543		686		370		119		(135)		(909)		(1,224)		(1,508)		(2,034)		(904)		(1,024)		(1,850)		0		0		Refer to Note 4, Revenue Requirements Impact Analysis 

				Total Forecast Revenue Requirement Under AMI ($000s)								287,441		310,357		333,578		372,340		384,300		391,734		398,637		405,882		413,074		420,225		427,923		435,297		442,874		450,591		457,929		465,874		473,998		482,030		491,873		500,623		508,827



				Forecast Average $ per kwh Under AMI, Including Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites (B)								0.090		0.096		0.102		0.113		0.116		0.118		0.119		0.120		0.122		0.123		0.125		0.126		0.127		0.128		0.130		0.131		0.132		0.134		0.135		0.137		0.138								Comment 2.2



				Forecast $ per kwh Impact Under AMI, Compared to Status Quo ((C)=(B-A))								0.00000		-0.00009		0.00165		0.00166		-0.00033		-0.00036		-0.00051		-0.00057		-0.00066		-0.00074		-0.00068		-0.00074		-0.00079		-0.00083		-0.00102		-0.00107		-0.00111		-0.00122		-0.00087		-0.00086		-0.00105								Comment 4.2



				Forecast % Impact of Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites								0.00%		-0.10%		1.65%		1.49%		-0.28%		-0.30%		-0.43%		-0.47%		-0.54%		-0.60%		-0.54%		-0.59%		-0.61%		-0.64%		-0.78%		-0.81%		-0.83%		-0.91%		-0.64%		-0.63%		-0.75%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!



				Forecast Total Impact of Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites ((F) = C*D), Excluding Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites ($000s)								- 0		(295.6)		5,401.1		5,453.7		(1,073.5)		(1,191.6)		(1,700.1)		(1,903.9)		(2,215.1)		(2,510.1)		(2,303.6)		(2,548.2)		(2,720.4)		(2,888.1)		(3,569.6)		(3,787.2)		(3,967.4)		(4,381.8)		(3,141.0)		(3,138.8)		(3,830.8)		- 0		- 0		Note 6		Comment 6.2



				NPV of AMI Project Impact on Average Customer Rates ($000s) Excluding Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites						(8,937)



				Forecast Total Impact of Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites ((G) = C*E), Including Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites								- 0		(295.8)		5,410.4		5,468.8		(1,077.7)		(1,198.2)		(1,710.9)		(1,917.1)		(2,231.5)		(2,528.4)		(2,319.8)		(2,565.4)		(2,737.9)		(2,905.9)		(3,590.5)		(3,808.1)		(3,988.1)		(4,403.3)		(3,155.3)		(3,152.1)		(3,845.7)		- 0		- 0



				NPV of AMI Project Impact on Average Customer Rates ($000s) - Including Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites						(9,022)



				Note 5

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - Status Quo								618		622		627		631		635		640		653		666		679		692		706		720		735		750		765		780		795		811		828		844		861						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - AMI								618		641		663		691		721		760		793		820		843		857		865		874		883		891		900		909		918		928		937		946		956						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Incremental Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI								0		19		37		60		86		121		140		155		164		164		159		153		148		142		136		129		123		116		109		102		95



				Estimated Consumption per Site (kwhs)								151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200		151,200						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"



				Estimated Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijana Grow Sites (kwhs)								0		2,866,933		5,572,321		9,093,784		12,948,303		18,229,749		21,215,914		23,364,082		24,856,400		24,806,676		24,007,702		23,179,798		22,322,255		21,434,350		20,515,343		19,564,479		18,580,986		17,564,075		16,512,941		15,426,760		14,304,692								http://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspx



				Estimated Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijana Grow Sites (GWhs)								0		3		6		9		13		18		21		23		25		25		24		23		22		21		21		20		19		18		17		15		14















http://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspxhttp://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspx

Schedule 2

										"Alternate Toggle" 

				1 = AMI; 2 = Contracted Out Meter Reading; 3 = AMR; 4 = PLC						1

				Total Project Cost of Alternate is						ERROR:#REF!



				SCHEDULE 1 - PART 1						NPV @

										8.00%		Dec-12		Dec-13		Dec-14		Dec-15		Dec-16		Dec-17		Dec-18		Dec-19		Dec-20		Dec-21		Dec-22		Dec-23		Dec-24		Dec-25		Dec-26		Dec-27		Dec-28		Dec-29		Dec-30		Dec-31		Dec-32				Total		Source Reference		Comments





				Revenue Requirements Impact 						NPV @ 8%

				Total Revenue Requirement for Project (per Application) ($000s)								0		(378)		5,214		5,143		(1,632)		(2,007)		(2,692)		(3,041)		(3,476)		(3,822)		(3,622)		(3,874)		(4,050)		(4,217)		(4,895)		(5,101)		(5,263)		(5,656)		(4,377)		(4,334)		(4,980)						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 5



				Less: Theft Reduction Benefit ($000s)								0		(383)		(987)		(1,711)		(2,835)		(3,611)		(4,114)		(4,540)		(4,901)		(5,131)		(5,248)		(5,346)		(5,455)		(5,596)		(5,739)		(5,885)		(6,046)		(6,249)		(6,440)		(6,675)		(6,815)						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 52		Comment 1



				Total Revenue Requirement for Project, Excluding Theft Reduction  Benefit ($000s)						20,757		- 0		5		6,201		6,854		1,204		1,604		1,421		1,498		1,426		1,309		1,626		1,472		1,405		1,379		843		784		783		593		2,063		2,341		1,834						Line No. 5 Less Line No. 52, Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI"



				Incremental Customer Charge Revenue from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)						(228)		- 0		(3)		(7)		(11)		(17)		(24)		(28)		(32)		(34)		(35)		(34)		(34)		(33)		(32)		(31)		(30)		(29)		(28)		(27)		(26)		(24)						Note 1		Comment 2

				Incremental Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites Under AMI ($000s)						1,845		- 0		50		(70)		(114)		(398)		(146)		46		203		335		391		410		431		452		474		498		522		548		574		602		631		662						Note 2		Comment 3

				Decrease in Power Purchase Costs Related to Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)						(8,605)		- 0		(54)		(116)		(186)		(268)		(359)		(460)		(570)		(686)		(842)		(987)		(1,125)		(1,279)		(1,467)		(1,664)		(1,875)		(2,107)		(2,380)		(2,657)		(2,978)		(3,242)		ERROR:#REF!				Note 3		Comment 4



				Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI ($000s)						13,768		- 0		(3)		6,008		6,543		521		1,076		979		1,100		1,041		823		1,015		744		545		354		(355)		(599)		(805)		(1,241)		(19)		(31)		(770)						Note 4		Comment 5







				Forecast Revenue Requirements ($000s)								287,441		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		390,778		397,812		404,972		412,262		419,682		427,237		434,927		442,756		450,725		458,838		467,097		475,505		484,064		492,777		501,647		510,677						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 12



				% Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI (as Compared to Forecast Revenue Requirements)								0.000%		-0.001%		1.834%		1.788%		0.136%		0.275%		0.246%		0.272%		0.252%		0.196%		0.238%		0.171%		0.123%		0.079%		-0.077%		-0.128%		-0.169%		-0.256%		-0.004%		-0.006%		-0.151%

				Cumulative % Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI (as Compared to Forecast Revenue Requirements)										-0.001%		1.833%		3.621%		3.757%		4.032%		4.278%		4.550%		4.802%		4.998%		5.236%		5.407%		5.530%		5.609%		5.532%		5.403%		5.234%		4.978%		4.974%		4.968%		4.817%







				Note 1

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - Status Quo								618		622		627		631		635		640		653		666		679		692		706		720		735		750		765		780		795		811		828		844		861						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - AMI								618		641		663		691		721		760		793		820		843		857		865		874		883		891		900		909		918		928		937		946		956						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Incremental Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI								0		19		37		60		86		121		140		155		164		164		159		153		148		142		136		129		123		116		109		102		95



				60 Day Billing Cycles per Year (365 / 60)								6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6

				Customer Charge per 60 Day Billing Cycle								29.65		30.18		30.73		31.28		31.84		32.42		33.00		33.59		34.20		34.81		35.44		36.08		36.73		37.39		38.06		38.75		39.44		40.15		40.88		41.61		42.36						F2012 Residential Customer Charge per 60 Day Billing Cycle of $29.65, adjusted for 1.8% iinflation each year.

				Incremental Customer Charge Revenue from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)								0		3		7		11		17		24		28		32		34		35		34		34		33		32		31		30		29		28		27		26		24						http://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspx





				Note 2

				Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites - Status Quo								359,080		399,492		458,782		525,188		599,373		643,194		669,179		696,214		724,341		753,604		784,050		815,725		848,681		882,967		918,639		955,752		994,365		1,034,537		1,076,332		1,119,816		1,165,057						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites - AMI								359,080		349,744		528,580		639,091		997,826		788,781		623,531		492,902		389,639		362,661		373,613		384,897		396,520		408,495		420,832		433,541		446,634		460,122		474,018		488,333		503,081						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Incremental Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites Under AMI ($000s)								- 0		50		(70)		(114)		(398)		(146)		46		203		335		391		410		431		452		474		498		522		548		574		602		631		662





				Note 3

				Total Illegal Marijuana Grow Sites - Status Quo								824		841		858		875		892		910		928		947		966		985		1,005		1,025		1,046		1,066		1,088		1,110		1,132		1,154		1,177		1,201		1,225						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Total Illegal Marijuana Grow Sites - AMI								824		833		841		849		858		866		875		884		893		902		911		920		929		938		948		957		967		976		986		996		1,006						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Decrease in Total Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI								- 0		(8)		(17)		(25)		(34)		(44)		(53)		(63)		(73)		(84)		(94)		(105)		(117)		(128)		(140)		(152)		(165)		(178)		(191)		(205)		(219)



				Estimated Consumption per Site (kwhs)								113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400						Boyd Report



				Decrease in Total Consumption from Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI (kwhs)								0		(934,870)		(1,897,785)		(2,889,401)		(3,910,387)		(4,961,423)		(6,043,209)		(7,156,456)		(8,301,892)		(9,480,260)		(10,692,318)		(11,938,842)		(13,220,623)		(14,538,470)		(15,893,209)		(17,285,681)		(18,716,749)		(20,187,293)		(21,698,209)		(23,250,415)		(24,844,847)



				Marginal Cost per mwh								$   54.68		$   57.30		$   61.18		$   64.49		$   68.47		$   72.36		$   76.15		$   79.67		$   82.59		$   88.77		$   92.27		$   94.19		$   96.78		$   100.90		$   104.73		$   108.45		$   112.55		$   117.90		$   122.45		$   128.10		$   130.48						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Marginal Cost per kwh								$   0.05		$   0.06		$   0.06		$   0.06		$   0.07		$   0.07		$   0.08		$   0.08		$   0.08		$   0.09		$   0.09		$   0.09		$   0.10		$   0.10		$   0.10		$   0.11		$   0.11		$   0.12		$   0.12		$   0.13		$   0.13



				Decrease in Total Power Purchase Costs related to Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)								- 0		(54)		(116)		(186)		(268)		(359)		(460)		(570)		(686)		(842)		(987)		(1,125)		(1,279)		(1,467)		(1,664)		(1,875)		(2,107)		(2,380)		(2,657)		(2,978)		(3,242)











				SCHEDULE 1 - PART 2





				Customer Rates Impact

				Forecast Sales Volume (kwhs) (D)								3,193,000,000		3,233,000,000		3,266,000,000		3,289,000,000		3,293,000,000		3,307,000,000		3,328,000,000		3,347,000,000		3,367,000,000		3,390,000,000		3,412,000,000		3,435,000,000		3,460,000,000		3,486,000,000		3,511,000,000		3,536,000,000		3,562,000,000		3,589,000,000		3,615,000,000		3,637,000,000		3,661,000,000						Fortis BC Inc. 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement Proceeding, Exhibit B-1, Appendix 3A - Long-Term Energy Forecast After DSM  (Net Load)		Comment 1.2



				Forecast Revenue Requirement ($000s)								287,441		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		390,778		397,812		404,972		412,262		419,682		427,237		434,927		442,756		450,725		458,838		467,097		475,505		484,064		492,777		501,647		510,677						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 12



				Forecast Average $ per kwh Status Quo (A)								0.090		0.096		0.100		0.111		0.117		0.118		0.120		0.121		0.122		0.124		0.125		0.127		0.128		0.129		0.131		0.132		0.133		0.135		0.136		0.138		0.139		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				Comment 2.2



				Forecast Sales Volume (kwhs) (D)								3,193,000,000		3,233,000,000		3,266,000,000		3,289,000,000		3,293,000,000		3,307,000,000		3,328,000,000		3,347,000,000		3,367,000,000		3,390,000,000		3,412,000,000		3,435,000,000		3,460,000,000		3,486,000,000		3,511,000,000		3,536,000,000		3,562,000,000		3,589,000,000		3,615,000,000		3,637,000,000		3,661,000,000						Fortis BC Inc. 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement Proceeding, Exhibit B-1, Appendix 3A - Long-Term Energy Forecast After DSM  (Net Load)		Comment 1

				Forecast Incremental Sales Volume from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI (kwhs)								0		2,150,200		4,179,241		6,820,338		9,711,227		13,672,312		15,911,936		17,523,061		18,642,300		18,605,007		18,005,777		17,384,848		16,741,691		16,075,762		15,386,507		14,673,359		13,935,740		13,173,057		12,384,706		11,570,070		10,728,519						Note 5		Comment  3.2

				Total Forecast Sales Volume (kwhs) Under AMI  (E)								3,193,000,000		3,235,150,200		3,270,179,241		3,295,820,338		3,302,711,227		3,320,672,312		3,343,911,936		3,364,523,061		3,385,642,300		3,408,605,007		3,430,005,777		3,452,384,848		3,476,741,691		3,502,075,762		3,526,386,507		3,550,673,359		3,575,935,740		3,602,173,057		3,627,384,706		3,648,570,070		3,671,728,519

				Forecast Revenue Requirement ($000s)								287,441		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		390,778		397,812		404,972		412,262		419,682		427,237		434,927		442,756		450,725		458,838		467,097		475,505		484,064		492,777		501,647		510,677						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 12

				Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI ($000s)								- 0		(3)		6,008		6,543		521		1,076		979		1,100		1,041		823		1,015		744		545		354		(355)		(599)		(805)		(1,241)		(19)		(31)		(770)		0		0		Refer to Note 4, Revenue Requirements Impact Analysis 

				Total Forecast Revenue Requirement Under AMI ($000s)								287,441		310,375		333,617		372,403		384,389		391,853		398,790		406,072		413,302		420,506		428,252		435,671		443,301		451,080		458,484		466,499		474,700		482,823		492,759		501,616		509,907



				Forecast Average $ per kwh Under AMI, Including Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites (B)								0.090		0.096		0.102		0.113		0.116		0.118		0.119		0.121		0.122		0.123		0.125		0.126		0.128		0.129		0.130		0.131		0.133		0.134		0.136		0.137		0.139								Comment 2.2



				Forecast $ per kwh Impact Under AMI, Compared to Status Quo ((C)=(B-A))								0.00000		-0.00006		0.00171		0.00175		-0.00019		-0.00016		-0.00028		-0.00030		-0.00037		-0.00043		-0.00036		-0.00042		-0.00046		-0.00049		-0.00067		-0.00071		-0.00075		-0.00084		-0.00047		-0.00045		-0.00062								Comment 4.2



				Forecast % Impact of Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites								0.00%		-0.07%		1.70%		1.58%		-0.16%		-0.14%		-0.23%		-0.25%		-0.30%		-0.35%		-0.29%		-0.33%		-0.36%		-0.38%		-0.51%		-0.54%		-0.56%		-0.62%		-0.35%		-0.32%		-0.44%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!



				Forecast Total Impact of Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites ((F) = C*D), Excluding Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites ($000s)								- 0		(209.0)		5,581.7		5,771.9		(609.3)		(537.7)		(919.1)		(1,015.0)		(1,235.2)		(1,472.1)		(1,232.9)		(1,449.5)		(1,589.6)		(1,716.2)		(2,355.1)		(2,526.7)		(2,655.4)		(3,006.6)		(1,701.1)		(1,622.2)		(2,259.7)		- 0		- 0		Note 6		Comment 6.2



				NPV of AMI Project Impact on Average Customer Rates ($000s) Excluding Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites						(1,143)



				Forecast Total Impact of Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites ((G) = C*E), Including Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites								- 0		(209.2)		5,588.8		5,783.8		(611.1)		(540.0)		(923.5)		(1,020.4)		(1,242.1)		(1,480.2)		(1,239.4)		(1,456.8)		(1,597.3)		(1,724.1)		(2,365.4)		(2,537.2)		(2,665.8)		(3,017.7)		(1,706.9)		(1,627.3)		(2,266.3)		- 0		- 0



				NPV of AMI Project Impact on Average Customer Rates ($000s) - Including Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites						(1,173)



				Note 5

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - Status Quo								618		622		627		631		635		640		653		666		679		692		706		720		735		750		765		780		795		811		828		844		861						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - AMI								618		641		663		691		721		760		793		820		843		857		865		874		883		891		900		909		918		928		937		946		956						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Incremental Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI								0		19		37		60		86		121		140		155		164		164		159		153		148		142		136		129		123		116		109		102		95



				Estimated Consumption per Site (kwhs)								113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400						Boyd Report



				Estimated Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijana Grow Sites (kwhs)								0		2,150,200		4,179,241		6,820,338		9,711,227		13,672,312		15,911,936		17,523,061		18,642,300		18,605,007		18,005,777		17,384,848		16,741,691		16,075,762		15,386,507		14,673,359		13,935,740		13,173,057		12,384,706		11,570,070		10,728,519								http://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspx



				Estimated Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijana Grow Sites (GWhs)								0		2		4		7		10		14		16		18		19		19		18		17		17		16		15		15		14		13		12		12		11















http://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspxhttp://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspx

Net Contracted

		Revenue Requirements Analysis

		Advanced Metering Infrastructure Project

				AMI

										"Alternate Toggle" 

				1 = AMI; 2 = Contracted Out Meter Reading; 3 = AMR; 4 = PLC						1

				Total Project Cost of Alternate is						ERROR:#REF!



		Line								NPV @		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		No.						Reference		8.00%		Dec-12		Dec-13		Dec-14		Dec-15		Dec-16		Dec-17		Dec-18		Dec-19		Dec-20		Dec-21		Dec-22		Dec-23		Dec-24		Dec-25		Dec-26		Dec-27		Dec-28		Dec-29		Dec-30		Dec-31		Dec-32

				Summary

				Revenue Requirements																																																				Total (2012 - 2030)

		1		Operating Expense & Theft Reduction (Net)				Line 53		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

		2		Depreciation Expense				Line 63		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

		3		Carrying Costs				Line 77		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

		4		Income Tax 				Line 96		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

		5		Total Revenue Requirement for Project						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

		6

		7		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						6.0%		ERROR:#REF!						Revenue Protection Range Toggle =								0

		8		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						8.0%		ERROR:#REF!

		9		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						10.0%		ERROR:#REF!

		10

		11		Rate Impact

		12		Forecast Revenue Requirements								287,441

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		13		Incremental Rate Impact								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		14		Cummulative Incremental Rate Impact								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		15

		16		Cumulative Rate Impact of Entire Project								ERROR:#REF!

		17		Levelized Annual Rate Impact								ERROR:#REF!

		18		Regulatory Assumptions

		19		Equity Component								40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%

		20		Debt Component								60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%

		21		Equity Return								9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%

		22		Debt Return								5.92%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		5.82%		5.98%		5.93%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%

		23		AFUDC								6.60%

Ian Dyck: Ian Dyck:
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		6.60%		6.70%		6.60%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%

		24

		25

		26		Capital Cost

		27		Project Capital						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		28		Sustaining Capital:								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		29		Meter Growth and Replacement						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		30		Handheld Replacement						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		31		Measurement Canada Compliance  						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		32		IT Hardware, Licencing, and Support Costs						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		33		AFUDC						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		34		Total Construction Cost in Year						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		35		Cumulative Construction Cost								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		36

		37		Net Cost of Removal								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		38		Total Capital Cost in Year								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		39		Cumulative Capital Cost								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		40

		41		Additions to Plant in Service								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		42		Cummulative Additions to Plant								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		43		CWIP								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		44

		45		Operating Expenses

		46		New Operating Costs						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		47		Meter Reading						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		48		Remote Disconnect/Reconnect						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		49		Meter Exchanges						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		50		Contact Centre						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		51		Theft Reduction								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		52		Theft Reduction						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		53		Total Costs / (Savings)						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		54

		55

		56

		57								ERROR:#REF!

		58		Depreciation Expense

		59		Opening  Cash Outlay								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		60		Additions in Year				Line 34				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		61		Cumulative Total								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		62

		63		Depreciation Expense on Incremental Capital								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		64		Write Off Existing Meters (Term)						2		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		65		Less: Status Quo Depreciation on Existing Meters						2		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		66		Total Depreciation Expense						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		67																 

		68		Net Book Value						Meter NBV YE2013

		69		Gross Book Value New Capital				Line 35		16,046		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Accumulated Depreciation New Capital								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Gross Book Value Existing Meters								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		70		Accumulated Depreciation Existing Meters						(6,918)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		71		Incremental Net Book Value						9,128		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		72

		73		Carrying Costs on Average NBV

		74		Return on Equity						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		75		Interest Expense						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		76

		77		Total Carrying Costs						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		78

		79

		80		Income Tax Expense

		81		Combined Income Tax Rate								25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%

		82

		83		Income Tax on Equity Return

		84		Return on Equity				Line 74				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		85		Gross up for revenue (Return / (1- tax rate)								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		86		Income tax on Equity Return								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		87

		88		Income Tax on Timing Differences

		89		Depreciation Expense								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		90		Less: Capitalized Overhead										ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		91		Less: Capital Cost Allowance				Line 106				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		92		Total Timing Differences								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		93		Gross up for tax (Total Timing Differences/(1-tax rate))								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		94		Income tax on Timing Differences								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		95

		96		Total Income Tax 				Lines 86 + 94				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		97

		98

		99		Capital Cost Allowance 

		100		Opening Balance - UCC								- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		101		Additions								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		102		Subtotal UCC								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		103

		104		CCA on Opening Balance								- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		105		CCA on Capital Expenditures ( 1/2 yr rule)								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		106		Total CCA								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		107		Ending Balance UCC								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"0" = Probably Range  of  benefits  for Revenue Protection
"1" = Potential Range of  benefits  for  Revenue Protection
NOTE - RevProt toggle does not affect AMR or Shared Reading



New Contracted

		Revenue Requirements Analysis

		Advanced Metering Infrastructure Project

				AMI

										"Alternate Toggle" 

				1 = AMI; 2 = Contracted Out Meter Reading; 3 = AMR; 4 = PLC						1

				Total Project Cost of Alternate is						ERROR:#REF!



		Line								NPV @		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		No.						Reference		8.00%		Dec-12		Dec-13		Dec-14		Dec-15		Dec-16		Dec-17		Dec-18		Dec-19		Dec-20		Dec-21		Dec-22		Dec-23		Dec-24		Dec-25		Dec-26		Dec-27		Dec-28		Dec-29		Dec-30		Dec-31		Dec-32

				Summary

				Revenue Requirements																																																				Total (2012 - 2030)

		1		Operating Expense & Theft Reduction (Net)				Line 26		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

		2		Depreciation Expense				Line 36		ERROR:#REF!		-		-		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

		3		Carrying Costs				Line 50		ERROR:#REF!		-		643		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

		4		Income Tax 				Line 69		ERROR:#REF!		-		114		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

		5		Total Revenue Requirement for Project						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

		6

		7		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						6.0%		ERROR:#REF!						Revenue Protection Range Toggle =								0

		8		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						8.0%		ERROR:#REF!

		9		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						10.0%		ERROR:#REF!

		10

		11		Rate Impact

		12		Forecast Revenue Requirements								287,441

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		13		Incremental Rate Impact								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		14		Cummulative Incremental Rate Impact								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		15

		16		Cumulative Rate Impact of Entire Project								ERROR:#REF!

		17		Levelized Annual Rate Impact								ERROR:#REF!

		18		Regulatory Assumptions

		19		Equity Component								40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%

		20		Debt Component								60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%

		21		Equity Return								9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%

		22		Debt Return								5.92%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		5.82%		5.98%		5.93%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%

		23		AFUDC								6.60%

Ian Dyck: Ian Dyck:
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		6.60%		6.70%		6.60%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%

		24

		25

		26		Capital Cost



		1		Sustaining Capital:

		2		Meter Growth and Replacement						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		3		Handheld Replacement						ERROR:#REF!		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		250		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		273		ERROR:#REF!		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		299		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		- 0		327		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		4		Measurement Canada Compliance  						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		5		IT Hardware, Licencing, and Support Costs						-		ERROR:#REF!		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		6		AFUDC						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		7		Total Construction Cost in Year						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		8		Cumulative Construction Cost								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		9

		10		Net Cost of Removal

		11		Total Capital Cost in Year								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		12		Cumulative Capital Cost								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		13

		14		Additions to Plant in Service								- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		15		Cummulative Additions to Plant								- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		16		CWIP								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		17

		18		Operating Expenses

		19		New Operating Costs						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		20		Meter Reading						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		21		Disconnect/Reconnect						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		22		Meter Exchanges						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		23		Contact Centre						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		24		Theft Reduction

		25		Theft Reduction						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		26		Total Costs / (Savings)						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		27

		28

		29

		30								ERROR:#REF!

		31		Depreciation Expense

		32		Opening  Cash Outlay								- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		33		Additions in Year				Line 7		14299		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		34		Cumulative Total								- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		35		Depreciation Rate - composite average								6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%

		36		Depreciation Expense								- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		37								2		- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		38								2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		39		Total Depreciation Expense						ERROR:#REF!		- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		40																 

		41		Net Book Value						Meter NBV YE2013

		42		Incremental Gross Book Value				Line 8		16,046		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		43		Incremental Accumulated Depreciation 						(6,918)		- 0		(6,918)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		44		Incremental Net Book Value						9,128		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		45														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		46		Carrying Costs on Average NBV

		47		Return on Equity						ERROR:#REF!		- 0		342		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		48		Interest Expense						ERROR:#REF!		- 0		301		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		49

		50		Total Carrying Costs						ERROR:#REF!		- 0		643		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		51

		52

		53		Income Tax Expense

		54		Combined Income Tax Rate								25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%

		55

		56		Income Tax on Equity Return

		57		Return on Equity				Line 47				- 0		342		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		58		Gross up for revenue (Return / (1- tax rate)								- 0		456		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		59		Income tax on Equity Return								- 0		114		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		60

		61		Income Tax on Timing Differences

		62		Depreciation Expense								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		63		Less: Capitalized Overhead

		64		Less: Capital Cost Allowance				Line 79				- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		65		Total Timing Differences								- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		66		Gross up for tax (Total Timing Differences/(1-tax rate))								- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		67		Income tax on Timing Differences								- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		68

		69		Total Income Tax 				Lines 59 + 67				- 0		114		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		70

		71

		72		Capital Cost Allowance 

		73		Opening Balance - UCC								- 0		- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		74		Additions								- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		75		Subtotal UCC								- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		76		Capital Cost Allowance Rate								8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%

		77		CCA on Opening Balance								- 0		- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		78		CCA on Capital Expenditures ( 1/2 yr rule)								- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		79		Total CCA								- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		80		Ending Balance UCC								- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!
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"0" = Probably Range  of  benefits  for Revenue Protection
"1" = Potential Range of  benefits  for  Revenue Protection
NOTE - RevProt toggle does not affect AMR or Shared Reading



AMI NPV

		Revenue Requirements Analysis

		Advanced Metering Infrastructure Project

				AMI

				Total Project Cost of Alternate is						ERROR:#REF!



		Line								NPV @		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		No.						Reference		8.00%		Dec-12		Dec-13		Dec-14		Dec-15		Dec-16		Dec-17		Dec-18		Dec-19		Dec-20		Dec-21		Dec-22		Dec-23		Dec-24		Dec-25		Dec-26		Dec-27		Dec-28		Dec-29		Dec-30		Dec-31		Dec-32

				Summary

				Revenue Requirements																																																				Total (2012 - 2030)

		1		Operating Expense & Theft Reduction (Net)				Line 53		-   49,679		-		(595)		(1,670)		(3,100)		(5,216)		(5,268)		(5,547)		(5,544)		(5,751)		(6,018)		(5,503)		(5,803)		(5,979)		(6,162)		(6,929)		(7,197)		(7,819)		(8,261)		(8,573)		(8,795)		(9,151)				(100,936)

		2		Depreciation Expense				Line 63		11,829		-		-		3,479		5,041		1,346		1,209		1,145		909		822		667		546		470		339		285		170		158		154		148		160		171		168				17,048

		3		Carrying Costs				Line 76		11,016		-		-		747		1,687		1,780		1,660		1,519		1,376		1,271		1,164		1,095		1,031		979		939		919		941		965		991		1,024		1,051		1,057				20,088

		4		Income Tax 				Line 94		-   2,686		-		-		474		10		(1,328)		(1,037)		(762)		(588)		(422)		(305)		(221)		(141)		(100)		(50)		(38)		(21)		(5)		7		20		35		56				(4,507)

		5		Total Revenue Requirement for Project						(29,520)		-		(595)		3,031		3,637		(3,419)		(3,435)		(3,645)		(3,847)		(4,079)		(4,492)		(4,084)		(4,444)		(4,761)		(4,987)		(5,878)		(6,119)		(6,706)		(7,115)		(7,370)		(7,537)		(7,871)				(68,307)

		6

		7		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						6.0%		(37,719)

		8		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						8.0%		(29,520)

		9		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						10.0%		(23,312)

		10

		11		Rate Impact

		12		Forecast Revenue Requirements								287,441

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		13		Incremental Rate Impact								0.00%		(0.19%)		1.11%		0.17%		(1.84%)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		14		Cummulative Incremental Rate Impact								0.00%		(0.19%)		0.91%		1.08%		(0.78%)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		15

		16		Cumulative Rate Impact of Entire Project								ERROR:#REF!

		17		Levelized Annual Rate Impact								ERROR:#REF!

		18		Regulatory Assumptions

		19		Equity Component								40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%

		20		Debt Component								60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%

		21		Equity Return								9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%

		22		Debt Return								5.92%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		5.82%		5.98%		5.93%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%

		23		AFUDC								6.60%

Ian Dyck: Ian Dyck:
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		6.60%		6.70%		6.60%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%

		24

		25

		26		Capital Cost

		27		Project Capital						40,009		- 0		13,475		16,066		17,331		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		28		Sustaining Capital:

		29		Meter Growth and Replacement						1,874		- 0		146		222		235		210		262		206		175		180		190		185		179		171		166		173		167		168		176		154		148		150

		30		Handheld Replacement						(275)		- 0		- 0		(153)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(173)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(196)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		31		Measurement Canada Compliance  						(9,623)		- 0		- 0		(909)		(903)		(1,478)		(976)		(2,310)		(1,072)		(1,645)		(1,229)		(1,070)		(1,452)		(820)		(1,324)		(486)		(501)		(293)		(306)		(302)		(432)		(901)

		32		IT Hardware, Licencing, and Support Costs						5,642		- 0		- 0		292		568		578		736		599		610		640		632		805		655		667		679		691		880		738		729		742		756		769

		33		AFUDC								- 0		167		892		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		34		Total Construction Cost in Year								- 0		13,788		16,411		17,230		(690)		22		(1,505)		(287)		(825)		(579)		(79)		(618)		17		(478)		378		546		416		599		595		471		18

		35		Cumulative Construction Cost								- 0		13,788		30,199		47,430		46,740		46,762		45,257		44,971		44,145		43,566		43,487		42,868		42,886		42,407		42,785		43,331		43,747		44,345		44,940		45,411		45,429

		36

		37		Net Cost of Removal

		38		Total Capital Cost in Year								- 0		13,788		16,411		17,230		(690)		22		(1,505)		(287)		(825)		(579)		(79)		(618)		17		(478)		378		546		416		599		595		471		18

		39		Cumulative Capital Cost								- 0		13,788		30,199		47,430		46,740		46,762		45,257		44,971		44,145		43,566		43,487		42,868		42,886		42,407		42,785		43,331		43,747		44,345		44,940		45,411		45,429

		40

		41		Additions to Plant in Service								- 0		- 0		30,199		17,230		(690)		22		(1,505)		(287)		(825)		(579)		(79)		(618)		17		(478)		378		546		416		599		595		471		18

		42		Cummulative Additions to Plant								- 0		- 0		30,199		47,430		46,740		46,762		45,257		44,971		44,145		43,566		43,487		42,868		42,886		42,407		42,785		43,331		43,747		44,345		44,940		45,411		45,429

		43		CWIP								- 0		13,788		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		44

		45		Operating Expenses

		46		New Operating Costs						14,320		- 0		- 0		875		1,529		1,556		1,591		1,620		1,611		1,636		1,662		1,688		1,715		1,742		1,769		1,798		1,826		1,855		1,885		1,915		1,946		1,977

		47		Meter Reading						(23,760)		- 0		- 0		- 0		(998)		(2,541)		(2,709)		(2,754)		(2,799)		(2,979)		(3,028)		(3,078)		(3,271)		(3,325)		(3,380)		(3,585)		(3,645)		(3,706)		(3,925)		(3,991)		(4,058)		(4,292)

		48		Remote Disconnect/Reconnect						(5,288)		- 0		- 0		(53)		(276)		(544)		(564)		(584)		(605)		(627)		(648)		(671)		(694)		(717)		(741)		(766)		(791)		(817)		(843)		(870)		(898)		(1,339)

		49		Meter Exchanges						(797)		- 0		- 0		(349)		(331)		(408)		(310)		(531)		(302)		(187)		(212)		511		542		573		626		245		218		(151)		(155)		(193)		(116)		357

		50		Contact Centre						(448)		- 0		- 0		19		6		(21)		(57)		(59)		(61)		(63)		(65)		(67)		(69)		(72)		(74)		(77)		(79)		(82)		(84)		(87)		(90)		(93)

		51		Theft Reduction

		52		Theft Reduction						(33,705)		- 0		(595)		(2,162)		(3,030)		(3,258)		(3,219)		(3,239)		(3,388)		(3,531)		(3,726)		(3,886)		(4,026)		(4,181)		(4,362)		(4,543)		(4,726)		(4,920)		(5,138)		(5,347)		(5,579)		(5,761)

		53		Total Costs / (Savings)						(49,679)		- 0		(595)		(1,670)		(3,100)		(5,216)		(5,268)		(5,547)		(5,544)		(5,751)		(6,018)		(5,503)		(5,803)		(5,979)		(6,162)		(6,929)		(7,197)		(7,819)		(8,261)		(8,573)		(8,795)		(9,151)

		54

		55

		56

		57								ERROR:#REF!

		58		Depreciation Expense

		59		Opening  Cash Outlay								- 0		- 0		- 0		30,199		47,430		46,740		46,762		45,257		44,971		44,145		43,566		43,487		42,868		42,886		42,407		42,785		43,331		43,747		44,345		44,940		45,411

		60		Additions in Year				Line 34				- 0		- 0		30,199		17,230		(690)		22		(1,505)		(287)		(825)		(579)		(79)		(618)		17		(478)		378		546		416		599		595		471		18

		61		Cumulative Total								- 0		- 0		30,199		47,430		46,740		46,762		45,257		44,971		44,145		43,566		43,487		42,868		42,886		42,407		42,785		43,331		43,747		44,345		44,940		45,411		45,429

		62		Depreciation Rate - composite average								5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%

		63		Depreciation Expense on new meters								- 0		- 0		- 0		1,629		2,559		2,522		2,523		2,442		2,426		2,382		2,351		2,346		2,313		2,314		2,288		2,308		2,338		2,360		2,393		2,425		2,450

		64		Incremental Write Off Existing Meters 								- 0		- 0		3,479		3,411		(1,213)		(1,312)		(1,378)		(1,533)		(1,604)		(1,715)		(1,805)		(1,877)		(1,974)		(2,029)		(2,118)		(2,150)		(2,184)		(2,213)		(2,233)		(2,253)		(2,282)

		65		Total Depreciation Expense								- 0		- 0		3,479		5,041		1,346		1,209		1,145		909		822		667		546		470		339		285		170		158		154		148		160		171		168

		66

		67		Net Book Value						Meter NBV YE2013

		68		Gross Property				Line 35		16,046		- 0		- 0		22,176		31,384		30,694		30,716		29,211		28,925		28,099		27,520		27,441		26,822		26,840		26,361		26,739		27,285		27,701		28,299		28,894		29,365		29,383

		69		Accumulated Depreciation 						(6,918)		- 0		- 0		(2,374)		(6,310)		(7,655)		(8,865)		(10,010)		(10,919)		(11,741)		(12,408)		(12,954)		(13,424)		(13,763)		(14,048)		(14,218)		(14,376)		(14,531)		(14,678)		(14,838)		(15,009)		(15,177)

		70		Net Book Value								- 0		- 0		19,802		25,074		23,039		21,851		19,201		18,006		16,358		15,111		14,486		13,398		13,077		12,313		12,521		12,909		13,170		13,621		14,056		14,356		14,206

		71

		72		Carrying Costs on Average NBV

		73		Return on Equity								- 0		- 0		392		889		953		889		813		737		680		623		586		552		524		503		492		504		516		530		548		563		566

		74		Interest Expense								- 0		- 0		355		798		827		772		706		640		591		541		509		479		455		436		427		437		448		461		476		488		491

		75

		76		Total Carrying Costs								- 0		- 0		747		1,687		1,780		1,660		1,519		1,376		1,271		1,164		1,095		1,031		979		939		919		941		965		991		1,024		1,051		1,057

		77

		78

		79		Income Tax Expense

		80		Combined Income Tax Rate								25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%

		81

		82		Income Tax on Equity Return

		83		Return on Equity				Line 73				- 0		- 0		392		889		953		889		813		737		680		623		586		552		524		503		492		504		516		530		548		563		566

		84		Gross up for revenue (Return / (1- tax rate)								- 0		- 0		523		1,185		1,270		1,185		1,084		982		907		831		781		736		699		670		656		671		688		707		731		750		754

		85		Income tax on Equity Return								- 0		- 0		131		296		318		296		271		246		227		208		195		184		175		168		164		168		172		177		183		188		189

		86

		87		Income Tax on Timing Differences

		88		Depreciation Expense								- 0		- 0		3,479		5,041		1,346		1,209		1,145		909		822		667		546		470		339		285		170		158		154		148		160		171		168

		89		Less: Capital Cost Allowance				Line 104				- 0		- 0		2,449		5,898		6,283		5,210		4,244		3,411		2,767		2,205		1,794		1,446		1,163		937		777		726		686		657		647		629		566

		90		Total Timing Differences								- 0		- 0		1,030		(857)		(4,937)		(4,000)		(3,099)		(2,502)		(1,945)		(1,537)		(1,248)		(977)		(824)		(652)		(606)		(567)		(532)		(509)		(488)		(457)		(399)

		91		Gross up for tax (Total Timing Differences/(1-tax rate))								- 0		- 0		1,374		(1,143)		(6,583)		(5,334)		(4,132)		(3,335)		(2,594)		(2,050)		(1,664)		(1,302)		(1,099)		(869)		(808)		(757)		(709)		(679)		(650)		(610)		(531)

		92		Income tax on Timing Differences								- 0		- 0		343		(286)		(1,646)		(1,333)		(1,033)		(834)		(648)		(512)		(416)		(326)		(275)		(217)		(202)		(189)		(177)		(170)		(163)		(152)		(133)

		93

		94		Total Income Tax 				Lines 85 + 92				- 0		- 0		474		10		(1,328)		(1,037)		(762)		(588)		(422)		(305)		(221)		(141)		(100)		(50)		(38)		(21)		(5)		7		20		35		56

		95

		96

		97		Capital Cost Allowance 

		98		Opening Balance - UCC								- 0		- 0		- 0		27,750		39,083		32,110		26,923		21,174		17,476		13,883		11,099		9,226		7,162		6,016		4,601		4,202		4,022		3,752		3,693		3,641		3,483

		99		Additions								- 0		- 0		30,199		17,230		(690)		22		(1,505)		(287)		(825)		(579)		(79)		(618)		17		(478)		378		546		416		599		595		471		18

		100		Subtotal UCC								- 0		- 0		30,199		44,981		38,393		32,132		25,418		20,887		16,651		13,304		11,020		8,608		7,179		5,538		4,979		4,748		4,438		4,350		4,288		4,112		3,502

		101		Capital Cost Allowance Rate								16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%

		102		CCA on Opening Balance								- 0		- 0		- 0		4,501		6,339		5,208		4,366		3,434		2,834		2,252		1,800		1,496		1,161		976		746		681		652		608		599		590		565

		103		CCA on Capital Expenditures ( 1/2 yr rule)								- 0		- 0		2,449		1,397		(56)		2		(122)		(23)		(67)		(47)		(6)		(50)		1		(39)		31		44		34		49		48		38		1

		104		Total CCA								- 0		- 0		2,449		5,898		6,283		5,210		4,244		3,411		2,767		2,205		1,794		1,446		1,163		937		777		726		686		657		647		629		566

		105		Ending Balance UCC								- 0		- 0		27,750		39,083		32,110		26,923		21,174		17,476		13,883		11,099		9,226		7,162		6,016		4,601		4,202		4,022		3,752		3,693		3,641		3,483		2,935
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Contracted Out MR NPV

		Revenue Requirements Analysis

		Advanced Metering Infrastructure Project

				Contracted Out Meter Reading

				Total Project Cost of Alternate is						$0



		Line								NPV @		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		No.						Reference		8.00%		Dec-12		Dec-13		Dec-14		Dec-15		Dec-16		Dec-17		Dec-18		Dec-19		Dec-20		Dec-21		Dec-22		Dec-23		Dec-24		Dec-25		Dec-26		Dec-27		Dec-28		Dec-29		Dec-30		Dec-31		Dec-32

				Summary

				Revenue Requirements																																																				Total (2012 - 2030)

		1		Operating Expense & Theft Reduction (Net)				Line 53		-   19,825		-		-		(1,707)		(1,736)		(1,768)		(1,927)		(1,962)		(1,998)		(2,169)		(2,210)		(2,251)		(2,435)		(2,481)		(2,529)		(2,726)		(2,778)		(2,832)		(3,044)		(3,103)		(3,163)		(3,391)				(39,657)

		2		Depreciation Expense				Line 63		223		-		-		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25				426

		3		Carrying Costs				Line 76		227		-		19		37		35		32		31		29		27		25		23		21		19		18		16		14		12		10		8		6		5		3				381

		4		Income Tax 				Line 94		115		-		3		15		14		14		14		13		13		13		12		12		12		11		11		11		10		10		10		9		9		9				210

		5		Total Revenue Requirement for Project						(19,260)		-		22		(1,630)		(1,662)		(1,696)		(1,857)		(1,895)		(1,933)		(2,107)		(2,149)		(2,193)		(2,379)		(2,427)		(2,477)		(2,677)		(2,731)		(2,787)		(3,001)		(3,062)		(3,124)		(3,354)				(38,640)

		6

		7		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						6.0%		(23,303)

		8		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						8.0%		(19,260)

		9		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						10.0%		(16,132)

		10

		11		Rate Impact

		12		Forecast Revenue Requirements								287,441

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		13		Incremental Rate Impact								0.00%		0.01%		(0.50%)		(0.01%)		(0.01%)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		14		Cummulative Incremental Rate Impact								0.00%		0.01%		(0.50%)		(0.51%)		(0.51%)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		15

		16		Cumulative Rate Impact of Entire Project								ERROR:#REF!

		17		Levelized Annual Rate Impact								ERROR:#REF!

		18		Regulatory Assumptions

		19		Equity Component								40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%

		20		Debt Component								60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%

		21		Equity Return								9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%

		22		Debt Return								5.92%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		5.82%		5.98%		5.93%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%

		23		AFUDC								6.60%

Ian Dyck: Ian Dyck:
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		6.60%		6.70%		6.60%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%

		24

		25

		26		Capital Cost

		27		Project Capital						500		500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		28		Sustaining Capital:

		29		Meter Growth and Replacement						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		30		Handheld Replacement						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		31		Measurement Canada Compliance  						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		32		IT Hardware, Licencing, and Support Costs						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		33		AFUDC								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		34		Total Construction Cost in Year								500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		35		Cumulative Construction Cost								500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500

		36

		37		Net Cost of Removal

		38		Total Capital Cost in Year								500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		39		Cumulative Capital Cost								500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500

		40

		41		Additions to Plant in Service								- 0		500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		42		Cummulative Additions to Plant								- 0		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500

		43		CWIP								500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		44

		45		Operating Expenses

		46		New Operating Costs						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		47		Meter Reading						(19,825)		- 0		- 0		(1,707)		(1,736)		(1,768)		(1,927)		(1,962)		(1,998)		(2,169)		(2,210)		(2,251)		(2,435)		(2,481)		(2,529)		(2,726)		(2,778)		(2,832)		(3,044)		(3,103)		(3,163)		(3,391)

		48		Remote Disconnect/Reconnect						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		49		Meter Exchanges						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		50		Contact Centre						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		51		Theft Reduction

		52		Theft Reduction						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		53		Total Costs / (Savings)						(19,825)		- 0		- 0		(1,707)		(1,736)		(1,768)		(1,927)		(1,962)		(1,998)		(2,169)		(2,210)		(2,251)		(2,435)		(2,481)		(2,529)		(2,726)		(2,778)		(2,832)		(3,044)		(3,103)		(3,163)		(3,391)

		54

		55

		56

		57								ERROR:#REF!

		58		Depreciation Expense

		59		Opening  Cash Outlay								- 0		- 0		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500

		60		Additions in Year				Line 34				- 0		500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		61		Cumulative Total								- 0		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500

		62		Depreciation Rate - composite average								5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%		5.01%

		63		Depreciation Expense on new meters								- 0		- 0		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25

		64		Incremental Write Off Existing Meters 								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		65		Total Depreciation Expense								- 0		- 0		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25

		66

		67		Net Book Value						Meter NBV YE2013

		68		Gross Property				Line 35		16,046		- 0		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500

		69		Accumulated Depreciation 						(6,918)		- 0		- 0		(25)		(50)		(75)		(100)		(125)		(150)		(175)		(200)		(225)		(251)		(276)		(301)		(326)		(351)		(376)		(401)		(426)		(451)		(476)

		70		Net Book Value								- 0		500		475		450		425		400		375		350		325		300		275		249		224		199		174		149		124		99		74		49		24

		71

		72		Carrying Costs on Average NBV

		73		Return on Equity								- 0		10		19		18		17		16		15		14		13		12		11		10		9		8		7		6		5		4		3		2		1

		74		Interest Expense								- 0		9		17		16		15		14		13		12		12		11		10		9		8		7		6		6		5		4		3		2		1

		75

		76		Total Carrying Costs								- 0		19		37		35		32		31		29		27		25		23		21		19		18		16		14		12		10		8		6		5		3

		77

		78

		79		Income Tax Expense

		80		Combined Income Tax Rate								25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%

		81

		82		Income Tax on Equity Return

		83		Return on Equity				Line 73				- 0		10		19		18		17		16		15		14		13		12		11		10		9		8		7		6		5		4		3		2		1

		84		Gross up for revenue (Return / (1- tax rate)								- 0		13		26		24		23		22		20		19		18		16		15		14		13		11		10		9		7		6		5		3		2

		85		Income tax on Equity Return								- 0		3		6		6		6		5		5		5		4		4		4		3		3		3		2		2		2		1		1		1		0

		86

		87		Income Tax on Timing Differences

		88		Depreciation Expense								- 0		- 0		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25

		89		Less: Capital Cost Allowance				Line 104				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		90		Total Timing Differences								- 0		- 0		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25

		91		Gross up for tax (Total Timing Differences/(1-tax rate))								- 0		- 0		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33

		92		Income tax on Timing Differences								- 0		- 0		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8

		93

		94		Total Income Tax 				Lines 85 + 92				- 0		3		15		14		14		14		13		13		13		12		12		12		11		11		11		10		10		10		9		9		9

		95

		96

		97		Capital Cost Allowance 

		98		Opening Balance - UCC								- 0		- 0		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500

		99		Additions								- 0		500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		100		Subtotal UCC								- 0		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500

		101		Capital Cost Allowance Rate								0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		102		CCA on Opening Balance								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		103		CCA on Capital Expenditures ( 1/2 yr rule)								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		104		Total CCA								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		105		Ending Balance UCC								- 0		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500		500
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AMR NPV

		Revenue Requirements Analysis

		Advanced Metering Infrastructure Project

				AMR

				Total Project Cost of Alternate is						ERROR:#REF!



		Line								NPV @		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		No.						Reference		8.00%		Dec-12		Dec-13		Dec-14		Dec-15		Dec-16		Dec-17		Dec-18		Dec-19		Dec-20		Dec-21		Dec-22		Dec-23		Dec-24		Dec-25		Dec-26		Dec-27		Dec-28		Dec-29		Dec-30		Dec-31		Dec-32

				Summary

				Revenue Requirements																																																				Total (2012 - 2030)

		1		Operating Expense & Theft Reduction (Net)				Line 53		(15,232)		-		-		(229)		(1,627)		(1,727)		(1,814)		(2,061)		(1,860)		(1,907)		(1,963)		(1,271)		(1,414)		(1,418)		(1,400)		(1,968)		(2,034)		(2,444)		(2,647)		(2,729)		(2,698)		(2,438)				(30,513)

		2		Depreciation Expense				Line 63		12,878		-		-		3,479		4,342		1,442		1,372		1,341		813		617		121		485		990		663		885		822		804		795		777		769		761		745				20,515

		3		Carrying Costs				Line 76		1,923		-		-		259		448		319		239		137		53		27		22		57		64		73		96		131		210		293		380		476		569		642				3,283

		4		Income Tax 				Line 94		945		-		-		739		413		(616)		(416)		(223)		(219)		(143)		(178)		39		285		239		366		383		391		402		411		420		433		456				2,291

		5		Total Revenue Requirement for Project						514		-		-		4,248		3,577		(582)		(619)		(806)		(1,214)		(1,407)		(1,999)		(690)		(75)		(443)		(54)		(633)		(629)		(954)		(1,079)		(1,064)		(936)		(594)				(4,424)

		6

		7		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						6.0%		(438)

		8		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						8.0%		514

		9		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						10.0%		1,214

		10

		11		Rate Impact

		12		Forecast Revenue Requirements								287,441

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		13		Incremental Rate Impact								0.00%		0.00%		1.30%		(0.18%)		(1.08%)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		14		Cummulative Incremental Rate Impact								0.00%		0.00%		1.30%		1.11%		0.02%		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		15

		16		Cumulative Rate Impact of Entire Project								ERROR:#REF!

		17		Levelized Annual Rate Impact								ERROR:#REF!

		18		Regulatory Assumptions

		19		Equity Component								40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%

		20		Debt Component								60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%

		21		Equity Return								9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%

		22		Debt Return								5.92%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		5.82%		5.98%		5.93%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%

		23		AFUDC								6.60%

Ian Dyck: Ian Dyck:
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		6.60%		6.70%		6.60%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%

		24

		25

		26		Capital Cost

		27		Project Capital						23,510		- 0		6,759		10,713		10,162		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		28		Sustaining Capital:

		29		Meter Growth and Replacement						1,335		- 0		116		161		176		151		204		148		118		123		133		128		123		114		110		117		112		112		121		100		95		96

		30		Handheld Replacement						(275)		- 0		- 0		(153)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(173)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(196)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		31		Measurement Canada Compliance  						(9,623)		- 0		- 0		(909)		(903)		(1,478)		(976)		(2,310)		(1,072)		(1,645)		(1,229)		(1,070)		(1,452)		(820)		(1,324)		(486)		(501)		(293)		(306)		(302)		(432)		(901)

		32		IT Hardware, Licencing, and Support Costs						576		- 0		- 0		30		35		36		184		37		38		39		39		201		41		41		42		43		220		45		45		46		47		48

		33		AFUDC						467		- 0		84		454		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		34		Total Construction Cost in Year								- 0		6,959		10,296		9,470		(1,291)		(588)		(2,125)		(916)		(1,484)		(1,229)		(740)		(1,289)		(665)		(1,172)		(326)		(169)		(333)		(140)		(156)		(291)		(757)

		35		Cumulative Construction Cost								- 0		6,959		17,255		26,725		25,434		24,846		22,721		21,805		20,321		19,092		18,352		17,063		16,398		15,227		14,901		14,731		14,398		14,258		14,103		13,812		13,055

		36

		37		Net Cost of Removal

		38		Total Capital Cost in Year								- 0		6,959		10,296		9,470		(1,291)		(588)		(2,125)		(916)		(1,484)		(1,229)		(740)		(1,289)		(665)		(1,172)		(326)		(169)		(333)		(140)		(156)		(291)		(757)

		39		Cumulative Capital Cost								- 0		6,959		17,255		26,725		25,434		24,846		22,721		21,805		20,321		19,092		18,352		17,063		16,398		15,227		14,901		14,731		14,398		14,258		14,103		13,812		13,055

		40

		41		Additions to Plant in Service								- 0		- 0		17,255		9,470		(1,291)		(588)		(2,125)		(916)		(1,484)		(1,229)		(740)		(1,289)		(665)		(1,172)		(326)		(169)		(333)		(140)		(156)		(291)		(757)

		42		Cummulative Additions to Plant								- 0		- 0		17,255		26,725		25,434		24,846		22,721		21,805		20,321		19,092		18,352		17,063		16,398		15,227		14,901		14,731		14,398		14,258		14,103		13,812		13,055

		43		CWIP								- 0		6,959		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		44

		45		Operating Expenses

		46		New Operating Costs						1,547		- 0		- 0		89		162		165		168		171		174		178		181		184		187		191		194		198		202		205		209		213		217		221

		47		Meter Reading						(16,061)		- 0		- 0		- 0		(1,490)		(1,517)		(1,672)		(1,702)		(1,732)		(1,898)		(1,932)		(1,967)		(2,143)		(2,182)		(2,221)		(2,411)		(2,454)		(2,498)		(2,701)		(2,749)		(2,799)		(3,015)

		48		Remote Disconnect/Reconnect						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		49		Meter Exchanges						(797)		- 0		- 0		(349)		(331)		(408)		(310)		(531)		(302)		(187)		(212)		511		542		573		626		245		218		(151)		(155)		(193)		(116)		357

		50		Contact Centre						78		- 0		- 0		32		33		34		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		51		Theft Reduction

		52		Theft Reduction						-		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		53		Total Costs / (Savings)						(15,232)		- 0		- 0		(229)		(1,627)		(1,727)		(1,814)		(2,061)		(1,860)		(1,907)		(1,963)		(1,271)		(1,414)		(1,418)		(1,400)		(1,968)		(2,034)		(2,444)		(2,647)		(2,729)		(2,698)		(2,438)

		54

		55

		56

		57								ERROR:#REF!

		58		Depreciation Expense

		59		Opening  Cash Outlay								- 0		- 0		- 0		17,255		26,725		25,434		24,846		22,721		21,805		20,321		19,092		18,352		17,063		16,398		15,227		14,901		14,731		14,398		14,258		14,103		13,812

		60		Additions in Year				Line 34				- 0		- 0		17,255		9,470		(1,291)		(588)		(2,125)		(916)		(1,484)		(1,229)		(740)		(1,289)		(665)		(1,172)		(326)		(169)		(333)		(140)		(156)		(291)		(757)

		61		Cumulative Total								- 0		- 0		17,255		26,725		25,434		24,846		22,721		21,805		20,321		19,092		18,352		17,063		16,398		15,227		14,901		14,731		14,398		14,258		14,103		13,812		13,055

		62		Depreciation Rate - composite average								5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%

		63		Depreciation Expense on new meters								- 0		- 0		- 0		931		1,442		1,372		1,341		813		617		121		485		990		663		885		822		804		795		777		769		761		745

		64		Incremental Write Off Existing Meters 								- 0		- 0		3,479		3,411

		65		Total Depreciation Expense								- 0		- 0		3,479		4,342		1,442		1,372		1,341		813		617		121		485		990		663		885		822		804		795		777		769		761		745

		66

		67		Net Book Value						Meter NBV YE2013

		68		Gross Property				Line 35		16,046		- 0		- 0		9,232		10,679		9,388		8,800		6,675		5,759		4,275		3,046		2,306		1,017		352		(819)		(1,145)		(1,315)		(1,648)		(1,788)		(1,943)		(2,234)		(2,991)

		69		Accumulated Depreciation 						(6,918)		- 0		- 0		(2,374)		(5,611)		(5,840)		(5,900)		(5,862)		(5,142)		(4,154)		(2,561)		(1,241)		(354)		957		2,101		3,397		4,743		6,132		7,568		9,032		10,524		12,061

		70		Net Book Value								- 0		- 0		6,857		5,068		3,548		2,900		813		617		121		485		1,065		663		1,309		1,282		2,252		3,428		4,485		5,780		7,088		8,290		9,070

		71

		72		Carrying Costs on Average NBV

		73		Return on Equity								- 0		- 0		136		236		171		128		74		28		15		12		31		34		39		51		70		112		157		203		255		304		344

		74		Interest Expense								- 0		- 0		123		212		148		111		64		25		13		10		27		30		34		45		61		98		136		176		221		264		298

		75

		76		Total Carrying Costs								- 0		- 0		259		448		319		239		137		53		27		22		57		64		73		96		131		210		293		380		476		569		642

		77

		78

		79		Income Tax Expense

		80		Combined Income Tax Rate								25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%

		81

		82		Income Tax on Equity Return

		83		Return on Equity				Line 73				- 0		- 0		136		236		171		128		74		28		15		12		31		34		39		51		70		112		157		203		255		304		344

		84		Gross up for revenue (Return / (1- tax rate)								- 0		- 0		181		315		227		170		98		38		19		16		41		46		52		68		93		150		209		271		340		406		458

		85		Income tax on Equity Return								- 0		- 0		45		79		57		43		25		9		5		4		10		11		13		17		23		37		52		68		85		101		115

		86

		87		Income Tax on Timing Differences

		88		Depreciation Expense								- 0		- 0		3,479		4,342		1,442		1,372		1,341		813		617		121		485		990		663		885		822		804		795		777		769		761		745

		89		Less: Capital Cost Allowance				Line 104				- 0		- 0		1,399		3,339		3,461		2,747		2,082		1,498		1,060		668		400		171		(15)		(162)		(257)		(256)		(255)		(252)		(235)		(233)		(280)

		90		Total Timing Differences								- 0		- 0		2,080		1,003		(2,019)		(1,375)		(741)		(685)		(444)		(547)		85		819		678		1,047		1,079		1,059		1,050		1,029		1,004		994		1,025

		91		Gross up for tax (Total Timing Differences/(1-tax rate))								- 0		- 0		2,773		1,337		(2,692)		(1,834)		(988)		(913)		(591)		(730)		113		1,093		904		1,395		1,438		1,413		1,399		1,372		1,339		1,325		1,367

		92		Income tax on Timing Differences								- 0		- 0		693		334		(673)		(458)		(247)		(228)		(148)		(182)		28		273		226		349		360		353		350		343		335		331		342

		93

		94		Total Income Tax 				Lines 85 + 92				- 0		- 0		739		413		(616)		(416)		(223)		(219)		(143)		(178)		39		285		239		366		383		391		402		411		420		433		456

		95

		96

		97		Capital Cost Allowance 

		98		Opening Balance - UCC								- 0		- 0		- 0		15,855		21,986		17,234		13,899		9,692		7,278		4,734		2,837		1,697		237		(412)		(1,422)		(1,491)		(1,405)		(1,483)		(1,371)		(1,292)		(1,349)

		99		Additions								- 0		- 0		17,255		9,470		(1,291)		(588)		(2,125)		(916)		(1,484)		(1,229)		(740)		(1,289)		(665)		(1,172)		(326)		(169)		(333)		(140)		(156)		(291)		(757)

		100		Subtotal UCC								- 0		- 0		17,255		25,326		20,695		16,646		11,774		8,776		5,795		3,505		2,097		408		(428)		(1,584)		(1,748)		(1,660)		(1,738)		(1,623)		(1,527)		(1,582)		(2,106)

		101		Capital Cost Allowance Rate								16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%

		102		CCA on Opening Balance								- 0		- 0		- 0		2,572		3,566		2,795		2,254		1,572		1,180		768		460		275		38		(67)		(231)		(242)		(228)		(240)		(222)		(209)		(219)

		103		CCA on Capital Expenditures ( 1/2 yr rule)								- 0		- 0		1,399		768		(105)		(48)		(172)		(74)		(120)		(100)		(60)		(105)		(54)		(95)		(26)		(14)		(27)		(11)		(13)		(24)		(61)

		104		Total CCA								- 0		- 0		1,399		3,339		3,461		2,747		2,082		1,498		1,060		668		400		171		(15)		(162)		(257)		(256)		(255)		(252)		(235)		(233)		(280)

		105		Ending Balance UCC								- 0		- 0		15,855		21,986		17,234		13,899		9,692		7,278		4,734		2,837		1,697		237		(412)		(1,422)		(1,491)		(1,405)		(1,483)		(1,371)		(1,292)		(1,349)		(1,826)
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PLC NPV

		Revenue Requirements Analysis

		Advanced Metering Infrastructure Project

				PLC

				Total Project Cost of Alternate is						ERROR:#REF!



		Line								NPV @		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		No.						Reference		8.00%		Dec-12		Dec-13		Dec-14		Dec-15		Dec-16		Dec-17		Dec-18		Dec-19		Dec-20		Dec-21		Dec-22		Dec-23		Dec-24		Dec-25		Dec-26		Dec-27		Dec-28		Dec-29		Dec-30		Dec-31		Dec-32

				Summary

				Revenue Requirements																																																				Total (2012 - 2030)

		1		Operating Expense & Theft Reduction (Net)				Line 53		-   51,264		-		(595)		(1,777)		(3,267)		(5,385)		(5,440)		(5,722)		(5,722)		(5,932)		(6,202)		(5,690)		(5,993)		(6,172)		(6,358)		(7,128)		(7,399)		(8,025)		(8,470)		(8,786)		(9,011)		(9,371)				(104,065)

		2		Depreciation Expense				Line 63		19,484		-		-		3,479		5,655		2,337		2,200		2,136		1,900		1,813		1,657		1,535		1,459		1,328		1,274		1,160		1,147		1,143		1,137		1,148		1,160		1,156				32,508

		3		Carrying Costs				Line 76		18,196		-		-		1,177		2,782		3,056		2,864		2,648		2,433		2,253		2,072		1,930		1,793		1,668		1,554		1,460		1,409		1,360		1,313		1,272		1,226		1,158				33,044

		4		Income Tax 				Line 94		-   2,369		-		-		241		(347)		(1,591)		(1,180)		(806)		(552)		(320)		(150)		(25)		87		154		224		249		276		298		313		326		339		356				(2,802)

		5		Total Revenue Requirement for Project						(15,954)		-		(595)		3,120		4,823		(1,583)		(1,556)		(1,744)		(1,941)		(2,186)		(2,623)		(2,250)		(2,654)		(3,022)		(3,306)		(4,259)		(4,567)		(5,225)		(5,708)		(6,040)		(6,286)		(6,701)				(41,316)

		6

		7		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						6.0%		(21,551)

		8		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						8.0%		(15,954)

		9		Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements at						10.0%		(11,809)

		10

		11		Rate Impact

		12		Forecast Revenue Requirements								287,441

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		13		Incremental Rate Impact								0.00%		(0.19%)		1.13%		0.47%		(1.67%)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		14		Cummulative Incremental Rate Impact								0.00%		(0.19%)		0.94%		1.41%		(0.28%)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		15

		16		Cumulative Rate Impact of Entire Project								ERROR:#REF!

		17		Levelized Annual Rate Impact								ERROR:#REF!

		18		Regulatory Assumptions

		19		Equity Component								40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%

		20		Debt Component								60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%

		21		Equity Return								9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%

		22		Debt Return								5.92%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		5.82%		5.98%		5.93%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%		5.73%

		23		AFUDC								6.60%

Ian Dyck: Ian Dyck:
updated to Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011
updated from Sreekanta's numbers May 18 2012		6.60%		6.70%		6.60%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%		6.50%

		24

		25

		26		Capital Cost

		27		Project Capital						55,214		- 0		16,082		24,525		24,308		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		28		Sustaining Capital:

		29		Meter Growth and Replacement						1,874		- 0		146		222		235		210		262		206		175		180		190		185		179		171		166		173		167		168		176		154		148		150

		30		Handheld Replacement						(275)		- 0		- 0		(153)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(173)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(196)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		31		Measurement Canada Compliance  						(9,623)		- 0		- 0		(909)		(903)		(1,478)		(976)		(2,310)		(1,072)		(1,645)		(1,229)		(1,070)		(1,452)		(820)		(1,324)		(486)		(501)		(293)		(306)		(302)		(432)		(901)

		32		IT Hardware, Licencing, and Support Costs						5,620		- 0		- 0		292		567		577		735		598		609		620		631		803		654		665		677		690		878		736		727		741		754		767

		33		AFUDC						1,198		- 0		200		1,182		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		34		Total Construction Cost in Year								- 0		16,428		25,160		24,206		(691)		21		(1,506)		(288)		(846)		(581)		(81)		(620)		16		(480)		376		544		414		597		593		470		16

		35		Cumulative Construction Cost								- 0		16,428		41,588		65,795		65,103		65,124		63,618		63,330		62,485		61,904		61,823		61,203		61,219		60,739		61,115		61,660		62,074		62,671		63,263		63,733		63,749

		36

		37		Net Cost of Removal

		38		Total Capital Cost in Year								- 0		16,428		25,160		24,206		(691)		21		(1,506)		(288)		(846)		(581)		(81)		(620)		16		(480)		376		544		414		597		593		470		16

		39		Cumulative Capital Cost								- 0		16,428		41,588		65,795		65,103		65,124		63,618		63,330		62,485		61,904		61,823		61,203		61,219		60,739		61,115		61,660		62,074		62,671		63,263		63,733		63,749

		40

		41		Additions to Plant in Service								- 0		- 0		41,588		24,206		(691)		21		(1,506)		(288)		(846)		(581)		(81)		(620)		16		(480)		376		544		414		597		593		470		16

		42		Cummulative Additions to Plant								- 0		- 0		41,588		65,795		65,103		65,124		63,618		63,330		62,485		61,904		61,823		61,203		61,219		60,739		61,115		61,660		62,074		62,671		63,263		63,733		63,749

		43		CWIP								- 0		16,428		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		44

		45		Operating Expenses

		46		New Operating Costs						12,734		- 0		- 0		768		1,362		1,387		1,419		1,445		1,433		1,455		1,478		1,501		1,525		1,549		1,573		1,598		1,624		1,649		1,676		1,702		1,730		1,757

		47		Meter Reading						(23,760)		- 0		- 0		- 0		(998)		(2,541)		(2,709)		(2,754)		(2,799)		(2,979)		(3,028)		(3,078)		(3,271)		(3,325)		(3,380)		(3,585)		(3,645)		(3,706)		(3,925)		(3,991)		(4,058)		(4,292)

		48		Remote Disconnect/Reconnect						(5,288)		- 0		- 0		(53)		(276)		(544)		(564)		(584)		(605)		(627)		(648)		(671)		(694)		(717)		(741)		(766)		(791)		(817)		(843)		(870)		(898)		(1,339)

		49		Meter Exchanges						(797)		- 0		- 0		(349)		(331)		(408)		(310)		(531)		(302)		(187)		(212)		511		542		573		626		245		218		(151)		(155)		(193)		(116)		357

		50		Contact Centre						(448)		- 0		- 0		19		6		(21)		(57)		(59)		(61)		(63)		(65)		(67)		(69)		(72)		(74)		(77)		(79)		(82)		(84)		(87)		(90)		(93)

		51		Theft Reduction

		52		Theft Reduction						(33,705)		- 0		(595)		(2,162)		(3,030)		(3,258)		(3,219)		(3,239)		(3,388)		(3,531)		(3,726)		(3,886)		(4,026)		(4,181)		(4,362)		(4,543)		(4,726)		(4,920)		(5,138)		(5,347)		(5,579)		(5,761)

		53		Total Costs / (Savings)						(51,264)		- 0		(595)		(1,777)		(3,267)		(5,385)		(5,440)		(5,722)		(5,722)		(5,932)		(6,202)		(5,690)		(5,993)		(6,172)		(6,358)		(7,128)		(7,399)		(8,025)		(8,470)		(8,786)		(9,011)		(9,371)

		54

		55

		56

		57								ERROR:#REF!

		58		Depreciation Expense

		59		Opening  Cash Outlay								- 0		- 0		- 0		41,588		65,795		65,103		65,124		63,618		63,330		62,485		61,904		61,823		61,203		61,219		60,739		61,115		61,660		62,074		62,671		63,263		63,733

		60		Additions in Year				Line 34				- 0		- 0		41,588		24,206		(691)		21		(1,506)		(288)		(846)		(581)		(81)		(620)		16		(480)		376		544		414		597		593		470		16

		61		Cumulative Total								- 0		- 0		41,588		65,795		65,103		65,124		63,618		63,330		62,485		61,904		61,823		61,203		61,219		60,739		61,115		61,660		62,074		62,671		63,263		63,733		63,749

		62		Depreciation Rate - composite average								5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%		5.40%

		63		Depreciation Expense on new meters								- 0		- 0		- 0		2,244		3,550		3,513		3,514		3,433		3,417		3,371		3,340		3,336		3,302		3,303		3,277		3,297		3,327		3,349		3,381		3,413		3,439

		64		Incremental Write Off Existing Meters 								- 0		- 0		3,479		3,411		(1,213)		(1,312)		(1,378)		(1,533)		(1,604)		(1,715)		(1,805)		(1,877)		(1,974)		(2,029)		(2,118)		(2,150)		(2,184)		(2,213)		(2,233)		(2,253)		(2,282)

		65		Total Depreciation Expense								- 0		- 0		3,479		5,655		2,337		2,200		2,136		1,900		1,813		1,657		1,535		1,459		1,328		1,274		1,160		1,147		1,143		1,137		1,148		1,160		1,156

		66

		67		Net Book Value						Meter NBV YE2013

		68		Gross Property				Line 35		16,046		- 0		- 0		33,565		49,749		49,057		49,078		47,572		47,284		46,439		45,858		45,777		45,157		45,173		44,693		45,069		45,614		46,028		46,625		47,217		47,687		47,703

		69		Accumulated Depreciation 						(6,918)		- 0		- 0		(2,374)		(6,924)		(9,261)		(11,461)		(13,597)		(15,497)		(17,309)		(18,966)		(20,501)		(21,960)		(23,288)		(24,563)		(25,722)		(26,870)		(28,013)		(29,149)		(30,298)		(31,458)		(32,614)

		70		Net Book Value								- 0		- 0		31,191		42,824		39,797		37,617		33,975		31,787		29,129		26,892		25,276		23,197		21,884		20,130		19,347		18,744		18,015		17,475		16,920		16,229		15,089

		71

		72		Carrying Costs on Average NBV

		73		Return on Equity								- 0		- 0		618		1,466		1,636		1,533		1,418		1,302		1,206		1,109		1,033		960		893		832		782		754		728		703		681		656		620

		74		Interest Expense								- 0		- 0		560		1,317		1,420		1,331		1,231		1,130		1,047		963		897		833		775		722		679		655		632		610		591		570		538

		75

		76		Total Carrying Costs								- 0		- 0		1,177		2,782		3,056		2,864		2,648		2,433		2,253		2,072		1,930		1,793		1,668		1,554		1,460		1,409		1,360		1,313		1,272		1,226		1,158

		77

		78

		79		Income Tax Expense

		80		Combined Income Tax Rate								25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%		25.00%

		81

		82		Income Tax on Equity Return

		83		Return on Equity				Line 73				- 0		- 0		618		1,466		1,636		1,533		1,418		1,302		1,206		1,109		1,033		960		893		832		782		754		728		703		681		656		620

		84		Gross up for revenue (Return / (1- tax rate)								- 0		- 0		823		1,954		2,181		2,044		1,890		1,736		1,608		1,479		1,377		1,280		1,190		1,109		1,042		1,006		970		937		908		875		827

		85		Income tax on Equity Return								- 0		- 0		206		489		545		511		473		434		402		370		344		320		298		277		261		251		243		234		227		219		207

		86

		87		Income Tax on Timing Differences

		88		Depreciation Expense								- 0		- 0		3,479		5,655		2,337		2,200		2,136		1,900		1,813		1,657		1,535		1,459		1,328		1,274		1,160		1,147		1,143		1,137		1,148		1,160		1,156

		89		Less: Capital Cost Allowance				Line 104				- 0		- 0		3,373		8,161		8,744		7,272		5,972		4,858		3,978		3,217		2,642		2,156		1,758		1,435		1,194		1,075		978		902		852		800		710

		90		Total Timing Differences								- 0		- 0		107		(2,506)		(6,408)		(5,072)		(3,836)		(2,958)		(2,166)		(1,560)		(1,107)		(697)		(429)		(161)		(34)		72		165		235		296		360		447

		91		Gross up for tax (Total Timing Differences/(1-tax rate))								- 0		- 0		142		(3,341)		(8,544)		(6,762)		(5,115)		(3,944)		(2,887)		(2,081)		(1,476)		(930)		(573)		(215)		(46)		97		220		313		395		480		596

		92		Income tax on Timing Differences								- 0		- 0		36		(835)		(2,136)		(1,691)		(1,279)		(986)		(722)		(520)		(369)		(232)		(143)		(54)		(11)		24		55		78		99		120		149

		93

		94		Total Income Tax 				Lines 85 + 92				- 0		- 0		241		(347)		(1,591)		(1,180)		(806)		(552)		(320)		(150)		(25)		87		154		224		249		276		298		313		326		339		356

		95

		96

		97		Capital Cost Allowance 

		98		Opening Balance - UCC								- 0		- 0		- 0		38,216		54,261		44,826		37,575		30,097		24,951		20,127		16,329		13,606		10,830		9,088		7,173		6,356		5,825		5,261		4,956		4,697		4,367

		99		Additions								- 0		- 0		41,588		24,206		(691)		21		(1,506)		(288)		(846)		(581)		(81)		(620)		16		(480)		376		544		414		597		593		470		16

		100		Subtotal UCC								- 0		- 0		41,588		62,422		53,570		44,846		36,069		29,809		24,105		19,546		16,248		12,986		10,846		8,608		7,549		6,900		6,239		5,858		5,549		5,167		4,383

		101		Capital Cost Allowance Rate								16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%		16.22%

		102		CCA on Opening Balance								- 0		- 0		- 0		6,198		8,800		7,270		6,094		4,881		4,047		3,264		2,648		2,207		1,756		1,474		1,163		1,031		945		853		804		762		708

		103		CCA on Capital Expenditures ( 1/2 yr rule)								- 0		- 0		3,373		1,963		(56)		2		(122)		(23)		(69)		(47)		(7)		(50)		1		(39)		31		44		34		48		48		38		1

		104		Total CCA								- 0		- 0		3,373		8,161		8,744		7,272		5,972		4,858		3,978		3,217		2,642		2,156		1,758		1,435		1,194		1,075		978		902		852		800		710

		105		Ending Balance UCC								- 0		- 0		38,216		54,261		44,826		37,575		30,097		24,951		20,127		16,329		13,606		10,830		9,088		7,173		6,356		5,825		5,261		4,956		4,697		4,367		3,674
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 Old Status Quo

		Revenue Requirements Template

		Option "Base Case"



		Line								NPV @		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		No.						Reference		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Summary

				Revenue Requirements

		1		Operating Expense  (Incremental)				Line 45		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		2		Depreciation Expense				Line 55		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		3		Carrying Costs				Line 69		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		4		Income Tax 				Line 87		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		5		Total Revenue Requirement for Project						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10		Regulatory Assumptions

		11		Equity Component								40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%		40.00%

		12		Debt Component								60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%		60.00%

		13		Equity Return								9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%		9.90%

		14		Debt Return								6.01%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011				

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		5.99%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011				

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		6.06%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011				

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		6.15%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		6.03%

Chuck Lee: Chuck Lee:
From 2012-2013 RR Model R13A June 13 2011		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%		6.03%

		15		AFUDC								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		16

		17

		18		Capital Cost

		19		Regulatory Process						ERROR:#REF!		0

		20		Itron Purchase (2014 and 2021)						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		106		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		120		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		137		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		21		Meter Replacement Costs						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		22		AFUDC						ERROR:#REF!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		23		Total Construction Cost in Year						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		24		Cumulative Construction Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		25		Land						ERROR:#REF!

		26		Net Cost of Removal						ERROR:#REF!

		27		Total Capital Cost in Year						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		28		Cumulative Capital Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		29

		30

		31		Additions to Plant in Service								0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		32		Cummulative Additions to Plant								0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		33		CWIP								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		34

		35		Annual Operating Costs (Savings)

		36

		37		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		38		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		39		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		40

		41		Remote Disconnect/Reconnect						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		42

		43

		44

		45		Total Incremental Operating Costs (Savings)								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		46

		47

		48

		49

		50		Depreciation Expense

		51		Opening  Cash Outlay								0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		52		Additions in Year				Line 23				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		53		Cumulative Total								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		54		Depreciation Rate - composite average								6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%		6.70%

		55		Depreciation Expense								ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!								Total

		56										ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!								Check

		57

		58		Write Down of Existing Meters (0=No, 1=Yes)						1		0		0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		59

		60		Net Book Value																																																								ERROR:#REF!

		61		Gross Property				Line 24		ERROR:#REF!		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		62		Accumulated Depreciation 						ERROR:#REF!		- 0		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		63		Net Book Value						ERROR:#REF!		- 0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		64

		65		Carrying Costs on Average NBV

		66		Return on Equity								0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		67		Interest Expense								0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		68		AFUDC								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		69		Total Carrying Costs								0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		70

		71

		72		Income Tax Expense

		73		Combined Income Tax Rate								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		74

		75		Income Tax on Equity Return

		76		Return on Equity				Line 66				0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		77		Gross up for revenue (Return / (1- tax rate)								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		78		Income tax on Equity Return								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		79

		80		Income Tax on Timing Differences

		81		Depreciation Expense								ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		82		Less: Capital Cost Allowance				Line 97				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		83		Total Timing Differences								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		84		Gross up for tax (Total Timing Differences/(1-tax rate))								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		85		Income tax on Timing Differences								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		86

		87		Total Income Tax 				Lines 78 + 85				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		88

		89

		90		Capital Cost Allowance 

		91		Opening Balance - UCC								0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		92		Total Cash Outlay								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		93		Subtotal UCC								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		94		Capital Cost Allowance Rate								55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%		55.00%

		95		CCA on Opening Balance								0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		96		CCA on Capital Expenditures ( 1/2 yr rule)								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		97		Total CCA								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		98		Ending Balance UCC								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































old Capital Costs



						FortisBC AMI Deployment 

																				Pricing in Cdn Dollars

								estimated

						Electric		ERROR:#REF!		endpoints

								 										Capitalized OH		1.07

										 								2010		2011		2012

												Number of Electric C/I						12,537

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
GS, Ind, Wh and Irr from Dec 2010 CS Metrics		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

												Residental						97,883

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Residential from Dec 2010 CS Metrics		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

																		110,420		ERROR:#REF!		115,000

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Used this number based on SOW which has stated an implementation 

						Avg meter cost 2010		$37.50

												 						 

						 				 

						 				 		2012				2013				2014				2015

												Year 0				Year 1				Year 2				Year 3										Depreciation Rate								CCA Rate

										Price Per		Units		Total		Units		Total		Units		Total		Units		Total		Per		Total		Total Cost including		Class		Class No.		Rate		Composite Depreciation Rate		Declining Balance				Composite Depreciation Rate

										Unit																		Meter		Costs		Contingency																Year Spent		Q spent		Q spent		Year Spent		Q spent		Q spent		Q spent		Q spent		Year Spent		Q spent		Q spent		Q spent		Q spent		Year Spent		Q spent		Q spent

				1		Meter Data Management System

						Meter Data Management System				$212,839		1		$212,839		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$212,839		$214,967		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		 		4

						Interval Data Billing Module				$59,483		1		$59,483		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$59,483		$60,077		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						DataDirect Connect for Oracle				$7,210		1		$7,210		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$7,210		$7,282		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						IEE Mass Market Customer Care				$84,021		1		$84,021		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$84,021		$84,861		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						IEE C&I Customer Care				$93,420		1		$93,420		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$93,420		$94,354		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Contingency				1.0%				$4,570				$0				$0				$0				$4,570				Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!

				Total Meter Data Management System						 		 		$456,973		 		$0				$0				$0		ERROR:#REF!		$456,973		$461,542								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				2		AMI Hardware						 				 						 																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				 		Vendor quote for meters				$1		0		$0		28,750		$2,713,922		57,500		$5,427,844		28,750		$2,713,922				$10,855,687		$11,127,079		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013		 		 		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						HAN Communications Module				$1		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$0		$0		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!

						Meter socket adapters				$46.80

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Do we need to add the 0.1% continguency		0		$0		4,518		$211,442		0		$0		0		$0				$211,442		$216,728		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013						3		4

						External Antenna - Flex Coupler				$26.00		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$0		$0		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!

						Direct Connect Adder for communication module				$187.20		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$0		$0		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!

						KYZ

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
TBD if needed				$78.00		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$0		$0		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!

						Meter Seals				$0.32		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Remote Connect / Disconnect				$19.00		0		$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013						3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						Meter Base Repairs				ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0.25		ERROR:#REF!		0.50		ERROR:#REF!		0.25		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013				2		3				2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						Connected Grid Router Base				$3,016.00		136		$410,176		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$410,176		$420,430		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Connected Grid Router Advanced				$4,586.40		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$0		$0		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!

						Cell Router Network Installation				$520.00		136		$70,720		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$70,720		$72,488		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Pole Top Range Extenders				$187.20		344		$64,397		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$64,397		$66,007		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Pole Top Range Extender Installation				$520.00		344		$178,880		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$178,880		$183,352		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Head End System				$665,310.88

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
OpenWay Collection Engine Software License
Network Management Software Base w/Starter Kit
		1		$665,311		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$665,311		$681,944		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Security Appliance				$204,360.00

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Includes Industrial Defender appliance		1		$204,360		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$204,360		$209,469		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4		 		 		 						 

						Security Subsystem				$101,400.00		3		$304,200		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$304,200		$311,805		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4		 				 		 		 		 

						Substation Installation		PageNet Quote		$83,827		0		$0		0		$2,489,662		0		$0		0		$0				$2,489,662		$2,551,904		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013				2		3		4

						WAN install		PageNet Quote		$1,247		135		$168,345		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$168,345		$172,554		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Communications expense		PageNet Quote		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$0		$0		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!

						Spare Equipment																								$0		$0		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!

						PLC Repeaters				$624.00		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		205		$127,920				$127,920		$131,118		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!																												2015		1		2

						PLC Gateway				$3,744.00		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		51		$190,944				$190,944		$195,718		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!																												2015		1		2

						PLC Meter NIC				$75.40		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		1,712		$129,085				$129,085		$132,312		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!																												2015		1		2

						PLC Repeater Network Installation				$1,040.00		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		205		$213,200				$213,200		$218,530		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!																												2015		1		2

						PLC Gateway Network Installation				$1,040.00		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		51		$53,040				$53,040		$54,366		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!																												2015		1		2

						PLC HES Software Module				$44,512.00		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		1		$44,512				$44,512		$45,625		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		 																										2015		1		2

						OpenWay Test Lab				$5,200.00		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		1		$5,200				$5,200		$5,330		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!																												2015		1		2

						Manual Meter Reading Vehicle Hardware				$10,000.00		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		2		$20,000				$20,000		$20,500		Comm Structure		397.0		8.05%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!																												2015		1		2

						Contingency				2.5%				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!										ERROR:#REF!				30.0%		ERROR:#REF!

				Total AMI Hardware						 		 		ERROR:#REF!		 		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				3		Deployment																																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Electric AMI Installation				$39.15		0		$0		28,750		$1,125,563		57,500		$2,251,125		28,750		$1,125,563				$4,502,250		$5,177,588		Meters		370.0		5.00%

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013						3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						Contingency				15.0%				$0				$168,834				$337,669				$168,834				$675,338				Meters		370.0		5.00%

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!								 

						Electric 3 phase install				$0.00		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$0		$0		Meters		370.0		5.00%

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!

						FDM Software Implementation				$187.20		0		$0		338		$63,274		0		$0		0		$0				$63,274		$64,855		Software		391.1		5.01%

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Defined this as software using same criteria as MDMS		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013				2

						Installation Manager				$187.20		0		$0		1,832		$342,950		0		$0		0		$0				$342,950		$351,524		Meters		370.0		5.00%

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013						3		4

						Installation Management Fee				$375,000.00		0		$0		1		$375,000		0		$0		0		$0				$375,000		$384,375		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013						3		4

						Expenses				$70,200.00		0		$0		0.25		$17,550		0.5		$35,100		0.25		$17,550				$70,200		$71,955		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013						3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						New Meter Acceptance Sampling				$16,000.00		0		$0		0.5		$8,000		0.5		$8,000		0		$0				$16,000		$16,400		Meters		370.0		5.00%

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013						3		4		2014		1		2		3		4

						Contingency				2.5%				$0				$20,169				$1,078				$439				$21,686								5.01%

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				Total Deployment						 		 		$0		 		$1,932,337		 		$2,294,225				$1,143,113		ERROR:#REF!		$5,369,674		$6,066,697								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				4		Project Management																																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						4a Project Team																																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						AMI Manager				$160,500		1		$160,500		1		$160,500		1		$160,500		0.5		$80,250				$561,750		$603,881		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						PM Software, Testing				$133,750		1		$133,750		1		$133,750		1		$133,750		0.5		$66,875				$468,125		$503,234		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						PM Deployment, Metering Dept				$133,750		1		$133,750		1		$133,750		1		$133,750		0.5		$66,875				$468,125		$503,234		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						PM Process, Training				$133,750		1		$133,750		1		$133,750		1		$133,750		0.5		$66,875				$468,125		$503,234		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4

						unallocated				$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$0		$0		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!

						Admin				$105,000		1		$105,000		1		$105,000		1		$105,000		0.5		$52,500				$367,500		$395,063		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						Travel				$20,000		4		$80,000		4		$80,000		3		$60,000		1.5		$30,000				$250,000		$268,750		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						Supplies				$10,000		2		$20,000		2		$20,000		1		$10,000		1		$10,000				$60,000		$64,500		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						unallocated				$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$0		$0		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!								 

						Business Process Development

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
60 business processes
8 hours per process (review, conversation)
# of SME to be involved*daily rate				$51,076

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Cost per process using the cost for business analyst		1		$51,076																$51,076		$54,907		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4										 										 						 

						Contingency				7.5%				$61,337				$57,506				$55,256				$28,003				$202,103										ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!								 

						4b Information Technology																																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Network design				$2,943		10		$29,425		10		$29,425		10		$29,425		0		$0				$88,275		$97,103		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4		2013		1		2				 		2014		1		2		3		4						 

						Internal System Changes, inc IT testing				$150,000		1		$150,000		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$150,000		$165,000		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4

						Project Support				ERROR:#REF!		2.5		ERROR:#REF!		2

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
50% ongiong IT project support to project capital.
The rest should be in OM for supporting HES and MDM		ERROR:#REF!		2		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4

						FBC Internal System Integration, inc IT testing				ERROR:#REF!		1.75		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4

						Security Audits				$40,000		0		$0		0		$0		1		$40,000		1		$40,000				$80,000		$88,000		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4

						GIS Integration				$50,000

Ian Dyck: Ian Dyck:
estimate		0.5		$25,000		0.5		$25,000		0		$0		0		$0				$50,000		$55,000		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4

						Contingency				10.0%				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!										ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						4c  SystemTesting Resources				$25,000		4		$100,000		8		$200,000		4		$100,000		4		$100,000				$500,000		$575,000		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						Contingency				15.0%				$15,000				$30,000				$15,000				$15,000				$75,000										ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						4d Communication/Consulting																																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Internal Communication/Consulting support				$25,000		4		$100,000		2		$50,000		2		$50,000		2		$50,000				$250,000		$262,500		Average						ERROR:#REF!		Average		17.7%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						4e Legal				$25,000		14		$350,000		2		$50,000		1		$25,000		1		$25,000				$450,000		$472,500		Average						ERROR:#REF!		Average		17.7%		ERROR:#REF!								2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						4f Project Consultant - UtilAssist				$500,000		0		$130,000		0		$195,000		0		$115,000		0		$60,000				$500,000		$525,000		Average						ERROR:#REF!		Average		17.7%		ERROR:#REF!								2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						Contingency				5.0%				$29,000				$14,750				$9,500				$6,750				$60,000										ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						4g Vendor Professional Services																																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Define/Design				$843,149		1		$843,149		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$843,149		$927,464		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012		3		 										 										 						 

						Build, Deploy, Operate				$2,605,158		0.35		$911,805		0.35		$911,805		0.2		$521,032		0.1		$260,516				$2,605,158		$2,865,674		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						Expenses				$696,384		0.35		$243,734		0.35		$243,734		0.2		$139,277		0.1		$69,638				$696,384		$766,022		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						Contingency				10.0%				$199,869				$115,554				$66,031				$33,015				$414,469										ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				Total Project Management						 				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				5		Consultants																										$0								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Contingency				5.0%				$0				$0				$0				$0				$0		$0								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				Total Consultants						 				$0				$0				$0				$0		ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				6		Training				$   20,000.00		4		$80,000		5		$100,000		4		$80,000		2		$40,000				$300,000		$330,000		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4		2013		1		2		3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						Contingency				10.0%				$8,000				$10,000				$8,000				$4,000				$30,000		$33,000								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				Total Training						 				$80,000				$100,000				$80,000				$40,000		ERROR:#REF!		$300,000		$330,000								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				7		Capital Purchases Outside of Contracts																																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						7a IT Infrastructure																																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Oracle

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Oracle 
Oracle Partitioning				$171,802		2		$343,604		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$343,604		$377,964		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Oracle Maintenance and Support Costs

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Oracle Support
Oracle Partition Support				$37,836		2		$75,672		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$75,672		$83,239		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						SQL Server Costs				$11,000		2		$22,000		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$22,000		$24,200		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						System hardware & servers				$128,800		2		$257,600		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$257,600		$283,360		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Other Maintenance and Support Costs				$20,000		1		$20,000		0		$0		0		$0		0		$0				$20,000		$22,000		Software		391.1		5.01%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						Contingency				10.0%				$71,888				$0				$0				$0				$71,888										ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				Total Capital Purchases O/S of Contracts						 				$718,876				$0				$0				$0		ERROR:#REF!		$718,876		$790,764								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				8		Other Components																																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Dynamic Connectivity Hardware				$3		0		$0		28,750		$86,250		57,500		$172,500		28,750		$86,250				$345,000		$448,500		Software		391.1		5.01%

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
This is the software class but this should be 5.00% as it is hardware that is installed on the meter. To be verified with Jason		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!								2013						3		4		2014		1		2		3		4		2015		1		2

						8a Revenue Protection																																		ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						 Revenue Protection new technology																				$1,000,000				$1,000,000		$1,300,000		Meters		370.0		5.00%		ERROR:#REF!		Class 47		8.0%		ERROR:#REF!

						8b External Customer Portal

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Software and Installation
IT (App Development & Infrastructure)
Business Groups & Testing
Project Management & Overhead				$250,000.00		1		$250,000		0		$0		0		$0		$0		$0				$250,000		$325,000		Software		391.1		5.01%

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
This is the software class but this should be 5.00% as it is hardware that is installed on the meter. To be verified with Jason		ERROR:#REF!		Class 46		30.0%		ERROR:#REF!		2012				4

						8c Volt Var Optimization																$0								$0		$0								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Contingency				30.0%				$75,000				$25,875				$51,750				$325,875				$478,500										ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				Total Other Components						 				$250,000				$86,250				$172,500				$1,086,250		ERROR:#REF!		$1,595,000		$2,073,500								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Pre CPCN and CPCN Regulatory Process Costs								$120,891

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
This figure comes from Budget Status 2010 on the AMI Sharepoint site. 
It includes the original cpcn application, all work done on this cpcn application and includes a budget of $2million for regulatory costs which assumes an aural hearing.																								

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
This is the software class but this should be 5.00% as it is hardware that is installed on the meter. To be verified with Jason		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
This is the software class but this should be 5.00% as it is hardware that is installed on the meter. To be verified with Jason		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
GS, Ind, Wh and Irr from Dec 2010 CS Metrics																				

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Defined this as software using same criteria as MDMS		$120,891		$120,891		Average						ERROR:#REF!		Average		17.4%		ERROR:#REF!

				Total Capital Cost for AMI System						 				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						Contingency		Blended Rate		ERROR:#REF!		 		ERROR:#REF!		 		ERROR:#REF!		 		ERROR:#REF!		 		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		$0.00		Average						ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				Total Capital Cost for AMI System including  contingency										ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

						 AFUDC								ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		Average						ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				Total with AFUDC										ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!								ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!

				composite Avg Depreciation Rate																																				ERROR:#REF!

				composite Avg CCA Rate																																										ERROR:#REF!



						Deployment and Cost Schedules



								2012		2013		2014		2015		Total

						Capital Outlay		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						# Meters in Service		0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						% In Service		ERROR:#REF!		25%		50%		25%		ERROR:#REF!

						Plant in service		ERROR:#REF!

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Why do we have plant in service starting in 2012? System isn't useful until we start billing customers after Regional Testing is successful.										

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Residential from Dec 2010 CS Metrics																				

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
60 business processes
8 hours per process (review, conversation)
# of SME to be involved*daily rate																

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Used this number based on SOW which has stated an implementation 																

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Cost per process using the cost for business analyst																												

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Use 20 yr life based on BCH business case		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
50% ongiong IT project support to project capital.
The rest should be in OM for supporting HES and MDM		

Ian Dyck: Ian Dyck:
estimate		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Do we need to add the 0.1% continguency		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
TBD if needed				

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
OpenWay Collection Engine Software License
Network Management Software Base w/Starter Kit
		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Includes Industrial Defender appliance		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Oracle 
Oracle Partitioning		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Oracle Support
Oracle Partition Support		

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Software and Installation
IT (App Development & Infrastructure)
Business Groups & Testing
Project Management & Overhead				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Spending rate (net of meter purchase)









Comparison Bene Cap O&M

								Summary of Costs by Category

										NPV		NPV		Forecasted

		Alternate Toggle								% of Total		ERROR:#REF!		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		Total 2017 - 2030

		ERROR:#REF!		Status Quo (Base Case)		O&M		Meter Reading Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								TCC Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Meter Exchange Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Manual Connects/Disconnects		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Capital		Itron Purchase (2014 and 2021)		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$106,000		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$120,000		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$137,000		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Meter Replacement Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								AFUDC		ERROR:#REF!				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Total		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!





														2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		Total 2017 - 2030

				AMI		O&M		Meter Reading Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								TCC Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Meter Exchange Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Manual Connects/Disconnects		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						New O&M		New Staff		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Licensing Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total WAN Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Hardware Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Security Audits		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Capital		New Capital		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Itron Purchase (2014 and 2021)		ERROR:#REF!				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Meter Replacement Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								AFUDC		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						Sustaining Capital		IT staff		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Licensing Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Hardware Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Incremental meter costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Theft Reduction		Theft Reduction Benefit		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!





														2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		Total 2017 - 2030

				Shared Reading		O&M		Meter Reading Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								TCC Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Meter Exchange Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Manual Connects/Disconnects		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						New O&M		New Staff		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Licensing Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total WAN Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Hardware Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Security Audits		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Capital		New Capital		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Itron Purchase (2014 and 2021)		ERROR:#REF!				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Meter Replacement Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								AFUDC		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						Sustaining Capital		IT staff		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Licensing Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Hardware Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Incremental meter costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Theft Reduction		Theft Reduction Benefit		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



														2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		Total 2017 - 2030

				AMR		O&M		Meter Reading Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								TCC Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Meter Exchange Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Manual Connects/Disconnects		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						New O&M		New Staff		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Licensing Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total WAN Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Hardware Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Security Audits		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Capital		New Capital		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Itron Purchase (2014 and 2021)		ERROR:#REF!				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Meter Replacement Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								AFUDC		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						Sustaining Capital		IT staff		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Licensing Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Hardware Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Incremental meter costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Theft Reduction		Theft Reduction Benefit		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



														2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		Total 2017 - 2030

				PLC		O&M		Meter Reading Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								TCC Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Meter Exchange Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Manual Connects/Disconnects		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						New O&M		New Staff		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Licensing Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total WAN Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Hardware Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Security Audits		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Capital		New Capital		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Itron Purchase (2014 and 2021)		ERROR:#REF!				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Meter Replacement Costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								AFUDC		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						Sustaining Capital		IT staff		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Licensing Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total Hardware Costs		ERROR:#REF!				$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Incremental meter costs		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Theft Reduction		Theft Reduction Benefit		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Total		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



Notes:  
1.  The Status Quo (Base Case) data will not change dependant upon the Alternate Toggle selected (on the AMI tab).
2.  However, the "Alternate Toggle" above defines which of the alternates displayed to the right are "live".

For example...if the toggle is set to "AMI", then the data for the AMI section to the right is correct.   If the toggle is set to "PLC", then the date for the PLC section to the right is correct.





Costs To Date

		Source is Budget_Status_2010 on the AMI Sharepoint site

		Status as of:  		December 31, 2012

		updated by 		Tamara

		1.  Costs by Category



		Cost Category		Details		Total Budget

bctrtech: Baseline #3		Total Spent to Date		Total Remaining		Projected Additional Costs to YE		Projected Total Cost YE		Cost Variance YE

		1.1  Initial Application		January 2006 - May 2009		$275,062.68		$   275,062.68		$   (0.00)		$   - 0		$   275,062.68		$   - 0

		1.2  PrePlanning		May 2009 - March 2010		$275,918.00		$   221,505.67		$   54,412.33		$   - 0		$   221,505.67		$   54,412.33

		Project Team Labour		Dawn Mehrer		$81,709.50		$   81,709.50		$   (0.00)		$   - 0		$   81,709.50		$   (0.00)

		Project Team Labour		Ian Dyck		$144,856.00		$   53,875.80		$   90,980.20		$   7,256.00		$   61,131.80		$   83,724.20

		Project Team Labour		Project Manager Deployment		$0.00		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Project Team Labour		Project Manager Process		$480.01		$   - 0		$   480.01		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   480.01

		Project Team Labour		Project Manager AMI Technology		$133,429.64		$   95,903.15		$   37,526.49		$   10,583.58		$   106,486.73		$   26,942.91

		Project Team Labour		Project Manager Hardware		$128,431.44		$   130,815.78		$   (2,384.34)		$   - 0		$   130,815.78		$   (2,384.34)

		Project Team Labour		Admin		$0.00		$   68,397.32		$   (68,397.32)		$   6,352.52		$   74,749.84		$   (74,749.84)

		Project Team Labour		Financial Analyst		$36,203.57		$   - 0		$   36,203.57		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   36,203.57

		Project Team Labour		Communications Lead		$8,749.29		$   17,976.30		$   (9,227.01)		$   - 0		$   17,976.30		$   (9,227.01)

		Project Team Labour		Contracts Lead		$21,699.01		$   11,778.31		$   9,920.70		$   - 0		$   11,778.31		$   9,920.70

		Project Team Labour		Field Auditor		$32,046.00		$   (0.00)		$   32,046.00		$   - 0		$   (0.00)		$   32,046.00

		Other FBC Labour		AMI Steering Team		$114,732.54		$   103,825.95		$   10,906.59		$   2,112.60		$   105,938.55		$   8,793.99

		Other FBC Labour		General FBC Labour		$89,591.78		$   107,036.20		$   (17,444.42)		$   - 0		$   107,036.20		$   (17,444.42)

		Consultant Fees		Consultant Costs		$230,000.00		$   370,409.04		$   (140,409.04)		$   37,745.00		$   408,154.04		$   (178,154.04)

		Staff Costs		Travel Costs		$52,500.00		$   119,585.94		$   (67,085.94)		$   5,000.00		$   124,585.94		$   (72,085.94)

		Staff Costs		Stationery		$3,000.00		$   12,598.65		$   (9,598.65)		$   200.00		$   12,798.65		$   (9,798.65)

		Staff Costs		Misc Items		$47,476.87		$   28,197.30		$   19,279.57		$   2,500.00		$   30,697.30		$   16,779.57

		AFUDC

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Assuming Oral Hearing		AFUDC		$120,891.00		$   128,324.94		$   (7,433.94)		$   21,700.00		$   150,024.94		$   (29,133.94)

		Legal		Legal		$0.00		$   291,168.31		$   (291,168.31)		$   (16,168.31)		$   275,000.00		$   (275,000.00)

						$   1,796,777.32		$   2,118,170.84		$   (321,393.52)		$   77,281.39		$   2,195,452.23		$   (398,674.91)



		Regulatory (with oral hearing)

Tamara Tilley: Tamara Tilley:
Assuming Oral Hearing		Regulatory		$2,000,000.00		$   - 0		$   2,000,000.00		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Regulatory (written process only)		Regulatory		$500,000.00				$500,000.00		$   - 0

		Project Team 		pre cpcn		$200,000.00				$200,000.00		$   - 0

		Communications		Communications		$500,000.00		$   - 0		ERROR:#REF!		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Total with written process				 		 		 		 		$   2,895,452.23		$   (398,674.91)













































OLD Theft Reduction

		Revenue Protection Costs



		Energy Cost

		FBC Tariff Rate Forecast



		Residential Load after DSM (MWhr)

		Residential System Losses



		Revenure Protection								2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032

		Toggle				Residential Load				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!				Losses				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Adjusted Load				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Total estimated indoor grow houses in BC

Ian Dyck: Ian Dyck:
grows by 2% per year				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Number of sites (Low Range)				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Number of sites (High Range)				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Fortis BC Energy Annual Energy Theft loss (MWh) - Low Range								50,724		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Fortis BC Energy Annual Energy Theft loss (MWh) - High Range								59,777		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Value of Stolen Energy - Low Range

Michael Leyland: Michael Leyland:
Inflated by 2% annually for 2017 onwards								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Value of Stolen Energy - High Range

Michael Leyland: Michael Leyland:
Inflated by 2% annually for 2017 onwards								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



		Status Quo - Existing theft recoveries

		Factor (% of theft recovered to revenue)								8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%

		Recovered (MWh)								4057.9		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Recovered ($) 								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!





										2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032

		Total Recoveries - Low Range

		Total Factor (% of theft recovered to revenue, including Existing)								8.00%		8.00%		18.00%		43.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		56.40%		54.80%		53.20%		51.60%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%

		Total Benefit Claim (MWh)								4057.9		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Total Benefit Claim ($) - Low Range								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Net New Benefit Claim ($) - Low Range								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



		Total Recoveries -High Range								 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Total Factor (% of theft recovered to revenue, including Existing)								8.00%		8.00%		23.00%		43.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		58.00%		56.40%		54.80%		53.20%		51.60%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%

		Total Benefit Claim (MWh)								4057.9		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Total Benefit Claim ($) - High Range								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Net New Benefit Claim ($) - High Range								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



		NPV of Stolen Energy - Low Range		ERROR:#REF!

		NPV of Stolen Energy - high Range		ERROR:#REF!

		npv of status quo recoveries		ERROR:#REF!

		net NPV Benefit - Low Range		ERROR:#REF!

		net NPV Benefit - High Range		ERROR:#REF!

		npv factor		ERROR:#REF!



		FBC Assumtions Calculation		2011		2011

				Low Range		High Range

		Total estimated indoor grow houses in BC		13470

Greenham, Charlotte: Greenham, Charlotte:
Accepted as figue is derived by Plecas using reputable economic models. # is 2011
.		

Michael Leyland: Michael Leyland:
Inflated by 2% annually for 2017 onwards				13470

		FBC % of BC		6%		6%

		FBC Marijuana Grow Sites		808		808

		Assume % are stealing		37%

Greenham, Charlotte: Greenham, Charlotte:
Based on FBC historical data 2008-2011
		40%

		# of Theft occurrances		299		323														`



		Average number of lights per theft		33

Greenham, Charlotte: Greenham, Charlotte:
Accepted as is supported by FBC data.		36

		Average daily loss per light		14.00		14.00

		# of 90 day grow cycles annually		4		4

		Annual energy loss per light		5040		5040

		Annual energy loss per diverted site		166320

Greenham, Charlotte: Greenham, Charlotte:
Based on FBC data 2006-2011 received from police/electricians during warrants.		181440

Greenham, Charlotte: Greenham, Charlotte:
Based on FBC data 2006-2011 received from police/electricians during warrants.

						

Ian Dyck: Ian Dyck:
grows by 2% per year		Bimonthly energy loss per diverted site		27720		30240

				 

		Total annual energy loss MWhrs		49,730		58,605





		Billed Residential Load ( MWhrs) After DSM		ERROR:#REF!

		Residential Losses 		8.8%

		Total Residential Loss		ERROR:#REF!

		Gross Residential Load		ERROR:#REF!



		Summary Table 								AACE Contingency

		Total Energy Theft Loss (MWhrs)		49,730		58,605				0%

		Less  AACE Contingency Allowance 		-0		-0

		Calculated Energy Theft in 2011		49,730		58,605

		# of Marijuana Grow houses		808		808

		% stealing		37%		40%

		# of Theft Sites		299		323

		Bimonthly energy loss per site		27,720		30,240

		Bimontly value of stolen energy per site		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Annual value of total stolen energy		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!











REF - Old Benfits Summary

				Total Number of Meters		ERROR:#REF!				NPV Discount		10%

				Summary		Total Capital		Capital Per Meter		% of Total Capital		Total Project O&M (2015 to 2029)		Average Per Yr		Ave Per Meter Per Yr		NPV of O&M		Average Per Yr (NPV)		Ave Per Meter Per Yr (NPV)

				MDM		$3,602,491.85		ERROR:#REF!		8.78%

				AMI Meters		$11,421,782.15		ERROR:#REF!		27.82%

				AMI Collectors		$1,497,498.60		ERROR:#REF!		3.65%		$2,298,609.26		$153,240.62		ERROR:#REF!		$1,066,946.06		$71,129.74		ERROR:#REF!

				AMI Software		$2,748,311.00		ERROR:#REF!		6.70%		$6,152,788.50		$410,185.90		ERROR:#REF!		$3,415,954.47		$227,730.30		ERROR:#REF!

				AMI Misc		$2,689,662.00		ERROR:#REF!		6.55%

				Meter Install		$6,016,000.00		ERROR:#REF!		14.66%

				Project Management		$5,645,706.88		ERROR:#REF!		13.75%

				Training		$300,000.00		ERROR:#REF!		0.73%

				IT Infrastructure		$610,676.00		ERROR:#REF!		1.49%

				Other Components		$1,682,977.47		ERROR:#REF!		4.10%

				Contingency		$3,621,510.59		ERROR:#REF!		8.82%

				AFUDC		$1,213,206.05		ERROR:#REF!		2.96%

				Staffing								$13,895,509.58		$926,367.31		ERROR:#REF!		$7,046,023.37		$469,734.89		ERROR:#REF!

				Operational Costs								$4,158,856.21		$277,257.08		ERROR:#REF!		$1,967,164.52		$131,144.30		ERROR:#REF!

				Totals		$41,049,822.59		ERROR:#REF!		100.00%		$26,505,763.55		$1,767,050.90		ERROR:#REF!		$13,496,088.43		$899,739.23		ERROR:#REF!



				NET OPERATING BENEFITS             (Starting 2015 to 2029)		Total Project Benefits (15Yrs)		NPV of Net Benefits		Average Per Yr (NPV)		Ave Per Meter Per Yr (NPV)

				Meter Reading Costs		-$45,146,989.36		-$21,808,170.86		-$1,453,878.06		ERROR:#REF!

				Billing Error Costs		-$1,286,577.72		-$608,559.16		-$40,570.61		ERROR:#REF!

				TCC Costs		-$2,037,209.67		-$941,882.47		-$62,792.16		ERROR:#REF!

				Time of Use		-$6,401,525.00		-$3,113,041.59		-$207,536.11		ERROR:#REF!

				Meter Exchange Costs		-$2,689,631.52		-$1,581,362.90		-$105,424.19		ERROR:#REF!

				Revenue Protection		-$49,043,786.64		-$22,336,349.86		-$1,489,089.99		ERROR:#REF!

				Remote Disconnect/Reconnects		-$7,568,808.11		-$3,678,882.74		-$245,258.85		ERROR:#REF!

				Voltage Var Optimization		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		ERROR:#REF!

				Totals		-$114,174,528.02		-$54,068,249.58		-$3,604,549.97		ERROR:#REF!





Please note the purpose of the summary is to help discuss the capital costs for the project with a summary for each major component to a per meter level.  I have also added in the O&M  and Benefits to the same level.
 
The Summary is not for the purpose of a rate filing but to help educate those of what an AMI system will cost and the areas you are expecting to see benefits with this network.  It does not take into account any tax, depreciation or expected rate impacts.  




Notes

		Base Case

		1) Updated Meter NBV for 2013 per 2012 - 2013 RRA (H68)

		2) Changed Depreciation rate on new meters to 5% (20 yearz) (Row 65)

		3) Changed CCA Rate to 55% (Row 104)

		4) Changed Depreciation expense for tax calc to include meter W/O (Row 91)

		AMI Tab

		1) As above

		2) Linked Discount Rate to 10% for AMI and Base Case





Schedule 3

										"Alternate Toggle" 

				1 = AMI; 2 = Contracted Out Meter Reading; 3 = AMR; 4 = PLC						1

				Total Project Cost of Alternate is						ERROR:#REF!



				SCHEDULE 1 - PART 1						NPV @

										8.00%		Dec-12		Dec-13		Dec-14		Dec-15		Dec-16		Dec-17		Dec-18		Dec-19		Dec-20		Dec-21		Dec-22		Dec-23		Dec-24		Dec-25		Dec-26		Dec-27		Dec-28		Dec-29		Dec-30		Dec-31		Dec-32				Total		Source Reference		Comments





				Revenue Requirements Impact 						NPV @ 8%

				Total Revenue Requirement for Project (per Application) ($000s)								0		(378)		5,214		5,143		(1,632)		(2,007)		(2,692)		(3,041)		(3,476)		(3,822)		(3,622)		(3,874)		(4,050)		(4,217)		(4,895)		(5,101)		(5,263)		(5,656)		(4,377)		(4,334)		(4,980)						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 5



				Less: Theft Reduction Benefit ($000s)								0		(383)		(987)		(1,711)		(2,835)		(3,611)		(4,114)		(4,540)		(4,901)		(5,131)		(5,248)		(5,346)		(5,455)		(5,596)		(5,739)		(5,885)		(6,046)		(6,249)		(6,440)		(6,675)		(6,815)						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 52		Comment 1



				Total Revenue Requirement for Project, Excluding Theft Reduction  Benefit ($000s)						20,757		- 0		5		6,201		6,854		1,204		1,604		1,421		1,498		1,426		1,309		1,626		1,472		1,405		1,379		843		784		783		593		2,063		2,341		1,834						Line No. 5 Less Line No. 52, Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI"



				Incremental Customer Charge Revenue from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)						(228)		- 0		(3)		(7)		(11)		(17)		(24)		(28)		(32)		(34)		(35)		(34)		(34)		(33)		(32)		(31)		(30)		(29)		(28)		(27)		(26)		(24)						Note 1		Comment 2

				Incremental Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites Under AMI ($000s)						1,845		- 0		50		(70)		(114)		(398)		(146)		46		203		335		391		410		431		452		474		498		522		548		574		602		631		662						Note 2		Comment 3

				Decrease in Power Purchase Costs Related to Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)						(8,605)		- 0		(54)		(116)		(186)		(268)		(359)		(460)		(570)		(686)		(842)		(987)		(1,125)		(1,279)		(1,467)		(1,664)		(1,875)		(2,107)		(2,380)		(2,657)		(2,978)		(3,242)		ERROR:#REF!				Note 3		Comment 4



				Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI ($000s)						13,768		- 0		(3)		6,008		6,543		521		1,076		979		1,100		1,041		823		1,015		744		545		354		(355)		(599)		(805)		(1,241)		(19)		(31)		(770)						Note 4		Comment 5







				Forecast Revenue Requirements ($000s)								287,441		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		390,778		397,812		404,972		412,262		419,682		427,237		434,927		442,756		450,725		458,838		467,097		475,505		484,064		492,777		501,647		510,677						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 12



				% Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI (as Compared to Forecast Revenue Requirements)								0.000%		-0.001%		1.834%		1.788%		0.136%		0.275%		0.246%		0.272%		0.252%		0.196%		0.238%		0.171%		0.123%		0.079%		-0.077%		-0.128%		-0.169%		-0.256%		-0.004%		-0.006%		-0.151%

				Cumulative % Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI (as Compared to Forecast Revenue Requirements)										-0.001%		1.833%		3.621%		3.757%		4.032%		4.278%		4.550%		4.802%		4.998%		5.236%		5.407%		5.530%		5.609%		5.532%		5.403%		5.234%		4.978%		4.974%		4.968%		4.817%







				Note 1

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - Status Quo								618		622		627		631		635		640		653		666		679		692		706		720		735		750		765		780		795		811		828		844		861						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - AMI								618		641		663		691		721		760		793		820		843		857		865		874		883		891		900		909		918		928		937		946		956						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Incremental Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI								0		19		37		60		86		121		140		155		164		164		159		153		148		142		136		129		123		116		109		102		95



				60 Day Billing Cycles per Year (365 / 60)								6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6

				Customer Charge per 60 Day Billing Cycle								29.65		30.18		30.73		31.28		31.84		32.42		33.00		33.59		34.20		34.81		35.44		36.08		36.73		37.39		38.06		38.75		39.44		40.15		40.88		41.61		42.36						F2012 Residential Customer Charge per 60 Day Billing Cycle of $29.65, adjusted for 1.8% iinflation each year.

				Incremental Customer Charge Revenue from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)								0		3		7		11		17		24		28		32		34		35		34		34		33		32		31		30		29		28		27		26		24						http://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspx





				Note 2

				Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites - Status Quo								359,080		399,492		458,782		525,188		599,373		643,194		669,179		696,214		724,341		753,604		784,050		815,725		848,681		882,967		918,639		955,752		994,365		1,034,537		1,076,332		1,119,816		1,165,057						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites - AMI								359,080		349,744		528,580		639,091		997,826		788,781		623,531		492,902		389,639		362,661		373,613		384,897		396,520		408,495		420,832		433,541		446,634		460,122		474,018		488,333		503,081						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Incremental Revenue Collected from Illegal, Marijuana Theft Sites Under AMI ($000s)								- 0		50		(70)		(114)		(398)		(146)		46		203		335		391		410		431		452		474		498		522		548		574		602		631		662





				Note 3

				Total Illegal Marijuana Grow Sites - Status Quo								824		841		858		875		892		910		928		947		966		985		1,005		1,025		1,046		1,066		1,088		1,110		1,132		1,154		1,177		1,201		1,225						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Total Illegal Marijuana Grow Sites - AMI								824		833		841		849		858		866		875		884		893		902		911		920		929		938		948		957		967		976		986		996		1,006						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Decrease in Total Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI								- 0		(8)		(17)		(25)		(34)		(44)		(53)		(63)		(73)		(84)		(94)		(105)		(117)		(128)		(140)		(152)		(165)		(178)		(191)		(205)		(219)



				Estimated Consumption per Site (kwhs)								113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400		113,400						Boyd Report



				Decrease in Total Consumption from Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI (kwhs)								0		(934,870)		(1,897,785)		(2,889,401)		(3,910,387)		(4,961,423)		(6,043,209)		(7,156,456)		(8,301,892)		(9,480,260)		(10,692,318)		(11,938,842)		(13,220,623)		(14,538,470)		(15,893,209)		(17,285,681)		(18,716,749)		(20,187,293)		(21,698,209)		(23,250,415)		(24,844,847)



				Marginal Cost per mwh								$   54.68		$   57.30		$   61.18		$   64.49		$   68.47		$   72.36		$   76.15		$   79.67		$   82.59		$   88.77		$   92.27		$   94.19		$   96.78		$   100.90		$   104.73		$   108.45		$   112.55		$   117.90		$   122.45		$   128.10		$   130.48						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Marginal Cost per kwh								$   0.05		$   0.06		$   0.06		$   0.06		$   0.07		$   0.07		$   0.08		$   0.08		$   0.08		$   0.09		$   0.09		$   0.09		$   0.10		$   0.10		$   0.10		$   0.11		$   0.11		$   0.12		$   0.12		$   0.13		$   0.13



				Decrease in Total Power Purchase Costs related to Illegal, Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI ($000s)								- 0		(54)		(116)		(186)		(268)		(359)		(460)		(570)		(686)		(842)		(987)		(1,125)		(1,279)		(1,467)		(1,664)		(1,875)		(2,107)		(2,380)		(2,657)		(2,978)		(3,242)











				SCHEDULE 1 - PART 2





				Customer Rates Impact

				Forecast Sales Volume (kwhs) (D)								3,193,000,000		3,233,000,000		3,266,000,000		3,289,000,000		3,293,000,000		3,307,000,000		3,328,000,000		3,347,000,000		3,367,000,000		3,390,000,000		3,412,000,000		3,435,000,000		3,460,000,000		3,486,000,000		3,511,000,000		3,536,000,000		3,562,000,000		3,589,000,000		3,615,000,000		3,637,000,000		3,661,000,000						Fortis BC Inc. 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement Proceeding, Exhibit B-1, Appendix 3A - Long-Term Energy Forecast After DSM  (Net Load)		Comment 1.2



				Forecast Revenue Requirement ($000s)								287,441		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		390,778		397,812		404,972		412,262		419,682		427,237		434,927		442,756		450,725		458,838		467,097		475,505		484,064		492,777		501,647		510,677						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 12



				Forecast Average $ per kwh Status Quo (A)								0.090		0.096		0.100		0.111		0.117		0.118		0.120		0.121		0.122		0.124		0.125		0.127		0.128		0.129		0.131		0.132		0.133		0.135		0.136		0.138		0.139		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				Comment 2.2



				Forecast Sales Volume (kwhs) (D)								3,193,000,000		3,233,000,000		3,266,000,000		3,289,000,000		3,293,000,000		3,307,000,000		3,328,000,000		3,347,000,000		3,367,000,000		3,390,000,000		3,412,000,000		3,435,000,000		3,460,000,000		3,486,000,000		3,511,000,000		3,536,000,000		3,562,000,000		3,589,000,000		3,615,000,000		3,637,000,000		3,661,000,000						Fortis BC Inc. 2012-2013 Revenue Requirement Proceeding, Exhibit B-1, Appendix 3A - Long-Term Energy Forecast After DSM  (Net Load)		Comment 1

				Forecast Incremental Sales Volume from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI (kwhs)								0		2,083,305		4,049,220		6,608,150		9,409,100		13,246,951		15,416,898		16,977,899		18,062,317		18,026,185		17,445,597		16,843,986		16,220,839		15,575,627		14,907,816		14,216,855		13,502,183		12,763,228		11,999,404		11,210,113		10,394,743						Note 5		Comment  3.2

				Total Forecast Sales Volume (kwhs) Under AMI  (E)								3,193,000,000		3,235,083,305		3,270,049,220		3,295,608,150		3,302,409,100		3,320,246,951		3,343,416,898		3,363,977,899		3,385,062,317		3,408,026,185		3,429,445,597		3,451,843,986		3,476,220,839		3,501,575,627		3,525,907,816		3,550,216,855		3,575,502,183		3,601,763,228		3,626,999,404		3,648,210,113		3,671,394,743

				Forecast Revenue Requirement ($000s)								287,441		310,378		327,609		365,860		383,868		390,778		397,812		404,972		412,262		419,682		427,237		434,927		442,756		450,725		458,838		467,097		475,505		484,064		492,777		501,647		510,677						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Net AMI", Line No. 12

				Increase (Decrease) in Revenue Requirement Under AMI ($000s)								- 0		(3)		6,008		6,543		521		1,076		979		1,100		1,041		823		1,015		744		545		354		(355)		(599)		(805)		(1,241)		(19)		(31)		(770)		0		0		Refer to Note 4, Revenue Requirements Impact Analysis 

				Total Forecast Revenue Requirement Under AMI ($000s)								287,441		310,375		333,617		372,403		384,389		391,853		398,790		406,072		413,302		420,506		428,252		435,671		443,301		451,080		458,484		466,499		474,700		482,823		492,759		501,616		509,907



				Forecast Average $ per kwh Under AMI, Including Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites (B)								0.090		0.096		0.102		0.113		0.116		0.118		0.119		0.121		0.122		0.123		0.125		0.126		0.128		0.129		0.130		0.131		0.133		0.134		0.136		0.137		0.139								Comment 2.2



				Forecast $ per kwh Impact Under AMI, Compared to Status Quo ((C)=(B-A))								0.00000		-0.00006		0.00171		0.00176		-0.00017		-0.00015		-0.00026		-0.00028		-0.00035		-0.00041		-0.00034		-0.00040		-0.00044		-0.00047		-0.00065		-0.00070		-0.00073		-0.00082		-0.00046		-0.00043		-0.00060								Comment 4.2



				Forecast % Impact of Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites								0.00%		-0.07%		1.71%		1.58%		-0.15%		-0.12%		-0.22%		-0.23%		-0.28%		-0.33%		-0.27%		-0.32%		-0.34%		-0.37%		-0.50%		-0.53%		-0.55%		-0.61%		-0.33%		-0.31%		-0.43%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!



				Forecast Total Impact of Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites ((F) = C*D), Excluding Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites ($000s)								- 0		(202.6)		5,594.9		5,795.8		(574.2)		(487.7)		(860.4)		(949.6)		(1,164.8)		(1,401.0)		(1,163.3)		(1,381.6)		(1,523.5)		(1,652.0)		(2,293.1)		(2,466.9)		(2,598.0)		(2,951.9)		(1,648.9)		(1,572.8)		(2,213.5)		- 0		- 0		Note 6		Comment 6.2



				NPV of AMI Project Impact on Average Customer Rates ($000s) Excluding Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites						(681)



				Forecast Total Impact of Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites ((G) = C*E), Including Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites								- 0		(202.7)		5,601.8		5,807.4		(575.9)		(489.7)		(864.3)		(954.4)		(1,171.1)		(1,408.5)		(1,169.3)		(1,388.4)		(1,530.7)		(1,659.4)		(2,302.8)		(2,476.8)		(2,607.9)		(2,962.4)		(1,654.4)		(1,577.7)		(2,219.7)		- 0		- 0



				NPV of AMI Project Impact on Average Customer Rates ($000s) - Including Benefit to Illegal Paying Marijuana Grow Sites						(708)



				Note 5

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - Status Quo								618		622		627		631		635		640		653		666		679		692		706		720		735		750		765		780		795		811		828		844		861						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites - AMI								618		641		663		691		721		760		793		820		843		857		865		874		883		891		900		909		918		928		937		946		956						Exhibit B-1-1 Excel Attachment, Tab "Theft Reduction"

				Incremental Illegal, Paying Marijuana Grow Sites Under AMI								0		19		37		60		86		121		140		155		164		164		159		153		148		142		136		129		123		116		109		102		95



				Estimated Consumption per Site (kwhs)								109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872		109,872						Diplock and Plecas



				Estimated Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijana Grow Sites (kwhs)								0		2,083,305		4,049,220		6,608,150		9,409,100		13,246,951		15,416,898		16,977,899		18,062,317		18,026,185		17,445,597		16,843,986		16,220,839		15,575,627		14,907,816		14,216,855		13,502,183		12,763,228		11,999,404		11,210,113		10,394,743								http://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspx



				Estimated Incremental Billable Load from Illegal, Paying Marijana Grow Sites (GWhs)								0		2		4		7		9		13		15		17		18		18		17		17		16		16		15		14		14		13		12		11		10















http://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspxhttp://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/Rates/Pages/default.aspx

Schedule 4

		Revenue Requirements Analysis

		Advanced Metering Infrastructure Project



		Line								NPV @		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		No.								8.00%		Dec-12		Dec-13		Dec-14		Dec-15		Dec-16		Dec-17		Dec-18		Dec-19		Dec-20		Dec-21		Dec-22		Dec-23		Dec-24		Dec-25		Dec-26		Dec-27		Dec-28		Dec-29		Dec-30		Dec-31		Dec-32		Total		Source Reference		Comments

		47		Meter Reading Costs - Status Quo								2,474		2,518		2,684		2,733		2,782		2,959		3,012		3,067		3,256		3,315		3,374		3,576		3,641		3,706		3,922		3,993		4,065		4,296		4,373		4,452		4,698		72,896		Line No 47, Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment Tab "Status Quo"

				Number of Meters - 100% Manual Meter Reads								114,232		116,484		118,809		121,135		123,371		125,581		127,798		130,024		132,188		134,357		136,518		138,650		140,812		142,955		145,078		147,181		149,280		151,367		153,420		155,448		157,481				Exhibit B-6, Table BCUC IR1 Q33.1b, p. 59

				Cost per Meter								21.66		21.62		22.59		22.56		22.55		23.56		23.57		23.58		24.63		24.67		24.72		25.79		25.86		25.93		27.04		27.13		27.23		28.38		28.50		28.64		29.83				Exhibit B-6, Table BCUC IR1 Q33.1b, p. 59

				NPV of Total Meter-Reading Costs (A)						34,421



		47		Meter Reading Costs - Post- AMI 1% Manual Reads								2,474		2,518		2,684		1,734		238		246		255		264		273		283		292		302		312		322		333		344		355		366		382		394		406		14,779		Line No 47, Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment Tab "Gross AMI"

				Number of Meters - 100% Manual Meter Reads								114,232		116,484		118,809		121,135		1,234		1,256		1,278		1,300		1,322		1,344		1,365		1,387		1,408		1,430		1,451		1,472		1,493		1,514		1,534		1,554		1,575				Exhibit B-6, Table BCUC IR1 Q33.1b, p. 59

				Cost per Meter								21.66		21.62		22.59		14.32		192.69		196.11		199.60		203.03		206.64		210.29		213.98		217.83		221.67		225.57		229.55		233.63		237.77		241.95		249.10		253.51		257.97				Exhibit B-6, Table BCUC IR1 Q33.1b, p. 59

				NPV of Total Meter-Reading Costs (B)						10,636



				Meter Reading Costs - Post- AMI 5% Manual Reads								2,474		2,518		2,684		1,734		792		821		850		880		911		942		974		1,007		1,040		1,075		1,110		1,146		1,183		1,221		1,274		1,314		1,354		27,305		Exhibit B-6, Table BCUC IR1 Q33.1b, p. 59

				Number of Meters - 100% Manual Meter Reads								114,232		116,484		118,809		121,135		6,169		6,279		6,390		6,501		6,609		6,718		6,826		6,933		7,041		7,148		7,254		7,359		7,464		7,568		7,671		7,772		7,874				Exhibit B-6, Table BCUC IR1 Q33.1b, p. 59

				Cost per Meter								21.66		21.62		22.59		14.32		128.39		130.75		133.02		135.36		137.83		140.22		142.69		145.26		147.71		150.40		153.02		155.73		158.49		161.33		166.08		169.06		171.96				Exhibit B-6, Table BCUC IR1 Q33.1b, p. 59

				NPV of Total Meter-Reading Costs (C)						15,657



				Incremental NPV Benefit - Post-AMI 1% Manual Reads						23,785

				Incremental NPV Benefit - Post-AMI 5% Manual Reads						18,764



				Difference						5,021









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Schedule 5 - BCUC IR1 48.2

								Status Quo		Dec-13		Dec-14		Dec-15		Dec-16		Dec-17		Dec-18		Dec-19		Dec-20		Dec-21		Dec-22		Dec-23		Dec-24		Dec-25		Dec-26		Dec-27		Dec-28		Dec-29		Dec-30		Dec-31		Dec-32

								Sustaining Capital

								Meter Growth ($000)		$119		$125		$122		$125		$125		$128		$131		$129		$132		$134		$135		$139		$140		$141		$142		$145		$147		$147		$148		$151

								Total New Meters Installed year		2,252		2,325		2,236		2,236		2,210		2,217		2,226		2,164		2,169		2,161		2,132		2,162		2,143		2,123		2,103		2,099		2,087		2,053		2,028		2,033

								Cost per Meter		$52.78		$53.73		$54.70		$55.69		$56.69		$57.71		$58.75		$59.81		$60.88		$61.98		$63.09		$64.23		$65.38		$66.56		$67.76		$68.98		$70.22		$71.49		$72.77		$74.08

								2% Growth				2,300		2,346		2,393		2,441		2,490		2,539		2,590		2,642		2,695		2,749		2,804		2,860		2,917		2,975		3,035		3,095		3,157		3,221		3,285

										115,000		117,300		119,646		122,039		124,480		126,969		129,509		132,099		134,741		137,436		140,184		142,988		145,848		148,765		151,740		154,775		157,870		161,028		164,248		167,533





								Meter Replacement ($000)		$41		$67		$62		$81		$56		$110		$53		$25		$31		$41		$36		$32		$22		$19		$26		$22		$23		$32		$13		$8

								Total Meters Replaced		1117		1768		1612		2059		1411		2707		1296		595		720		942		823		707		478		399		556		460		468		639		256		159

								Cost per Meter		$37.09		$37.76		$38.44		$39.13		$39.83		$40.55		$41.28		$42.02		$42.78		$43.55		$44.33		$45.13		$45.94		$46.77		$47.61		$48.47		$49.34		$50.23		$51.13		$52.06



								MC Compliance - Testing ($000)		$146		$909		$903		$1,478		$976		$2,310		$1,072		$1,645		$1,229		$1,070		$1,452		$820		$1,324		$486		$501		$293		$306		$302		$432		$901

								Total Meters Tested		0		4295		4169		7325		4419		11592		4741		7653		5350		4429		6241		3018		5368		1296		1327		338		372		329		865		2821

								Cost per Meter				$211.54		$216.60		$201.79		$220.90		$199.28		$226.08		$214.95		$229.68		$241.48		$232.70		$271.81		$246.58		$374.84		$377.71		$868.18		$823.43		$918.47		$499.48		$319.27



								MC Compliance - Testing ($000)		$146		$909		$903		$1,478		$976		$2,310		$1,072		$1,645		$1,229		$1,070		$1,452		$820		$1,324		$486		$501		$293		$306		$302		$432		$901

								Total Comploiance Groups Tested		0		18		17		20		9		29		11		5		6		10		15		7		2		3		8		5		4		5		2		2

								Cost per Compliance Group				$50,474.84		$53,116.83		$73,906.67		$108,462.10		$79,655.25		$97,442.59		$328,998.89		$204,799.31		$106,952.51		$96,818.65		$117,189.92		$661,825.16		$161,932.63		$62,652.64		$58,688.91		$76,579.45		$60,435.32		$216,026.00		$450,333.96



								Total MC Compliance plus Meter Replacement ($000)		$188		$975		$965		$1,559		$1,032		$2,420		$1,125		$1,670		$1,260		$1,111		$1,489		$852		$1,346		$504		$528		$316		$329		$334		$445		$909

								Total Meters Replaced		1117		6063		5781		9384		5830		14299		6037		8248		6070		5371		7064		3725		5846		1695		1883		798		840		968		1121		2980

								Cost per Meter		$168.23		$0.16		$0.17		$0.17		$0.18		$0.17		$0.19		$0.20		$0.21		$0.21		$0.21		$0.23		$0.23		$0.30		$0.28		$0.40		$0.39		$0.35		$0.40		$0.31



								IT Hardware, Licencing, and Support Costs ($000).		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

								Total Meters Installed		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

								Cost per Meter		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00



								Total Meters Replaced - Meter Replacement (A)		1,117		1,768		1,612		2,059		1,411		2,707		1,296		595		720		942		823		707		478		399		556		460		468		639		256		159

								Total Meters Replaced - Meter Replacement and Measurement Canada Compliance (B)		1,117		6,063		5,781		9,384		5,830		14,299		6,037		8,248		6,070		5,371		7,064		3,725		5,846		1,695		1,883		798		840		968		1,121		2,980

								Total Meters Replaced - Measurement Canada Compliance (C) = (B) - (A)		- 0		4,295		4,169		7,325		4,419		11,592		4,741		7,653		5,350		4,429		6,241		3,018		5,368		1,296		1,327		338		372		329		865		2,821



								MC Compliance Costs ($000s) (D)		$   146		$   909		$   903		$   1,478		$   976		$   2,310		$   1,072		$   1,645		$   1,229		$   1,070		$   1,452		$   820		$   1,324		$   486		$   501		$   293		$   306		$   302		$   432		$   901

								Total Meters Replaced - Measurement Canada Compliance (C) = (B) - (A)		- 0		4,295		4,169		7,325		4,419		11,592		4,741		7,653		5,350		4,429		6,241		3,018		5,368		1,296		1,327		338		372		329		865		2,821

								Cost per Meter - Measurement Canada Compliance (E) = (D) * 1000 / (C)		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$   211.54		$   216.60		$   201.79		$   220.90		$   199.28		$   226.08		$   214.95		$   229.68		$   241.48		$   232.70		$   271.81		$   246.58		$   374.84		$   377.71		$   868.18		$   823.43		$   918.47		$   499.48		$   319.27

								Cost per Meter - Meter Growth (F) 		$   52.78		$   53.73		$   54.70		$   55.69		$   56.69		$   57.71		$   58.75		$   59.81		$   60.88		$   61.98		$   63.09		$   64.23		$   65.38		$   66.56		$   67.76		$   68.98		$   70.22		$   71.49		$   72.77		$   74.08



								Cost per Meter - Meter Replacement (G)		$   37.09		$   37.76		$   38.44		$   39.13		$   39.83		$   40.55		$   41.28		$   42.02		$   42.78		$   43.55		$   44.33		$   45.13		$   45.94		$   46.77		$   47.61		$   48.47		$   49.34		$   50.23		$   51.13		$   52.06



						Reference:

						A		Total meters replaced due to Meter Replacement ONLY (i.e. Excluding meters replaced due to Measurement Canada Compliance). Agreed to Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1 Q 48.2.

						B		Total meters replaced due to Meter Replacement AND due to Measurement Canada Compliance. Agreed to Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1 Q 48.2.

						C		Total meters replaced due to Measurement Canada Compliance ONLY.

						D		Measurement Canada Compliance meter replacement costs. Agreed to Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1 Q 48.2 and Exhibit B-1-1, Excel Attachment, Tab "Status Quo" Line No. 31

						E		Cost per meter of meter replacement due to Measurement Canada Compliance only.

						F		Cost per meter of meter replacement due to Meter Growth. Agreed to Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1 Q 48.2.

						G		Cost per meter of meter replacement due to Meter Replacement only. Agreed to Fortis BC response to BCUC IR 1 Q 48.2.
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Executive Summary 
 
Beginning in late 2003, Abbotsford citizens increasingly expressed concerns regarding 
the presence of illegal marijuana grow operations (Grow Ops) in the City. Specifically, 
the concerns related to public safety and how Grow Ops affect peaceful, residential 
neighbourhoods. Fires due to Grow Ops were more prevalent, as was associated criminal 
activity, including drive by shootings.  
 
Before Abbotsford’s Public Safety Inspection Pilot Project (Pilot Project), common 
denominators for Grow Ops investigated in the City of Abbotsford were:   approximately 
70 % of the Grow Ops had electrical bypasses; more than 90% of the Grow Ops were in 
residential neighbourhoods; and many Grow Ops were “ripped” by other growers. 1 
Growers often had children living with them in the house with the Grow Op, which 
presents significant public safety issues. 
 
Citizens of Abbotsford were concerned for their safety, the safety of their children, and 
the safety of their neighbourhoods.  Supported by a provincial partnership, a three month 
Pilot Project was initiated by the City. The Pilot Project used the authority available to 
local governments, rather than the criminal justice system, to improve public safety in our 
neighbourhoods. 
 
Properties suspected of containing a Grow Op were inspected by an integrated team of 
City officials enforcing the City’s Controlled Substance Property Bylaw, Building Bylaw, 
the Fire Services Act and the BC Building Code. Other identified deficiencies, such as 
illegal gas and electrical alterations, were referred to the BC Safety Authority.2 There was 
zero tolerance for deficiencies; and the costs to bring the properties back into compliance 
were borne by the owners of Grow Ops.The Pilot Project demonstrated the following key 
community benefits of public safety inspections:  
 


 Grow Ops were removed from residential neighbourhoods which reduced the risk 
of fire and criminal activity; 


 staff from the Ministry of Children and Family Development advanced the safety 
and well being of children by ensuring they are healthy and safe in their families 
and communities; 


                                                 
1 Grow Rip means an illegal action where one or more suspects attend a residence that has a Grow Op 
(usually in residential neighbourhoods) and use violence to force entry.  Once inside, suspects assault the 
occupants of the residence and steal the marijuana plants.  This criminal activity brings a level of violence 
to an unsuspecting neighbourhood that puts innocent people at risk. 
 
2 Gas and electrical inspections in the City of Abbotsford are the jurisdiction of the BC Safety Authority. 
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 fire hazards in the community were significantly reduced by identifying unsafe 
electrical alterations and installations, especially electrical bypasses;  


 mould that was found in Grow Op houses was removed by a professional cleaner 
and the work was approved by an individual or corporation certified by the 
Canadian Registration Board of Occupational Hygienists or the American Board 
of Industrial Hygiene; 


 the potential that a Grow Op house would be purchased by an unsuspecting buyer 
was reduced through the registration of Section 57 Notices at the Land Title 
Office.  


 
The Pilot Project made residents safer by removing building and electrical hazards; 
identifying children potentially at risk; improving neighbourhoods and restoring public 
confidence; and generally, making the City of Abbotsford a safer place to live. Given the 
success of the Pilot Project, it was extended to the end of 2005 and included in the 2006 
draft Financial Plan. 
 
The success of the Pilot Project could not be achieved without the invaluable 
contributions of the following: the citizens of Abbotsford; the Hon. John Van Dongen, 
Minister of State for Intergovernmental Relations, and Member of the Legislative 
Assembly for Abbotsford – Clayburn; the Mayor and Council of Abbotsford; the 
members of the Grow Op Task Force; City staff; British Columbia Hydro; British 
Columbia Assessment Authority; the British Columbia Safety Authority; and the 
Ministry of Children and Family Development. 
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Background - Public Safety Issues 
 
In June 2004, the Union of British Columbia Municipalities, out of concern for the 
growing problem related to Grow Ops, endorsed the City of Abbotsford’s resolution to 
petition the Attorney General of British Columbia, to pursue legislative changes, and seek 
harsher penalties for persons involved in growing illicit drugs. The Federal Government 
was also asked to amend the current legislation, to allow the direct transfer of the 
proceeds of disposition of forfeited property directly to local government that conducted 
the investigations.  During the interim, the City of Abbotsford needed to find a way to 
address community public safety concerns. 
 


Common Denominators 
 
Before Abbotsford’s Public Safety Inspection Pilot Project, common denominators for 
Grow Ops investigated in the City of Abbotsford were:    


 
 approximately 70% of the Grow Ops in Abbotsford had electrical bypasses; 
 more than 90% of the Grow Ops were in residential neighbourhoods; 
 more than 90% of the Grow Ops were soil-based grows, not hydroponics;  
 more than 90% of  the Grow Ops had doors that were fortified from the 


inside;  
 a large percentage of Grow Ops were “ripped” by other growers. 


 


Mayor’s Task Force 
 
Clearly, public safety risks existed in Abbotsford and something had to be done. Mayor 
Reeves, in response to the concerns of the citizens of Abbotsford, established a Task 
Force. The mandate of the Task Force was to look for solutions to the public safety issues 
related to the Grow Op problem. The Task Force met regularly for one year; and was 
comprised of the Mayor, two Councillors, citizens, City staff, and representatives of the 
Ministry of Children and Family Development, the BC Safety Authority, the real estate 
industry, and Federal Crown Counsel.  
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Community Public Safety Concerns 
 
Two public forums were held to allow the citizens of Abbotsford to voice their concerns 
about Grow Ops in their neighbourhoods and how they were affected.  It was clear the 
citizens of Abbotsford were concerned for their safety, the safety of their children, and 
the safety of their neighbourhoods.  In particular, citizens identified the following 
concerns:  
  


 there is potential for fire to spread to neighbouring properties due to 
electrical bypasses or over-stress on electrical systems; 


 growers often have children living with them in houses with Grow Ops;  
 mould and carbon monoxide poisoning can be present in Grow Op houses;  
 the electrical work is generally not done by a qualified electrician and not 


in compliance with the Provincial Safety Standards Act; 
 Building Code infractions are present within Grow Op houses;  
 Grow Rips occur in otherwise crime-free neighbourhoods; this can result 


in neighbourhood children and innocent citizens being harmed;  
 there is a real fear that houses are sold to purchasers without their 


knowledge that safety issues exist;  
 there is general neglect of a house that contains a Grow Op, which affects 


the overall neighbourhood.  
 
Once the specific safety issues were identified, the Task Force discussed how to work 
with the community to combat the problem in a simple and cost effective manner.  A 
three month Pilot Project was initiated to investigate and address safety hazards caused 
by Grow Ops within residential properties. 3 Through the valuable assistance of the Hon. 
John van Dongen, Minister of State for Intergovernmental Relations, and Member of the 
Legislative Assembly for Abbotsford - Clayburn, $80,000.00 in provincial funding was 
secured and the Public Safety Inspection Team (Team) was established.  


                                                 
3 The Fire Commissioners office stated on March 15, 2005 that a Grow Op is a safety hazard.  
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Public Safety Inspection Pilot Project 


Legislative Authority 
 
A strategy and procedures were developed for the Pilot Project.  The strategy was based 
on the authority provided by the Community Charter, the Fire Services Act and the City’s 
Controlled Substance Property Bylaw. The bylaw regulates, prohibits and imposes 
requirements relative to the unlawful use of property for Grow Ops and the trade or 
manufacture of controlled substances.  This includes: requiring landlords to inspect their 
properties every three months; requiring properties used for a Grow Op to be cleaned by 
a professional cleaner and to be certified by an Industrial Hygienist; requiring the 
dwelling to pass a Special Safety Inspection by the City’s Building Inspector; and, 
imposing fees. 
 


Strategy and Team Approach 
 
Team Composition and Safety 
 
The Public Safety Inspection Team consisted of one Bylaw Officer, one Fire Inspector, 
and one Clerk.  A City Building Inspector and BC Safety Authority Electrical Safety 
Officer assisted, as required, at each inspection.  Safety of the Team was the City’s 
primary concern, due to the criminality of Grow Ops.  To address this concern:  


 
 the Pilot Project was limited to houses in residential areas; 
 the Team did not proceed if the validation process confirmed a known safety 


issue relative to the suspect residence or an on-going police investigation;  
 no unnecessary risks were taken;  
 inspections were conducted by City staff only after the building was cleared 


by Abbotsford Police that attended as peace keepers. 
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Strategy for Public Safety Inspections 
 
Using tips provided by the community, the Team verified and gathered additional 
evidence, using the following strategy: 


  
validation - a security check of the address and owners; a drive by the house to 
determine the lay out, possible dangers and to obtain any license plates of occupants; 
a Thermal Image Camera check to determine a heat source in the residence; a review 
of utility consumption information, including water and power, which was obtained 
through the City’s and other agencies’ records; 


 
notice  - the posting by the Team of a 48 hour Notice of Inspection on the front door 
of the subject house; 


 
inspection - 48 hours after the notice, a public safety inspection of the house by the 
Team with the assistance of the Abbotsford Police Department.  


 
In accordance with the bylaw, a “No Occupancy Notice” was posted when any of the 
following circumstances were present: 


 
 electrical bypass; 
 mould; 
 furnace modifications or tampering. 


 
The strategy was designed to address the following community public safety concerns: 
 


 Electrical bypasses are recognized fire hazards. The main conductors are severed 
and new conductors added to steal the power before the electrical meter can 
document the usage.  This is extremely dangerous: it is usually done by an 
unqualified electrician that is tampering with live electricity.  Once a bypass is in 
place, the power connection remains while a high level of electricity runs through 
it. This is an extreme fire hazard, as the amount of electricity used for an average 
Grow Op is intense and puts stress on a normal service. Many Grow Op fires 
result from electrical bypasses.   


 
 Children are frequently found in Grow Op houses. It is the role and mandate of 


the Ministry of Children and Family Development to advance the safety and well 
being of children, youth and adults. Under Section 14 of the Child Family and 
Community Service Act all persons are required to report suspected child abuse or 
neglect.  
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 Mould growth is a concern with properties that are used to grow marijuana. 


Mould is the result of high levels of heat, humidity and water concentrated in an 
enclosed room for a long period of time. The mould permeates walls, baseboards 
and wood structures in the house resulting in allergens, irritants, and in some 
cases, potential toxicity. 


 
 Growers may make structural changes to accommodate the ducting system that is 


used for ventilation. This includes cutting structural members, such as roof 
trusses, floor joists and wall studs. As a result, the structure may collapse and 
create risk for the occupants or emergency personnel.  


 
 Section 57 of the Community Charter allows Council to direct the corporate 


officer to file a notice in the Land Title Office when the Building Inspector 
observes a condition that results from the contravention of a bylaw, and as a result 
of the condition, a building is unsafe or is unlikely to be usable for its expected 
purpose during its normal lifetime. 


 
 Marijuana growers frequently disconnect the exhaust vent from the furnace and 


use it to vent the odour of marijuana out of the residence, through the chimney.  
Frequently, the exhaust vent is re-attached to the furnace pipe, but not secured.  
This illegal modification could result in carbon monoxide poisoning and is 
hazardous to the occupants of the residence.  


 
 


 Grow Ops threaten the integrity of the City’s sewer systems. There are two 
common methods of growing marijuana – known as “dirt grows” and 
“hydroponics”.  “Hydroponics” means that plants are placed in a large plastic bag, 
with the root ball housed in a small oasis-type of container. The nutrients are 
placed in a tub of water, which is often connected to a water hose attached to the 
laundry tap, and fed through a network of tubes to each plant.  


 
 There is a chance that the City’s sewer system may be contaminated when waste 


water is discarded. Unsafe alteration or use of a house’s plumbing system can 
result in contaminated water being siphoned back into the City’s water supply, 
which poses harm to other users. The Controlled Substance Property Bylaw 
allows the City to discontinue water service when it is used in relation to a Grow 
Op.  


 
 Grow Ops can also harm the environment when toxic chemicals and fertilizers 


that are dumped into the sewer system go untreated and enter the natural water 
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course.  Chemicals (pesticides, fertilizers) can damage the infrastructure; harmful 
materials can be caught in solids making them difficult to dispose of; and utility 
workers can be put at risk by coming into contact or breathing, unknown harmful 
chemicals.  
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Findings - Community Public Safety Concerns 
Addressed 
 
The Public Safety Inspection Team inspected 30 properties, which were used to grow 
marijuana, in contravention of the Controlled Substance Property Bylaw, during the Pilot 
Project. It demonstrated that the following community public safety concerns were 
addressed by the inspections:  
 


 only one Grow-Op related fire was reported during the Pilot Project, while five 
Grow Op-related fires were reported during the same period in 2004;  


 staff from the Ministry of Children and Family Development protected the safety 
of children in 10 families identified by the Team; 


 one Provincial Court Order was obtained by the Ministry of Children and Family 
to allow the Team access to perform a Public Safety Inspection; 4 


 houses were brought up to Building Code standards;  
 risk of contamination of the City’s sewer service was reduced;  
 the potential purchase of a Grow Op house by an unsuspecting buyer was reduced 


by filing Section 57 notices at the Land Title Office against 30 houses; 
 electrical bypasses were found at 20 houses and the power was disconnected in 


each case until it passed a final inspection;  
 30 houses will be cleaned and approved by individuals or corporations that are 


certified by the Canadian Registration Board of Occupational Hygienists or the 
American Board of Industrial Hygiene. 


 


 Reducing Fire Hazards 
 
Of the 32 houses inspected by the Public Safety Inspection Team, 20 electrical bypasses 
were found. By identifying electrical bypasses, the Team significantly reduced fire 
hazards in the community.   


                                                 
4  The Ministry contacted most of the families, arranged counseling for others, and in one case obtained a 
Court Order to allow visitation at any time, at any residence, to determine the children’s safety. 
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Protecting Children 
 
The Team advised the Ministry of Children and Family that children were living in 10 
Grow Op houses. In one case, a Provincial Court Order was obtained through the 
Ministry to allow the Team access to perform a Public Safety Inspection. Counseling was 
arranged for several families, and a Court Order was obtained to allow ministerial 
inspections at any time and at any residence to determine the safety of the children. 
 
Reducing or Removing Building-Related Safety Issues 
 
The Team inspected 30 properties that were used to grow marijuana, in contravention of 
the Controlled Substance Property Bylaw.  Varying degrees of mould were found in each 
of the 30 suspected Grow Op houses; and numerous building alterations to accommodate 
ventilation ductwork for Grow Ops were identified. There was no evidence, however, of 
structural alterations. These Grow Op houses must pass a Special Safety Inspection by 
the City’s Building Inspector.   
 
During the Pilot Project, the decision was made to forward addresses of Grow Ops to the 
BC Assessment Authority.  Under Sections 14 and 16 of the British Columbia 
Assessment Act, the Commissioner may inspect land and improvements relating to 
assessment. In the future, representatives of the Fraser Valley office of the BC 
Assessment will attend residences with the Team. 
 
Addressing Water and Sewer Issues 
 
Of the 32 houses inspected by the Public Safety Inspection Team, water service was shut 
off 23 times, under Section 9 of the City’s Controlled Substance Property Bylaw.  If 
evidence was found that water was used improperly from the residence to facilitate a 
Grow Op, the service was discontinued.  Once building infractions were corrected and 
passed inspection, water service was restored.    
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Cost Analysis 
 


Fees and Revenues 
 
The City’s Controlled Substance Property Bylaw imposes fees to shut off and turn on 
water service to a property used as a Grow Op; inspect properties that are used as a Grow 
Op; and charge Service Costs, to dismantle a Grow Op. This includes a fee of $250 each 
time an Inspector attends to exercise his authority; and a fee of $1,000 for a Special 
Safety Inspection.   
 
The Special Safety Inspection Fee was applied to each Grow Op property, which covered 
the cost of future inspections by the Building Inspector (as remedial work is performed).  
Given that there were no Grow Ops to dismantle, Service Costs were not collected under 
the Pilot Project. 5  
 
Thirty dwellings contained a Grow Op, or a Grow Op was recently removed.  The owners 
of each Grow Op property were invoiced $500 for inspections conducted by the Team 
($250 for the Bylaw Officer and $250 for the Fire Inspector).  In addition to the 
Provincial grant of $80,000, fees of $18,080 were recovered under the Controlled 
Substance Property Bylaw.  
 
Labour and Equipment 
 
To implement the project, an existing meeting room was used as office space.  Staff was 
seconded to the Pilot Project, and their positions were back-filled.  Existing equipment 
and supplies were used whenever possible. The overall cost of the Pilot Project was 
approximately $93,000, which included: 
 


 salaries for one Bylaw Officer, one Fire Inspector and one Clerk (35-hour week 
each);  


 salary for one Building Inspector, on an on-call basis, (six-hour week);  
 one passenger car;  
 use of one Thermal Imaging Camera;  
 two digital cameras;  
 two laptop and one desktop computers;  
 two cell phones and three desktop telephones;  


                                                 
5  The Grow Op that contained plants was dismantled by its residents, under the supervision of the 
Abbotsford Police. 
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 three full-page newspaper notices;  
 office furniture, file cabinets and supplies. 
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Opportunities and Challenges 
 
The Pilot Project had opportunities and challenges, both for City Departments and 
outside agencies. 
 


Opportunities 
 
The Pilot Project provided the City with the opportunity to become a leader by launching 
an independent, simple local government approach that used available resources and 
authorities to deal with Grow Ops. The strategies used in the Pilot Project can be used as 
a model by other communities. By taking this initiative, Abbotsford Council 
demonstrated its commitment to making the City a safer place. 
 


 The Team broke new ground by using the Community Charter’s provisions to 
obtain an Entry Warrant to enter property, conduct inspections and take action as 
authorized by the warrant.   


 
 The inter-disciplinary approach of the Pilot Project allowed Team members to 


gain knowledge of each other’s disciplines; this proved to be beneficial, both for 
the work of the Pilot Project, and for members that returned to their respective 
fields. For example, police and fire personnel are required to attend locations in 
an emergency and often in the dark of night. By recognizing the indicators of a 
Grow Op before entry, emergency responders are aware of the potentially 
hazardous situation. This gives the responders time to re-assess or formulate 
alternate plans. 


 
 The Pilot Project restored the public’s faith, which was often demonstrated by 


verbal and written expressions of gratitude from residents.  
 


 The Pilot Project provided an opportunity for the Ministry of Children and Family 
Development to broaden its means of finding children at risk.  The Team reported 
any evidence of children living at a suspected Grow Op house to the Ministry.  
Within the Ministry’s mission, role, mandate and key goals, its staff attended 
without hesitation. 
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Challenges 
 


 Each inspection consumed a significant amount of the City’s resources. The 
overall cost of the Pilot Project was approximately $93,000. Revenue from the 
fees collected under the Controlled Substance Bylaw was approximately $18,000.  


 
 The BC Safety Authority was very involved in the Pilot Project; however, it 


placed an additional burden on its resources. In future, an agreement between the 
BC Safety Authority and the City of Abbotsford for cost recovery will address 
this issue.     


 
 The Team was unable to gain access on five occasions after providing notice. In 


those cases, the only option is to attempt to obtain an Entry Warrant under the 
Community Charter. Entry Warrants, in the Fraser Valley, are obtained at the 
Judicial Justice of the Peace Centre in Burnaby. One Entry Warrant was obtained; 
however, this took a considerable amount of time. As more applications are made, 
and the process becomes routine, the time to obtain an Entry Warrant may be 
reduced.  In no case was there evidence of a fire hazard so significant that forcible 
entry was warranted. 
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Next Steps 
 
The Public Safety Inspection Team continues to investigate Grow Ops in the City of 
Abbotsford, using the Pilot Project strategy. The plan is to make the work of the Pilot 
Project a permanent program within the Bylaw Division. The Controlled Substance 
Property Bylaw will be amended to recover the program’s full cost, and the Team will be 
expanded to operate as three units. 
 
The Controlled Substance Property Bylaw is currently being amended to recover all 
future costs incurred by the program, and to address issues that were identified during the 
Pilot Project. These issues include: imposing a 60-day period to remediate a Grow Op 
property; adding offences for using the City’s water service for a Grow Op and for 
obstructing an Inspector; strengthening the obligations on property owners to ensure that 
their properties remain in compliance with the bylaw; and expanding which persons can 
access a Grow Op property, after inspections, for legitimate reasons, i.e., to clean, 
inspect, etc. 
 
The Team continues to meet with outside agencies, in an effort to maintain good working 
relationships and collectively resolve new issues. One plan is to remunerate BC Safety 
Authority for inspections done under the program. This is currently possible under the 
City’s bylaw; however a Letter of Understanding is needed by the BCSA. 
  
Marijuana growers will come to recognize the City’s strategy and develop ways to react 
to it. The City of Abbotsford will continue to address the community’s safety concerns by 
being responsive to new issues and trends.  
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Conclusions 
 
The success of the Pilot Project was based on a simple “home grown” approach, where 
citizens and representatives of various local agencies, also concerned about public safety, 
worked together to develop a plan to combat the Grow Op problem.  They were: 
 


 Mayor Reeves and Council, who created the Task Force; 
 


 The Hon. John Van Dongen, Minister of State for Intergovernmental Relations, 
and Member of the Legislative Assembly for Abbotsford – Clayburn, who 
assisted in providing the City with provincial funding for the Pilot Project;  


 
 citizens of Abbotsford, who volunteered to be part of the Task Force and offered 


observations, experience and concerns, as home owners in the City of Abbotsford; 
 


 the Abbotsford Fire Rescue Service, which provided first-hand knowledge of 
Grow Op fires and the hazards faced by firefighters that attend Grow Op fires, 
training and assisted with verification and inspections; 


 
 the Abbotsford Police Department, which provided insight into the Grow Op 


problem, and assisted the Team with training and the verification and inspection 
process;  


 
  the British Columbia Safety Authority, which assisted the Team by attending 


each inspection; 
 


 the Ministry of Children and Family Development, which responded to each 
report by the Team of children in a suspected Grow Op house.  


 
The community public safety concerns were addressed, and the City of Abbotsford was 
made a safer place to live by: 
 


 removing Grow Ops from residential neighbourhoods which reduced the risk of 
fire and criminal activity; 


 advancing the safety and well being of children by ensuring they are healthy and 
safe in their families and communities; 


 reducing fire hazards in the community significantly by identifying unsafe 
electrical alterations and installations, especially electrical bypasses;  


 removing mould that was found in Grow Op houses by a professional cleaner and 
certifying the house by an Industrial Hygienist; 
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 reducing the potential that a Grow Op house would be purchased by an 
unsuspecting buyer through the registration of Section 57 Notices at the Land 
Title Office.  


 
The opportunities experienced during the Pilot Project, such as the leadership that was 
shown, the use of available legislative authority, the benefits from using an inter-
disciplinary approach, the restoration of public faith and the increased safety of children, 
far outweigh the challenges of recovering costs.  
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Markets; Commercial Viability 
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INTRODUCTION 
 


Media reports of law enforcement efforts targeted at marihuana growing operations 


or ‘grow ops’ in British Columbia has come to be so common in recent years we can 


appreciate why many people might have started taking them for granted. Indeed, any new 


media report about grow ops almost seems like old news. Further, while these reports will 


from time to time give attention to the violence, organized crime activity, and other harms 


associated to one aspect or another of marihuana industry in the province, few of them 


really get into the details. Consequently, most British Columbians might have some sense 


that marihuana growing operations are a problem, but they do not get a level of the 


information that would be helpful to fully appreciating why grow ops in British Columbia 


are an extremely serious matter. 


The issue of grow ops is also commonly linked to the very public and long-standing 


debate about the de-criminalization of marihuana, with its adjoining suggestions that 


marihuana is a benign drug, and that organized crime and the associated violence would 


largely disappear if government authorities would simply remove the criminal status of 


marihuana possession and production. Accordingly, attention regarding the seriousness of 
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the matter of marihuana grow ops is often overshadowed by arguments that the only 


reason marihuana grow ops are a problem is because of the way the government has 


chosen to look at them. 


With the above in mind, and in the spirit of making more detailed information 


available, the purpose of this report is to call attention to what we have come to know 


about the harms associated to marihuana grow operations. Further, the purpose is to 


provide information about the number and commercial viability of grow operations so as 


to give the reader an appreciation that growing operations in British Columbia are not 


primarily so called “ma and pa” personal use operations, but rather highly profitable 


investments collectively contributing to a multi-billion dollar and largely export illicit drug 


industry. 


The report is organized in a question and answer format. This format was selected 


to provide straightforward answers to some of the most pressing questions related to 


marihuana production that face policy makers, prosecutors, law enforcement, and the 


public as a whole. The report looks first at why marihuana use should be of concern to 


British Columbians. The question is relevant of course, because there would be less reason 


to care about growing operations if the product being produced was harmless. Subsequent 


sections focus specifically on questions related to indoor marihuana cultivation, first 


addressing the potential harms, and then providing information on the nature of the 


marihuana industry. Through the answers to following questions, we hope to emphasize 


why indoor marihuana growing operations should be considered an issue of great concern, 


and one which requires further effort to properly address. 


 


WHAT ARE THE HARMS OF MARIHUANA USE? 
 


 Through a recent review of the current literature on marihuana use (Diplock, Cohen, 


and Plecas, 2009), we concluded that marihuana poses some considerable risks to users.  


There are a number of serious risks to users of the drug, specifically when it is smoked. 


Those risks related to a user’s health are perhaps of most concern. Smoking marihuana can 


cause considerable harm to the lungs and airways. The inhalation of marihuana smoke can 
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lead to common respiratory ailments such as coughing on most days, wheezing, shortness 


of breath after exercise, nocturnal chest tightness, chest sounds without a cold, early 


morning phlegm and mucus, and acute and chronic bronchitis which may affect as much as 


40% of the user population (Moore et al., 2005). Additional harms can occur to the user’s 


immune system, potentially inhibiting the ability of the lungs to defend against foreign 


pathogens (Shay et al., 2003).  Currently, the link between marihuana use and cancers has 


not been confirmed by research, but since marihuana smoke contains many of the same 


carcinogens as tobacco smoke, the plausibility of an association should be a concern 


(Mehra, Moore, Crothers, Tetrault, & Fiellin, 2006). Additional health concerns such as 


heart problems and threats to human reproduction are not common among marihuana 


users, but the risks should not be dismissed (Diplock et al., 2009).  


 Marihuana use is associated to risks related to the overall lifestyle of users. The 


development of psychosis and later schizophrenia has recently been recognized as a 


serious risk for a small proportion of those who use marihuana (Arendt, Rosenberg, 


Foldager, Perto, & Munk-Jorgensen, 2005; Degenhardt & Hall, 2006). It is unknown 


whether marihuana is a causal factor for these types of mental illness or a trigger for those 


already predisposed, but there is a general consensus that the use of the drug is associated 


to these mental afflictions (Raby, 2009). Dependency is also a real risk for some users (Hall, 


2006; Looby & Earlywine, 2007). Academic performance and social development appear to 


be negatively affected by marihuana use (Lynskey & Hall, 2000), but the literature did not 


confirm a causal role for marihuana use in the lack of future success of young people 


(Schuster, O’Malley, Bachman, Johnson, & Schulenberg, 2001). Furthermore, findings 


regarding the drug’s ability to cause short-term impairment, specifically to negatively affect 


driving ability (Bedard, Dubois, & Weaver, 2006), should be a concern to users and others. 


All of the harms discussed may be compounded by the fact the marihuana users have an 


increased likelihood of continuing on to other illicit drugs (Fergusson, Boden, & Horwood, 


2006; Lynskey, Vink, & Boomsma, 2006). 


 While the most serious of the harms discussed here are not experienced by the 


majority of users, marihuana use is associated to health problems that range from those 


that might be considered minor to those that are life altering.  It is important to recognize 
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that marihuana is neither harmless, nor is it particularly dangerous to the majority of users. 


However, given that marihuana is a widely used substance, it must be acknowledged that 


the lives of a small proportion of the population will be seriously disrupted by marihuana 


use.  


 


WHAT ARE THE POTENTIAL ECONOMIC COSTS OF MARIHUANA USE? 
 


 The risks associated to marihuana use are likely to translate into economic costs in 


terms of health care expenditure and loss of productivity. Given that marihuana is 


commonly used in British Columbia, with approximately 16.8% of the population of those 


15 years old and over using marihuana in a given year (Stockwell, Sturge, Jones, Fischer, 


and Carter, 2006), even if only a small portion of the user population is afflicted by serious 


health problems, the associated costs put increased pressure on our health care system and 


consequently on tax payers. Therefore, the harms of marihuana use cannot simply be 


understood in terms of potential risks to only the users themselves, but instead that the 


burden of marihuana use is faced collectively by all British Columbians.  


 Despite a belief among many users that the effects of marihuana smoking are benign 


compared to the widely accepted consequences of tobacco use, experts emphasize that 


marihuana smoking should be viewed as at least as harmful as tobacco, specifically to the 


lungs (Taylor & Hall, 2003). According to Bridge and Turpin (2004), tobacco smoking cost 


British Columbians $525 million annually in 2002, and an additional $904 million in 


productivity losses for the 542,240 tobacco smokers in the province. Using the 16.8% 


figure reported by Stockwell et al. (2006) in conjunction with population statistics for 2004 


(BC Stats, 2009)2, we can approximate the number of marihuana users in the province 


during that year at 580,541. That number is even greater than the number of tobacco 


smokers in 2002 reported by Bridge and Turpin (2004). Although, the average marihuana 


user smokes less regularly than the average tobacco user, some researchers (Aldington et 


al., 2007) suggest that each marihuana joint can have the obstructing effect of five tobacco 


cigarettes. Other research indicated that marihuana smokers generally show comparable 


                                                           
2
 There were 3,455,602 British Columbians aged 15 and over in 2004. 
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respiratory symptoms to tobacco smokers, but with much shorter smoking histories 


(Moore et al., 2005).  In addition to some of the health consequences that marihuana 


smoking shares with tobacco smoking, marihuana use may be a factor in psychosis and 


later schizophrenia. The increased costs for mental health care and loss of productivity 


from these mental illnesses have the potential to raise the annual costs associated of 


marihuana use above those projected for tobacco smoking. 


 Because many marihuana users are also tobacco smokers and some may also 


partake in other unhealthy choices, it is difficult to estimate the extent to which marihuana 


use alone has put an economic burden on British Columbians. Despite this difficulty, it is 


apparent that marihuana use does put an added economic strain on British Columbia’s 


health care system, tax payers, and the province’s legitimate economy as a whole, 


potentially in the range of hundreds of millions of dollars. This is of particular concern 


since the illegal marihuana production industry is fuelling these problems while remaining 


free from taxation.  


 


WHAT ARE THE DANGERS OF INDOOR MARIHUANA PRODUCTION? 
 


 The illicit nature of marihuana growing ultimately leads those who undertake in 


these operations to hide their activities from the authorities and the public. In order to 


avoid detection, along with other reasons, marihuana growing operations are often located 


indoors, in homes and other buildings that require substantial changes to make the 


environment suitable for growing. Although not all marihuana grow ops are large and 


sophisticated endeavours,3 those that operate indoors with the intention of making 


commercial profit require large amounts of energy (commonly electricity), structural and 


mechanical changes to the site, pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers, as well as measures to 


protect the site from detection. The changes made to facilitate the growing of marihuana 


involve practices that generally require specific training, certification, and inspection to 


ensure proper function and safety. The illicit and clandestine nature of marihuana growing 


                                                           
3
 According to estimates of the prevalence of marijuana growing operations in Quebec for 2000-2001 by Bouchard 


(2007), approximately 20% of indoor marihuana growing operations (both soil-based and hydroponic) involved 20 
plants or fewer.  
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operations prevents the regulation and maintenance of safety standards within these sites. 


Furthermore, when a marihuana growing site is located within a residential 


neighbourhood, the risks associated to errors in or abuses of construction, ventilation, 


chemical usage, waste disposal, plumbing, electrical work, and security are assumed by 


others without their knowledge and consent. 


 To determine the nature and extent of the dangers of indoor marihuana growing 


operations, we elicited the help of a focus group of professionals in the field of 


environmental consulting and industrial hygiene.  According to the focus group, who have 


seen marihuana grow ops first hand and have been responsible for the remediation process 


(Surrey Fire Service focus group, July 10, 2009), growing sites have one type of 


contamination or another in every case. The focus group identified improper ventilation in 


approximately 90% of growing sites, leading to high levels of relative humidity around 


80%. Due to the high levels of moisture within grow ops, individuals within the site are 


often ultimately exposed to mold. 


 Growers may also try to improve the yield of their operation by using carbon 


dioxide (CO₂) and chemicals (Surrey Fire Service focus group, July 10, 2009). CO2 is used to 


increase the rate of growth and tolerance to higher temperatures in growing sites. 


Exposure to higher than normal levels of CO₂ can be dangerous, and the problem may be 


further compounded when the increase of the gas coincides with displacement of oxygen 


(O₂). Chemical residues are almost always left behind by marihuana growing operations 


(Surrey Fire Service focus, July 10, 2009). Fertilizers are a common cause of these residues, 


as are herbicides and pesticides in more advanced grow ops. According to the focus group 


(Surrey Fire Service focus group, July 10, 2009), these chemicals are often found in high 


concentrations at growing sites, along with signs of spillage and on-site dumping. In testing 


residual pesticides in former growing operations, Blair and Wedman (2009) found the 


presence of 15 different pesticides used in 139 homes. The average levels found for the two 


most common pesticides were just below and just at the acceptable safe level, although the 


maximum levels found for most chemicals found were above a safe level (Blair & Wedman, 


2009).  
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 Because indoor marihuana grow ops require a great deal of electricity to power the 


typically 1000 watt bulbs used to provide the plants with light, these operations are 


susceptible to serious electrical hazards including fire.  Garis (2008) outlined many of the 


electrical hazards common to marihuana growing operations that can increase the risk of 


fires. These included inadequate electrical protection of fuses and circuit breakers, 


improper installation of electrical systems, failure to enclose electrical by-passes, and 


improper monitoring of grow sites (Garis, 2008). Improper installation of electrical 


systems puts those within the grow site at risk of shock and electrocution, especially 


considering the high likelihood of the presence of water (Garis, 2008). Electrical by-passes 


are only one of many electrical hazards that inflate the risk of residential fires in marihuana 


growing operations to what Plecas, Malm, and Kinney (2005) estimated was 24 times as 


great as that faced by a regular home4. 


 The danger presented to those living within marihuana grow ops is evident, as many 


of the previously described hazards are present in the vast majority of cases. Of particular 


concern is that the previously discussed dangers such as high humidity, increased CO₂ 


levels, high energy light systems, and improper and unregulated construction and electrical 


work make marihuana grow sites much more hazardous to children than a typical home. Of 


course, it is difficult to estimate the true number of children who live in and around 


marihuana growing sites on a daily basis, but it is evident that children have been exposed 


to the potential harms of marihuana production (Plecas et al., 2005).  


 These dangers are not limited to only the grow operators, but pose a serious threat 


to neighbours and first responders. Contamination from the chemicals used in the growing 


process is a major health concern for people in neighbouring properties. According to the 


focus group (Surrey Fire Service focus group, July 10, 2009), there is a real risk of drinking 


water contamination in the neighbourhood as a result of back flushing. Also, the spilling 


and dumping of chemicals can result in the migration of substances into neighbouring 


                                                           
4
 This figure assumes that those growing operations that did not come to the attention of police had the same 


likelihood of catching fire as those that did. However, it can be argued that the vast majority of growing operations 
that caught fire would have been discovered by police, and therefore, the actual risk is much lower. We still 
maintain that even if only one fifth of all marihuana growing operations came to the attention of police, the 
probability of a growing operation catching fire is nearly five times as great as that faced by a normal residence. 
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properties, which would require remediation to eliminate the danger. All of the 


aforementioned hazards present serious risks to law enforcement, fire crews, and other 


first responders who may enter the residence without prior knowledge that a grow op 


exists. Also, there is some indication that booby traps are sometimes (although 


uncommonly) used by grow operators to dissuade entrance into the grow site, posing 


another threat to emergency responders (Garis, 2008; Plecas et al., 2005; Surrey Fire 


Service focus group, July 10, 2009). 


 


WHAT PROBLEMS DO MARIHUANA GROWING OPERATIONS  
CAUSE IN COMMUNITIES? 


 
 In addition to the health risks identified above, there is also the potential for 


marihuana production to cause social problems to communities. These problems include 


attracting and supporting criminal activity, lowering property values, increasing living 


costs, and impacting the environment. These problems may be of most concern for those 


living within close proximity to marihuana growing operations, but the negative effects of 


marihuana production influence all British Columbians. 


 Currently, there are no studies that investigate whether the presence of a marihuana 


growing operation causes a rise in other types of crimes in the surrounding 


neighbourhood. However, based on the findings of Plecas et al. (2005), between 1997 and 


2003, 9% of all investigations of marihuana production started while responding to 


another crime, and another 3% began as a result of serving a warrant. These findings 


indicate that other crime does occur around marihuana growing operations, but whether 


the presence of the operations is a significant contributing factor for other crime is 


unknown. Despite a lack of empirical evidence that grow ops increase criminal activity, it is 


important to note that police sources (Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 2007) insist that 


marihuana grow ops are a major source of funding for organized criminal groups, many of 


which use violence to protect their criminal interests. 


 With organized crime group competing against each other within the drug 


production industry, it is conceivable and indeed probable that a marihuana growing 
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operation might be the target of a criminal attack. The term ‘grow rip’ has been used to 


describe the breaking and entering of a residence which houses a marihuana grow op to 


either steal or destroy the product of a rival. A brief search of the Canadian Newsstand 


database for newspaper articles on ‘grow rips’ allowed for the identification of six 


individual cases of this type of home invasion between January and May of 2009 in British 


Columbian newspapers. The cases described in these articles involved groups attacking 


homes that were found to contain marihuana plants (Baker, 2009a; Freeman, 2009; 


Hooper, 2009; Zytaruk, 2009a;b;c). Common in these accounts was that violence was used 


against the occupants of the houses, often involving weapons such as firearms and knives. 


In one case (Zytaruk, 2009a), five intruders mistakenly invaded a home that they though 


contained a marihuana growing operation and held two residents captive before leaving. 


What is alarming is that some organized crime groups have formed with their primary 


function being to commit home invasions of grow ops.  


 In addition to the potential for home invasions and other violence to increase as a 


result of the drug trade, the presence of marihuana growing operations also offers an 


avenue for young people to become involved in criminal activity. This is especially true for 


children who are raised in residences housing grow ops, since they are exposed to a 


lifestyle that includes illegal activities. Research by Bouchard, Alain, and Nguyen (2009) 


indicated that in some areas the existence of a marihuana cultivation industry provides the 


opportunity for youth to make money and become involved in crime. From their sample, 


Bouchard et al. (2009) reported that 12% of youth between age 13 and 17 in a region in 


Quebec had participated in the production of marihuana in the previous year. It is certainly 


a possibility that youth in parts of British Columbia are exposed to opportunities similar to 


of the adolescents in the Quebec community studied by Bouchard et al. (2009). Perhaps the 


allure of easy money, the access to marihuana, and the excitement of the criminal or gang 


lifestyle among other enticing factors that surround marihuana production could make 


marihuana cultivation the starting point in the criminal careers of some young people. 


 The indoor marihuana growing industry has negative effects that permeate into 


other aspects of society, influencing the lives of even those who may not be seem directly 


affected. Perhaps most problematic is the fact that, in many places, it may not be a safe 
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assumption that indoor marihuana growing is not occurring nearby. Based on calculations 


by Bouchard (2007), the risk of detection in one year for indoor marihuana growing 


operations in Quebec was less than 10%, even for the largest operations. If the large 


majority of grow ops go on undetected, this implies that there may be many contaminated 


residences that used to be former growing operations. The stigma of a past marihuana 


growing operation can greatly reduce the value of a property, and with the relatively low 


chance of detection, there have likely been a number of sales of former growing operations 


in the province that have gone undisclosed. In addition to the health and safety hazards 


associated to any tampering or leftover mold and chemicals, our focus group (Surrey Fire 


Service focus group, July 10, 2009) reports that the future discovery of those hazards will 


force the new owner to incur an expense around $25,000, which may increase depending 


on the extent of the contamination and the cost of additional repairs. 


 Even for those who do manage to avoid living near or buying a home that used to 


house an indoor marihuana growing operation, there are economic and environmental 


costs that affect everyone. One such example may be in the housing market, where home 


buyers are competing with prospective marihuana growers to purchase property. Not only 


are drug producers damaging and devaluing homes for future owners, but they may also be 


driving up the costs with the demand for new drug production sites. In cities where 


housing issues are a high priority, the use of family dwellings to produce illegal drugs 


should be a major concern. 


 Another example involves the economic and environmental costs of the electricity 


required to power the abundance of illegal marihuana growing operations. Based on the 


data from 2003, the average marihuana grow op in British Columbia had 15.5 lights5 


(Plecas et al., 2005). Assuming a growing cycle involves at least 18 hours of light each day 


for the first month, followed by two months of 12 hour per day, a grow op uses an average 


of 14KWh per day for each light over the course of a crop. This suggests that the average 


grow op uses 217 KWh each day, totalling 78,120 KWh over a year for lights alone. At a cost 


of $0.06 per KWh, the average operation uses $4,687.20 worth of electricity each year. 


                                                           
5
 According to Garis (2008), the most common lights used by growers were 1000W. 
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Estimates reported by Garis (2008) indicated that marihuana production accounts for 


more than 6% of the electricity supplied to residential customers in British Columbia, a 


total cost of more than $60 million per year. Reiterating the sentiments from that study 


(Garis, 2008), it is a serious concern that those within the indoor marihuana production 


industry consumes a highly disproportionate share of a valuable resource. 


 Of course, since marihuana production is often associated with electricity theft and 


the profits from the sale of the illegal product are not subject to taxation, grow ops amount 


to a considerable drain on the provinces resources and tax payers. In 2003, the average size 


of a grow op with a hydro-bypass to steal electricity was 28 lights. Therefore, the amount of 


electricity stolen by the each of the approximately 20% of marihuana growing operations6 


is about 141,120 KWh with an annual value of $8,467.20. The electricity consumption of 


the marihuana production industry in this province raises the costs of this resource for all 


consumers and, if the consumption patterns continue or increase, will result in the need for 


more energy producing dams and power plants. In British Columbia alone, it was estimated 


that the predicted 1,100 GWh per year consumption of marihuana growing operations 


would be comparable to the power generation of a recently started hydroelectric project 


estimated to cost $660 million (Garis, 2008). 


 


HOW CAN THE POTENTIAL YIELD OF A MARIHUANA GROWING 
OPERATION BE ESTIMATED? 


 
 Estimating the potential yield of a marihuana growing operation has historically 


been very speculative. There are a lot of variables to consider when estimating the 


potential yield of these operations. Previously, estimates of the annual yield of marihuana 


growing operations have been predominantly based on the number of plants discovered at 


the growing site and the number of crops that can be produced in a year. As Bouchard 


(2008) noted, previous estimates tended to be largely exaggerated because the 


assumptions about the amount of marketable product per plant were inaccurate. Assuming 


that each of the marihuana plants in an operation could produce anywhere from 1lb to 1 kg 


                                                           
6
 According to Plecas et al. (2005), approximately 20% of growing operations involved a hydro-bypass. 
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(2.2lbs) greatly over estimates the potential yield of a marihuana growing operation. We 


have determined that even the 100 grams per plant estimate originally used by Plecas, 


Dandurand, Chin, & Segger, (2002) has now been determined to be an over-estimate. 


 Although the estimates for the amount of marketable product per plant have 


historically been overstated, researchers trying to understand illegal marihuana 


production have generally had a strong understanding of the number of crops that can be 


produced each year. In his estimates, Easton (2004) used the figure of four crops annually 


for a 100 plant operation. This reflects the figure used by Bouchard (2008), who suggested 


that large operations (more than 100 plants) would generally produce four crops, while 


medium and small operation (20 to 100 plants and 1 to 20 plants respectively) would 


produce three crops. Outdoor operations of any size were estimated to produce only one 


crop (Bouchard, 2008). For the remainder of this report, we are going to estimate that a 


grow op for personal use will produce three crops annually and one intended for profit will 


produce four crops annually. 


 Recent research from Toonen, Ribot, & Thissen (2006) reported that the yield per 


plant was 33.7 grams and that generally 15 plants were grown around a single lamp. These 


findings reflect the general consensus of growers and other researchers (Bouchard, 2008), 


and would present a better alternative to other grams per plant estimates. However, as 


much of the yield depends on the amount of light received by each plant, the yield of 33.7 


grams per plant may only be accurate for those grow ops that are configured in a similar 


way with 15 plants around each lamp. Also, as even the best growers experience plant 


attrition at some time prior to harvesting the crop (Bouchard, 2008), estimating yield 


purely based on the number of plants present at a growing site may provide an estimate 


that is over or under the actual yield. As this is the case, an easier and potentially more 


accurate way to estimate the yield of a marihuana growing operation is to base the 


estimate on the number of lights rather than plants. 
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 A grower’s ‘rule of thumb’ that was reported by Bouchard (2008) which also reflects 


information provided to us by our contact, Brian Carlisle7 (personal communication, 


October 1, 2009), is that the predictable yield for a marihuana growing operation can be 


approximated at 1 lb per active light each crop. As 1 lb is the equivalent of 454.5 grams, this 


easy ‘rule of thumb’ provides a conservative estimate that generally reflects the yield data 


from the studies of both Toonen et al. (2006) and Bouchard (2008). For the remainder of 


this report, estimates of the potential yield of marihuana growing operations will rely on 


the assumption that a light produces 454.5 grams each crop. Furthermore, the authors 


suggest that 1 lb per light estimate would provide an improved standard that can be 


adopted by criminal justice policy makers, law enforcement officers, crown prosecutors, 


and judges when dealing with cases of indoor marihuana production. 


 


WHAT IS NEEDED TO SET UP AND MAINTAIN A MARIHUANA 
GROWING OPERATION? 


 
 The setting up and maintaining of a marihuana growing operation, especially one 


intended for commercial viability, has a number of prerequisites, chief among them the 


ability to fund the operation for a period before profits can be generated. As the start up 


and maintenance costs are key considerations for determining whether or not an operation 


of a particular size could be commercially viable, it is important to have an understanding 


of these costs. To answer this question, we list the required skills and funding for a ten light 


operation. Although this size of an operation is below the average reported in 2003, the 


estimated costs of a ten light operation can be used to easily extrapolate the costs for 


operations of any size. The estimates we use here are set to represent a minimum level of 


expenditure that when extrapolated would take into consideration economies of scale and 


increasing levels of sophistication.  


 With the help of our experienced grower contact, Brian Carlisle, we have listed 


below the equipment and services necessary to set up a commercially viable grow op along 


                                                           
7
 Brian Carlisle is a very knowledgeable source on the topic of marihuana growing. He is a former medical 


marihuana grower with 15 years of experience dealing with the market for both illegal and medical marihuana 
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with the estimated minimum costs associated to each. We concede that some, even the 


majority, of commercial operations might spend more on some components or use 


equipment not listed here, but this list is intended to represent the most basic of 


commercial operations. 


Lights – $2500: Every indoor grow op requires lights. In the vast majority of cases in British 


Columbia, these lights used 1000 W bulbs. We estimate a cost of $250 per light.  


Reflectors - $800: To increase the amount of light received by the plants, a reflector is used 


with each light. Each reflector is estimated at a cost of $80. 


Timer - $200: A timer is used to control when the lights turn on and off. For this scenario, 


only one timer is used, although some operations may use more timers and use them for a 


variety of purposes. The timer is estimated at a cost of $200. 


Wiring and Electrical Set Up - $3000: As residences are not originally intended to house 


marihuana grow ops, a new growing location will require extensive changes to the 


electrical system and wiring in order to power the high energy lights. Although there are 


many cases in which the electrical systems in grow ops are improperly installed, we 


assume that someone with the skills and training, or at least the experience of an 


electrician would be required to ensure the grow op could function. To account for the 


costs of the wiring, electrical panels, and the electrician’s labour, we conservatively 


estimate the setup cost for the ten-light operation at $3000. 


Retrofitting Growing Environment - $2000: In order to make the environment suitable for 


growing, structural changes need to be made to the grow room. The estimate of $2000 


includes both supplies and the labour charges of a carpenter or handyman. 


Fans - $200: In order to keep the necessary air flow within the grow room, fans are needed.  


The air movement can also strengthen the plants, allowing them to better support the 


growth of buds. We estimate two oscillating fans for the grow room at $100 each. 


Cooling Unit - $1000: The high energy lights can raise the temperature of a grow room to 


levels that can jeopardize the plants. In order to keep the temperature at a suitable level, 
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some type of cooling unit is required. We conservatively estimate that a low quality cooling 


unit (e.g. either a chiller, air conditioner, or heat exchanger) would be an expense of $1000. 


Dehumidifier - $100: To reduce the humidity of the growing environment, the operation 


would require at least one dehumidifier. We estimate the low range cost of a dehumidifier 


at $100. 


Ventilation - $500: Outside air is required to keep the plants healthy, and consequently the 


indoor air needs to be displaced. By converting existing ventilation or creating new outlets 


for the grow op, we conservatively estimate the costs of venting at $500. 


Charcoal Filter - $100: To avoid the smell of growing marihuana escaping through the 


ventilation port, a charcoal filter would need to be installed. We estimate a charcoal filter 


for one outward vent at $100. 


CO2 - $200: Carbon dioxide is widely used to improve the growing condition. A machine for 


increasing the carbon dioxide levels in the grow room is estimated at $200. 


Pots - $200: With 15 plants around each light, the ten-light operation would require 150 


pots in which to grow the plants. We estimate the cost for three 5 gallon pots at $4.00. 


Soil - $300: With approximately 15 plants around each light, a ten light operation would 


require soil for about 150 plants. Although not all growing techniques require soil, for the 


purpose of this estimation we assume a soil-based operation. With each plant in a 5 gallon 


pot, we estimate that a 50 gallon bag of growing soil would cost $20, creating an expense of 


$300 for the necessary 15 bags. 


Herbicides & Pesticides - $150: To protect the crop from potentially harmful pests, a supply 


of chemicals would likely be on site to be administered in the case of infestation. Based on 


the information from our focus group on the hazards of marihuana growing operations and 


the research of Blair and Wedman (2009), we know that the use of herbicide and pesticides 


in growing operations in not uncommon. We estimate the cost the necessary amount of 


chemicals for a ten light operation to be $150. 
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Clones - $750: The marihuana plants intended to be grown and harvested have to come 


from somewhere. Although the plants can be grown from seeds, it is most likely that 


commercial growing starts with clone plants purchased from another illicit source. We 


estimate that a tray of 50 clones would cost $250. The expense incurred from three trays is 


$750.  We include this as a setup cost because we assume that additional clones can be 


taken from a mother plant from the first crop, but we acknowledge that some operations 


may choose to buy new plants for each crop. 


 The accumulation of all of the previously listed expenses adds up to a setup cost of 


$12,000 for the ten-light operation. In addition to these initial costs, a marihuana growing 


operation can incur considerable ongoing expenses. These include the rent or mortgage 


payments for the location, the electricity to run the growing lights and equipment, the 


nutrients for the plants, and additional bulbs and other supplies. Ongoing costs can be 


greatly reduced if the grow operator steals electricity or generates it onsite. Also, for those 


growers who do not have to rent or buy an additional property specifically for the purpose 


of marihuana production, the costs associated to the grow op are again reduced. However, 


we still estimate that ongoing costs for the supplies necessary to maintain a ten-light 


operation at around $1000 per crop. 


 


WHAT IS A COMMERCIALLY VIABLE MARIHUANA GROWING 
OPERATION? 


 
 Marihuana production can be a lucrative illegal endeavour, but not all cases of 


marihuana cultivation are intended to turn a profit. Smaller operations intended for 


personal use are illegal and are still a concern, but those operations that are intended for 


large profits present greater risks and are a main source for the illicit drug trade. 


Therefore, it is important to have the ability to distinguish between those marihuana 


growing operations that are for personal use and those that are designed specifically to be 


commercially viable. 


 The concept of commercial viability in the marihuana production business is likely 


something that has changed over time. As innovative detection techniques are developed 
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and used by law enforcement, a grower’s need for security and counter-detection strategies 


increase. What was required for a profitable marihuana growing operation in the late 


1990s or early 2000s have no doubt changed somewhat from what is currently necessary 


in order to compete in the illegal market. The changing reality increases the costs of doing 


business and thus may force some growers out of the market, leaving marihuana 


production an industry predominated by high quantity producers who are very 


sophisticated and extremely competitive.  


 However, the marihuana growing operations that are intended for personal use may 


not differ from those that have existed historically. Since grow ops for personal use are 


separated from the larger illegal production and distribution industry and the chance of 


detection is generally much lower for small size operations (Bouchard, 2007), it is likely 


that the factors that may be forcing small and mid-sized commercial operations out of 


business would have little to no affect. If this is an accurate representation of current 


progression in the illegal marihuana production industry, it should become increasingly 


easier to distinguish between those operations that are commercially viable and those that 


are mainly for personal use.  


 In the meantime, however, to determine whether a grow op is or was intended for 


profit, it is important to explore two main factors. The first is how much marihuana is 


needed for personal use. If a grower is only growing enough for his or her own 


consumption, the number of plants and lights used in the operation should reflect that 


purpose. According to data from the 1991 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse 


(Gfroerer, Gustin, Virag, Folsom, & Rachel, 1991), the average marihuana user consumes 


the drug at a rate of 281 joints per year. A joint ranges between 0.5 and 1 gram8 (Easton, 


2004); therefore, the consumption for an average user would be between 11 - 23 grams per 


month, or 140.5 - 281 grams per year. Health Canada (2008) recognizes that most users of 


medical marihuana will consume 1 to 3 grams of dried marihuana per day. Consumption at 


the upper range for these users would require a supply of 1.095 kilograms per year. 


                                                           
8
 In general, the average marihuana smoker would likely smoke a half gram joint, while more frequent or ‘chronic’ 


users might larger joints of one gram. For the purpose of estimations later in this report, we assume the average 
joint to weigh 0.515 grams. 
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 From the previous discussion of the yield of marihuana growing operations, it was 


concluded that a grower will generally produce 1lb or 454.5 grams per light for each crop 


harvested. Assuming that the grow op for personal use produces three crops annually, a 


one-light operation might yield 3 lbs (1.3635 kg) of dry marihuana each year. That roughly 


translates to the amount of marihuana used by those medical users in the upper range of 


Health Canada’s (2008) figure for a period of 15 months. It is almost ten times more 


marihuana than the 140.5 grams smoked by the average user. 


 Given that the potential yield of a one light operation would be more than ten times 


what an average marihuana users might consume in a year, it would be fair to suggest that 


an operation consisting of more than one light has the potential produce more than what is 


needed for the average user. However, given that dried marihuana may not have a shelf life 


that lasts the period between each crop, it could be argued that an operation intended only 


for personal use may use four lights, each used to grow a crop that can be harvested at a 


different time. After operating for four months, the potential yield would still be around 12 


lbs (5.454 kg) annually, but could produce a fresh 1 lb harvest each month. This potential 


annual production translates to more than 30 half-gram joints per day, nearly five times the 


yearly consumption of the medical user and nearly 40 times that of the average users. 


 Of course, the 1 lb per light approximation might be better suited for estimating the 


potential production of larger operations that are intended to make profit. It is possible 


that a grower with a few-light operation is not trying to produce to the ‘rule of thumb’. This 


might be a necessary consideration that factors into the discretion of whoever needs to 


assess whether the operation is indeed intended for personal use. However, the fact still 


remains that the potential yield of the grow op is around the range of 1 lb per light or 


higher regardless of the grower’s current skill or intentions. In conclusion, a very inclusive 


criterion for grow ops intended for personal use might be an operation with four or fewer 


lights.  


 The second factor in whether a marihuana growing operation is commercially viable 


is whether or not the potential for profit is larger than the costs incurred through set up 


and maintenance. Easton (2004) estimated the costs of running a 100 plant marihuana 
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growing operation at approximately $24,500, and earning around $76,000.  Easton 


assumes a 50 / 50 split of the revenue between an investor and an operator, suggesting 


that the investor nets $13,600 over the year.  His calculations demonstrate how even with 


such a business arrangement, a 100 plant operation was commercially viable in 2000. 


 For our own analysis we estimate that a grower can sell 1 lb of harvested marihuana 


for $20009.  Table 1 incorporates the estimated costs of setting up and maintaining 


marihuana growing operations to estimate the potential for profits for grow ops of various 


sizes. The estimated setup costs were extrapolated from the previously concluded cost of 


$12,000 for a ten-light operation to an estimated $1,200 per light. Inherent in these 


estimations is the recognition that quantities of scale would naturally reduce the costs per 


light for larger operations, but at the same time, with increased size comes a necessity for 


greater sophistication, and therefore the increased costs associated to greater 


sophistication may balance out the potential savings.  Although we concede that the costs 


are a conservative estimate, Table 1 demonstrates that if a grower steals electricity and 


does not have to pay for an added rent or mortgage to house the grow, even a one-light 


operation has the potential to make some profit. Although a 50 /50 split between an 


investor and operator was assumed by Easton (2004), this table offers only the overall 


profit of the operation as a whole. Furthermore, the table does not take into account other 


costs such as those incurred for extra labour, counter detection, or security, which may be a 


pivotal expense for those operations that can continue successfully over time. 


 As the number of plants and the level of sophistication discovered in growing 


operations in British Columbia between 1997 and 2003 showed an increase (Plecas et al., 


2005), there was likely a continuously changing concept of commercial viability. Using our 


data on grow ops in British Columbia for 2003, more than half of marihuana growing 


operations had more than 100 plants and the average number of lights used for a grow op 


was 15.5. While the 100 plant grow op discussed by Easton (2004) may have been the 


standard for commercial viability for the early years of the 2000s, without the detailed 


analysis of marihuana growing trends for the latter part of the decade, it may be difficult to 


                                                           
9
 $2000 per lb is consistent with the authors’ information from police sources and even lower than the $2600 per 


pound used by Easton (2004) based on prices in 2000. 
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assess an appropriate standard for later growing periods. Although the table demonstrates 


that marihuana growing operations can be very lucrative, especially when the operation 


involves stealing electricity or generating it onsite, the risks associated to growing 


marihuana, the extent of a grower’s black market connections, and the potential for added 


expenses are all further considerations necessary to assess whether an operation of a 


specific size is indeed commercially viable. However, it should also be emphasized that the 


value of the profits is considerably higher when one considers that it is accumulated tax 


free. Despite the uncertainty with regard a definitive answer on what represents a 


commercially viable grow op, what can be concluded is that even for very large operations, 


the setup costs are such that it is highly unlikely that such an operation would ever be 


intended for only a single crop.  


 


HOW MANY MARIHUANA GROWING OPERATIONS ARE IN  
BRITISH COLUMBIA? 


 
 Presently, the number of marihuana growing operations in British Columbia cannot 


be known with any great certainty. The extent of marihuana production in the province 


must be estimated based on the information from available sources. Police information on 


the number of marihuana growing operations attended and dismantled is the most 


common source from which to base estimations of the true number of operations in the 


province. However, in recent years, some communities around the province have 


implemented non-traditional enforcement responses, namely Electrical and Fire Safety 


Inspection Initiatives (EFSI), to actively deal with some cases of suspected marihuana 


growing operations (Garis, 2008; Girn, 2007). Information from these EFSI teams presents 


an additional source for estimations of the extent of marihuana production. 


 Using the data from Plecas et al. (2002) on the number of marihuana growing 


operations discovered by police in 2000, Easton (2004) estimated the number of active 


grow ops in that year to be approximately 17,500. The number of founded grow ops 


decreased from over 2,800 in 2000 to just over 2,000 in 2003, potentially as a result of 
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fewer active grow ops. Since the value to cost ratio (1.5) used by Easton (2004) is 


consistent with the findings from Table 210, his formula can also be used to estimate the 


number of active grow ops in the province in 2003. Changing only the number of founded 


grow ops, Easton’s method estimates that a total of 12,50011 active grow ops in British 


Columbia in 2003.  Again, without the detailed analysis of founded cases of marihuana 


production from 2004 to the present, a similar estimation of the number of active grow ops 


during latter years of this decade would only be tentative. 


 Bouchard (2007) proposed a method of estimating the actual size of the marihuana 


cultivation industry called a capture-recapture model. He estimated the annual number of 


marihuana growing operations in the province of Quebec to be approximately 13,000 for 


the years 2000 and 2001. As Bouchard’s (2007) method is based on arrests for marihuana 


production and requires the average number of co-offenders per grow op, the method 


cannot be exactly replicated using our data on grow ops in British Columbia. Furthermore, 


Bouchard (2007) categorized marihuana growing operations by size, providing different 


specifications for each category. However, by inputting our data for the year 2003 into 


Bouchard’s model, the resulting annual number of all sizes and types of marihuana growing 


operations comes to 11,500.12 Although, the data may not fit well with Bouchard’s model 


since it provides only a one-year window for recapture, the estimate is not too far removed 


from the one obtained using Easton’s method. 


                                                           
10


 Assuming the same 50/50 split between an investor and a grow operator, the ratio of value to cost (PQ/C) for 
the growing operations described in Table 2 ranged between 0.35 for a 1-light operation and 1.91 for a 1000 light 
operation. The ratio of value to cost (PQ/C) for the average 15.5 light growing operation was 1.41.  
11


 Easton (2004) estimated the number of marihuana growing operation using the formula T = B[1+PQ/C)]/[(PQ/C)-
(1+R*), where T is the total number of growing operations, PQ/C is a ratio of value to cost = 1.5, R* is the assumed 
return to legal activities, and B is number of founded marihuana growing operations discovered by police during 
the year. 
12


 Bouchard’s (2007) model used the formula S=∑(Zi/Ci)λi,n , where S is the total number of growing operations, Z is 
the estimated number of growers for each type i, C is the number of co-offenders required each type i, λ is the 
proportion of seizures of each type i and sizes n. To use this model, we did not separate the growers by type or the 
growing operations by size, adopting the formula S=Z/C. C was calculated using Easton’s formula C=2.955 + 
0.0057*p where p is the average number of plants seized per grow (p=208 in 2003). Z was estimated using 
Bouchard’s capture-recapture model Z=N/(1-e


(-2
*


n2/n1)
) where N is the number of individuals arrested, n1 is the 


number of individuals arrested once, and n2 is the number of individuals arrested twice. From the data of Plecas  et 
al., (2005) N was 1,670 persons in 2003, n2 was 26 persons, and n1 was 1642. Z=53,572 and S = 11,494. Bouchard’s 
model used a period of three years to assess capture and recapture then divided by three to determine the 
population of offenders for a single year. Limitations in the data prevented we from uses a three year period for 
the calculation of Z. 
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 For the purpose of this report, we propose that an estimated 10,000 commercially 


viable marihuana growing operations were active around the year 2003. This estimate is 


based on information provided by BC Hydro (presentation to EFSI/PSIT Regional Meeting, 


District of Mission, B.C., Sept, 2009) that approximately 16,000 residential accounts were 


using electricity at a rate of more than the 93 KWh per day, the threshold for inspection 


define by the British Columbia’s Electrical Safety Regulation (Safety Standards Act, 2004). 


Not all cases of high consumption are the result of an illegal marihuana growing operation, 


but a conservative estimate puts the proportion at 50% (discussion at EFSI/PSIT Regional 


Meeting, District of Mission, B.C., Sept, 2009). Furthermore, based on findings from Plecas 


et al. (2005) that on average 20% of marihuana growing operations exhibited signs of 


electricity theft, this implies an additional 2,000 operations were stealing electricity. With 


8,000 residential operations identified through over-consumption and another 2,000 


assumed to be stealing, we estimate that 10,000 commercially viable growing operations13 


were active in British Columbia in 2003. This estimate is below the 17,500 proposed by 


Easton (2004) for the year 2000 and the 2003 estimates reached following the methods of 


Easton and Bouchard. With growing sophistication and a likelihood that more operations 


are stealing electricity or providing power onsite, the current number of commercially 


viable marihuana growing operations may be much greater than the 10,000 suggested 


here. However, we are confident in concluding that for the period between 2000 and the 


present, the number of active commercially viable marihuana growing operations in any 


one year was not below 10,000.  


 


HOW MUCH MARIHUANA IS PRODUCED BY BRITISH COLUMBIA’S 
COMMERCIALLY VIABLE MARIHUANA GROWING OPERATIONS? 


 
 Estimating the entire marihuana production in British Columbia requires the 


answers to many of the previously discussed questions. It requires an ability to estimate 


the yield of a marihuana growing operation, knowledge of size of operations, and a figure to 


                                                           
13


 As the 93 KWh threshold for over-consumption does not capture those operations with fewer than 5 – 6 lights 
(assuming 14 KWh per day for each light), and the average case of electricity theft involved 28 lights, this estimate 
conservatively reflects the number of commercially viable growing operations and is unlikely to include those small 
growing operations intended for personal use. 
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represent the total number of active operations contributing to the market. Using his 


estimates of the marihuana industry in 2000, Easton (2004) determined that British 


Columbia produced approximately 416,000 kg (915,200 lbs) of marihuana per year. 


 To provide an estimate of British Columbia’s annual commercial marihuana 


production in the years following 2000, we will apply the figures concluded upon 


previously. Based on data from marihuana growing operations in 2003, the average size of 


an indoor operation in British Columbia was 15.5 lights. Given a yield of 1lb per light for 


each crop and a total of four crops in the year, the average growing operation produced 62 


lbs (28.18 kg) over the year. With a population of 10,000 active commercial grow ops 


within the province, we can conclude that a total of 620,000 lbs of commercial marihuana 


was produced during the year. As we expect that the average number of lights per 


operation has been steadily increasing along with rates of electricity theft, it is likely that 


the province’s current levels of production are even greater. 


 


WHERE DOES THE PRODUCED MARIHUANA GO? 
 


 Based on the previous calculations, we can assume that at least 620,000 lbs of 


commercial marihuana is produced annually. Depending on the size of the domestic 


demand for the drug in British Columbia, a certain portion of the illegal product is exported 


to other provinces and other countries. Exportation of marihuana from British Columbia 


into the United States is of great concern to authorities on both sides of the border. From 


high profile cross-border seizures like in the case of Robert Shannon and Devon Quast 


(Baker, 2009) or UN Gang leader, Clayton Roueche (Bolan, 2008), we know that marihuana 


produced in British Columbia has been exported in large quantities to destinations within 


the United States, often with shipments of cocaine coming back into Canada. Reports from 


the US Department of Justice (2009) acknowledge the influence of Canadian marihuana 


into the American drug market. Overall, the extent of exporting of British Columbia’s 


marihuana into the United States is unknown. 


 Using our previous estimate of 620,000 lbs of commercial marihuana produced 


annually, we can estimate the amount of marihuana that leaves British Columbia bound for 
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other parts of Canada and the United States. Research by Stockwell et al. (2006) indicated 


that about 16.8% of British Columbians aged 15 and older had used marihuana in 2004. 


Given that BC Stats (2009) reports that there were 3,455,602 British Columbians aged 15 


and over in 2004, we can estimate that there were 580,541 marihuana users in the 


province during that year. As previously mentioned the average user smokes 281 joints per 


year (Gfroerer et al., 1991). If the average user smokes joints weighing 0.515 grams, British 


Columbia’s domestic consumption in 2004 was approximately 84,040 kg (184,888 lbs).14 


Assuming the province’s annual production in 2004 was in the range of 620,000 lbs, the 


domestic consumption represents only about 30% of the total commercial product, leaving 


70% to be exported elsewhere. As our estimate of commercially produced marihuana does 


not take into account those operations intended for personal use, it is probable that the 


domestic consumption of commercially produced marihuana is even less than the estimate 


provided here. In conclusion, a substantial amount of British Columbia’s commercially 


produced marihuana leaves the provincial borders, suggesting that our local problems with 


marihuana growing operations have a considerable impact on the drug situations in other 


jurisdictions. 


 


WHAT IS THE VALUE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA’S MARIHUANA? 
 


 The revenue generated by British Columbia’s commercial marihuana production 


industry is approximately $1.24 billion. Inherent in this figure is the assumption that the 


marihuana is sold by the pound at $2000/lb. We present this figure as a conservative 


estimate of the amount of money that British Columbia’s marihuana growers generate from 


the sale of their product. However, we recognize that when the activities of the broader 


marihuana market are taken into consideration, the $1.24 billion figure increases 


substantially. 


  The price of British Columbia’s marihuana varies depending on where it is sold and 


in what quantity. The potential retail value of British Columbia’s marihuana sold on the 


                                                           
14


 As 16.8% of 3,455,602 provides a figure of 580,541.136 annual marihuana smokers, the estimated domestic 
consumption presented here is slightly higher than the 84,013 kg (184,829 lbs) that would be calculated if the 
580,541 figure was used. 
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street by the joint would be much greater than $1.24 billion. Furthermore, with the risks of 


trading marihuana across national borders, it can be expected that the price of British 


Columbia’s marihuana will be inflated somewhat in the United States. The Office of National 


Drug Control Policy (2003) reported that in the early years of this decade, ‘BC bud’ could be 


sold in some American metropolitan areas for as high as $5000 – $8000 USD per pound. If 


all of the 70% of British Columbia’s commercially produced marihuana that leaves the 


province was sold in the United States for at least $3000 CAD15, exporters would be earning 


approximately $1.305 billion. Exporting British Columbia’s commercially produced 


marihuana is a lucrative business, as the revenue generated by exporters is greater than 


that generated by the growers even when selling only 70% of the total product. If we add 


the wholesale revenue from exported marihuana with the 30% sold domestically for $2000 


per pound, the total value of the entire wholesale market for British Columbia’s marihuana 


is $1.675billion. 


 


SUMMARY 
 


No doubt, at least for the short term, it will be difficult to get as specific as we might like in 


trying to describe the nature and extent of marihuana grow operations in British Columbia. 


Like so many other kinds of crime, and especially those involving organized crime, the size 


of the dark figure can assumed to be large, and the nature of the activity is ever-changing. 


Grow ops are becoming increasingly sophisticated and it is clear that those involved are 


changing their ways of doing business to grow more efficiently, produce more powerful 


strains, increase profitability, and avoid detection. Still, at this point, it is clear that given 


the cost to set up an initial grow it is not reasonable that any of those involving more than 


four lights are “one off” operations. Rather, they are harmful operations intended to 


generate on-going tax free profits for those who own them. Collectively across the province 


of British Columbia commercial marihuana growers take money out of the pockets of every 


taxpayer and worse and increasingly so, facilitate the ability of organized crime to become 


richer, stronger, and more pervasive.  We emphasize since in making our calculations and 


                                                           
15


 To be conservative we estimated that a pound of marihuana could be sold for the equivalent of $3000 CAD in 
the United States. This number is consistent with source within the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 
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estimates here, we have tried to be deliberately conservative at each step of the 


assessment. We present what can be viewed as the lower limit of what is a very large 


problem in British Columbia and elsewhere. We would expect the law enforcement and 


public safety officials who are close to the problem on a daily basis could give reason to be 


much less conservative. 
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Table 1: Estimated Potential Profits of Marihuana Growing Operations of Various Sizes 


 


 Ongoing Expenses Profit After 1 Crop Profit After 1 Year 


Lights 


Earns / 


Crop 


Set up 


Cost 


Supplies 


/ Crop 


Hydro / 


Crop 


Rent */ 


Crop 


Paying Hydro 


& Rent 


Stealing 


Hydro No Rent 


Stealing 


Hydro & 


No Rent 


Paying Hydro 


& Rent 


Stealing 


Hydro No Rent 


Stealing 


Hydro & No 


Rent 


1 $2,000 $1,200 $100 $75.60 $2,400 -$1,775.60 -$1,700.00 $624 $700 -$3,502.40 $4,000 $6,097.60 $6,400 


5 $10,000 $6,000 $500 $378.00 $2,400 $722.00 $1,100.00 $3,122 $3,500 $20,888.00 $29,600 $30,488.00 $32,000 


10 $20,000 $12,000 $1,000 $756.00 $3,600 $2,644.00 $3,400.00 $6,244 $7,000 $46,576.00 $60,400 $60,976.00 $64,000 


15 $30,000 $18,000 $1,500 $1,134.00 $3,600 $5,766.00 $6,900.00 $9,366 $10,500 $77,064.00 $92,400 $91,464.00 $96,000 


50 $100,000 $60,000 $5,000 $3,780.00 $3,600 $27,620.00 $31,400.00 $31,220 $35,000 $290,480.00 $316,400 $304,880.00 $320,000 


100 $200,000 $120,000 $10,000 $7,560.00 $4,800 $57,640.00 $65,200.00 $62,440 $70,000 $590,560.00 $635,200 $609,760.00 $640,000 


250 $500,000 $300,000 $25,000 $18,900.00 $12,000 $144,100.00 $163,000.00 $156,100 $175,000 $1,476,400.00 $1,588,000 $1,524,400.00 $1,600,000 


500 $1,000,000 $600,000 $50,000 $37,800.00 $24,000 $288,200.00 $326,000.00 $312,200 $350,000 $2,952,800.00 $3,176,000 $3,048,800.00 $3,200,000 


1000 $2,000,000 $1,200,000 $100,000 $75,600.00 $48,000 $576,400.00 $652,000.00 $624,400 $700,000 $5,905,600.00 $6,352,000 $6,097,600.00 $6,400,000 


 


*Rent was estimated to conservatively reflect the price for required space, assuming each light required at least 25 ft
2
. For five or fewer lights, the estimate 


assumes at least a two bedroom apartment for $800 monthly. Between 10 and 50 lights assumes an average house with around 1,800 ft
2
, costing $1,200 


monthly. For 100 lights and larger, the figure of $185/ft
2 


was used to determine the cost of a house large enough for the operation. The rent for these 
operations was calculated assuming an added 5% and monthly payments over 25 year. 
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